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Request for Public Records

Consistent with the State of Nevada's Public Records statute (NRS 239), all public books and public records not
determined to be confidential will be made available for public view or copy.

stewater T

1 . All emails, communications, memoranda, notes, drafts, documents, and records related to R1 15-17, section 1 I ("Ïhe
Division may deny an application for a certificate as an operator of a plant for sewage treatment or suspend or revoke a full

certificate, provisional certificate or restricted certificate if the applicant or holder of the certificate...") from January 1,2017 Io

present, including but not limited to such documents sent or received internally, between agencies, with the Attorney

General's Office, and/or with the Legislative Counsel Bureau;

2. lnstructions and other packets or information provided to applicants for the Waste Water Treatment Plant Operator Grade

lll Certification examination from January 1,2011 to December 31 ,2011:

3. The Nevada Wastewater Professional Code of Conduct that was effective January 1 , 2Q11 to December 31 , 2Q12;

4. Minutes and supporting documents from Board of Certification for Wastewater Treatment Plant Operators closed session

on or about November 16,2017 related to Nathaniel Seltenreich;

5. Standards for professional discipline, including suspension or revocation of a full certificate, provisional certificate, or

resiricted certificate, for operators of a plant for sewage treatment in effect from January 1,2011 to December 31 ,2012,
including but not limited to Waste Water Treatment Plant Operator Graded l-lV.

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions or concerns

Regards,
Carrie

Carrie L. Parker
Snell & Wilmer L.L.P.

50 W. Liberty Street, Suite 510

Reno, Nevada 89501
Office:775-785-5440
Direct:.775-785-5416
Fax:775-785-5441
cpa rker@swlaw.com www.swlaw.com

u

Fite Review uest for Official State Record
rrt e r er /20L8 | 4:42 PM PSr

Name of Requestor Date:
Company you Represent: Nathaniel Seltenreich

Phone #: 775-785-5416 EmaiI Address: cpart(e rGsw I aw. com

ldentify BUreaU(s): State Environmental Commission, NDEP, Bureau of Water Pollution Control, Bd. of Certification for

List Copy or Fite Review in the text box betow: (examptes; facitity lD, permit #, project name,

name of fite fotder, binder, etc.)
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Certification of Operators

NAC 445A.617 Defìnitions. (NRS 4454.860,4454.8-8-8.) As used in NAC
445A.617 to 445A.652, inclusive, unless the context otherwise requires, the words
and terms defined in NAC 4454.618 to 445A.625, inclusive, have the rneanings

ascribed to thern in those sections.
(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; A 5-23-96; R02l-02,8-29-2002; A

by Environmental Comrn'n by R129-05, 10-31-2005)

NAC 4454.618 "Advisory Board" defined. (NRS 4454.860,4454.880)
"Advisory Board" means the Advisory Board appointed by the State Board of Health
pursuant to NRS 4454.870.

(Added ro NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92) - (Substituted in revision for
NAC 445.365r)

NAC 4454.6185 "Disinfection" defined. W,4454.880)
"Disinfection" means a process that inactivates pathogenic organisms in water by
using chemical oxidants or equivalent agents and processes, including, without
I irnitati on, ultraviolet light and ozonation.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health by R02l-02, eff.8-29-2002)

NAC 4454.6188 "Division" defined. (NRS 4454.860, 4454.880) "Division"
Íteans the Division of Environmental Protection of the State Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n by R129-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6195 "Experience in operating" defined. (NRS
4454.860,4454.880) "Experience in operating" means having been actively
engaged in the operation and maintenance activities of a water treatment or water
distribution system.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health by R02l-02, eff.8-29-2002)

NAC 445A.620 ooGroundw^ter" defined. W,4454.880)
"Groundwater" means water that is protected from surface contamination or pollution,
including, but not limited to, water from wells, properly developed springs and

infi ltration galleries.
(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92) - (Substituted in revision for

NAC 44s36s3)

NAC 445A.62I "Groundwater under the direct influence of surface water"
defined. (NRS 4454.860,4454.880) "Groundwater under the direct influence of
surface water" means any water beneath the surface of the ground that the Division
has determined to have:

À
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I . A significant occurrence of insects or other lnacroorganisms;
2. Algae or large-diameter pathogens such as GiardÌa lamblia; or
3. Significant and rapid shifts in water characteristics such as turbidity,

temperature, conductivity or pH which closely parallel climatological or surface water
conditions.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-1 6-92; A by Environmental Cornm'n by
R129-05, 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6225 "Operator" defined. (NRS 4454.860,4454'880)
"Operator" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 4454.830

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health by R02l-02, eff . 8-29-2002)

NAC 445A.6226 "Operator experience" defined. (NRS 4454.860,4454.880)
"Operator experience" means the daily performance of activities that consist of the

control or oversight of any process or operation at a water treatment facility or in a

water distribution system that may affect the quality or quantity of water.
(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n by R129-05, eff. l0-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6227 ooPostsecondary course of instruction" defined. (NRt
445A.860, 4454.880) "Postsecondary course of instruction" means a successfully

completed college level course which is at least 36 hours and which is related to
drinking water.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445^.6228 "Postsecondary course provider" defined. (NRt
4454.860,4454.880) "Postsecondary course provider" means an organization
which provides instruction and which is an accredited academic institution or which is
accredited by or is an authorized provider of the International Association for
Continuing Education and Training.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comrt'n by Rl29-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.623 "Public water system" defined. 445A.860 445A.880)
"Public water system" has the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 4154.840.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92) - (Substituted in revision for
NAC 44s.36s6)

NAC 445^.624 "Responsible charge" defined. (NRS 4454.860,4454.880)
"Responsible charge" means :

1. Actively engaged in on-site supervision and performance of operation
activities including the treatment or distribution of water; and

2. Independently making process control or system integrity decisions about

water quality or quantity that affect public health.

7
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(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; A by Rl85-99, 2-10-2000; R021-
02,8-29-2002)

NAC 445A.6243 "Shift operator" defined. (NRS - 4454.860,4454.880)
"Shift operator" means a person who is in direct charge of the operation of a water
treatment facility or distribution system for a specified period of the day and who
reports to the person in responsible charge of the facility or system.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6247 o'Supervisor or foreperson'o defTned. (NRS

44s4.860 4454.880) "supervisor or foreperson" lrìeans a person who has the

overall responsibility for the daily operation of a water treatment facility or a

distribution system and who reports to the person in responsible charge of the facility
or system.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n by R129-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.625 oosurface \ryater" defined. (NRS 4454.860,4454.880)
"surface water" means all water open to the atmosphere and subject to surface runoff.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92) - 
(Substituted in revision for

NAC 44s.36s8)

NAC 445A.626 Requirement for certificate. (NRS 4454.860,445A.880) A
person who desires to operate a public water system described in subsection I of NRS
445A.875 must obtain a certificate to operate such a public water system pursuant
to NAC 445A.617 to 445A.652, inclusive.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; Aby Rl85-99, 2-10-2000; R02l-
02,8-29-2002)

NAC 445A.6267 Minimum certification required; certification of persons

making certain decisions. 0.IRSj45Â-.8é8, 44sA.880)
1. The staff of a water treatment facility must have a minimum certification as

follows:
(a) For a Treatment-l facility:

(l) A person in responsible charge must have at least Treatment-1 certification;
(2) A supervisor or foreperson must have at least Treatment-l certification; and

(3) A shift operator must have at least Treatment-l certification;
(b) For a Treatment-2 facility:

(1) A person in responsible charge must have at least Treatment-2 certification;
(2) A supervisor or foreperson must have at least Treatment-2 certification; and

(3) A shift operator must have at least Treatment-l certification;
(c) For a Treatment-3 facility:

(1) A person in responsible charge must have at least Treatment-3 certif,rcation;

+
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(2) A supervisor or foreperson must have at least Treatment-3 certification; and

(3) A shift operator must have at least Treatment-2 certification; and

(d) For a Treatment-4 facility:
(1) A person in responsible charge must have at least Treatment-4 certifìcation;
(2) A supervisor or foreperson rnust have at least Treatrnent-3 certification; and

(3) A shift operator must have at least Treatment-2 certification.
2. The staff of a water distribution system must have a minimum certification as

follows:
(a) For a Distribution-1 facility:

(1) A person in responsible charge must have at least Distribution-l
certification;

(2) A supervisor or foreperson must have at least Distribution-1 certification;
and

(3) A shift operator must have at least Distribution-1 certification;
(b) For a Distribution-2 facility:

(1) A person in responsible charge must have af least Distribution-2
certification;

(2) A supervisor or foreperson must have at least Distribution-2 certification;
and

(3) A shift operator must have at least Distribution-1 certification;
(c) For a Distribution-3 facility:

(1) A person in responsible charge must have at least Distribution-3
certification;

(2) A supervisor or foreperson must have at least Distribution-3 certification;
and

(3) A shift operator must have at least Distribution-2 certification; and
(d) For a Distribution-4 facility:

(1) A person in responsible charge must have at least Distribution-4
certification;

(2) A supervisor or foreperson must have at least Distribution-3 certification;
and

(3) A shiÍt operator must have at least Distribution-2 certification.
3. Each public water system shall ensure that all decisions concerning

distribution process control and system integrity that may affect public health or the
environment are made by a certified water distribution operator. Such decisions
include, but are not limited to:

(a) Installing, tapping, relining, disinfecting, testing and connecting of water mains
and appurtenances;

(b) Shutdown, repair, disinfection and testing of broken water mains;
(c) Flushing, cleaning and pigging of existing water mains;
(d) Pulling, resetting, rehabilitating, disinfecting and testing of water wells;

6
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(e) Standby emergency response duties for after-hour emergencies of the operation

of a distribution system;
(f) Draining, cleaning, disinfecting and maintenance of distribution reservoirs;

(g) Operation of purnps and related flow and pressure control and storage facilities
rnanually or through a system control and data acquisition systern; and

(h) Maintenance and adjustrnent of system flow and pressure requirements to meet

consulner demands including fire flow dernands and minimuln pressure requirements.

4. Public water systems must use certified water distribution operators or water

treatment operators to make decisions concerning:
(a) The determination and control of appropriate rates of chemical dosage for

wellhead disinfection and residual maintenance; and
(b) Any investigation of problerns relating to water quality in the distribution

system.
(Added to NAC by Environmental Comtn'n by Rl29-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6275 Requirements for persons in responsible charge;
notification of noncompliance 44s4.860 445A.880)

l. A public water system which is:
(a) Classified as a coÍununity water system or a nontransient, noncommunity

water system; or
(b) Designated by the Division or the appropriate district board of health as being

supplied by surface water or groundwater under the direct influence of surface water,
rr must have a person in responsible charge at the facility or on call at all times.

Except as otherwise provided in NAC 4454.6285, the person in responsible charge of
the public water system must hold a full certificate in the same classification as, or a
higher classification than, the classification of the public water system pursuant

to NAC 4454.629.
2. If a public water system serves lnore than 10,000 persons, the Division may

require the public water system to have, in addition to the person in responsible

charge, additional persons in responsible charge at the same time, including, without
limitation, a person in responsible charge for the treatment of water and a person in
responsible charge for the distribution of water. If the Division requires additional
persons in responsible charge, the Division shall:

(a) Deliver a written notification of the requirement to the public water system on

or before December 31 of the year in which the Division imposes the requirement;
(b) Review the requirement at least once every 3 years to determine if any changes

are required regarding any additional person;
(c) Require a public water system that is subject to a requirement of additional

persons to employ any additional person not later than 1 year after the public water

system receives the written notification of the requiretnent to employ the additional
person; and

G
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(d) Require any additional person in responsible charge to be certified in the sarne

classification as, or a higher classification than, the classification of the public water

systern pursuant to NAC 4454.629.
3. If a person in responsible charge is on call, the person must be able to:
(a) Be contacted irnmediately; and
(b) Respond at the site within 4 hours.
4. If at any tirne a public water system is not in compliance with this section, the

supplier of water for the public water system shall notify the Division or the

appropriate district board of health within 12 hours or 2 working days, whichever is
earlier.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Cotnm'n by Rl29-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6285 Approval of conditional staffing. (NRS

445A.860, 445A.880)
1. The Division shall consider the following in making a decision to approve

conditional staffrng for a public water system:
(a) The results of an inspection of the public water system;
(b) A review of the experience in operating and training of the person holding the

certihcate as an operator-in-training; and
(c) Any other reasonably available and relevant information.
2. Upon the request of the owner of a public water system serving less than

10,000 persons and the approval of the Division, aperson holding a certificate as an

operator-in-training may be the person in responsible charge of the public water

system for not ûtore than 6 months. The Division shall not grant approval unless it
makes a finding that:

(a) The person has the minimum amount of knowledge required to operate the

public water system;
(b) The health and safety of the public will be protected; and

(c) The owner of the public water system can demonstrate that the public water
system is unable to employ a person who holds a full certificate.

3. Not more than 30 days after approval is granted pursuant to subsection 2, the

Division shall review the status of the public water system to determine whether an

extension may be granted. Any decision regarding an extension must be provided to
the public water system at least 60 days before the expiration of the period specified
in the approval granted pursuant to subsection2.

4. If an emergency occurs concerning a public water system, the Division may

approve any qualified person as the person in responsible charge of the public water
system for a period of not more than 6 months.

5. Upon request from a public water system, the Division may approve a certified
operator at one classification lower than the person in responsible charge of a public
water system to accommodate for vacation and ternporary relief of the person in

+
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responsible charge during a 12-rnonth period. Not lnore than 90 days after approval is

granted pursuant to this subsection, the Division shall review the status of the public
water system to detennine whether an extension rnay be granted. Any decision

regarding an extension must be provided to the public water system at least 120 days

before the end of the period specified in the approval granted by the Division.
(Added to NAC by Environmental Contnt'n by Rl29-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.629 Classification of public water systems. (NRS

445A.860, 445A.880)
1. The Division shall classif, all public water systems in this State pursuant to

subsections2 and3.
2. A public water system which:
(a) Uses only groundwater or water provided by another public water system; and

(b) Does not provide treatment of the water or groundwater or provides only
disinfection by chlorination,
!r must be classifred on a point system as follows:

ITEMS FOR DISTRIBUTION CLASSIFICATION POINTS

Average daily population served
2s - 500
501 - 3,300
3,301 - 10,000........
10,001 - 100,000...
100,001 or more......

Pressure zones (1

,5
,10
, 15

.20

.35
5lpoint per zone, maximum of

points)
Storage reservoirs (1 point per reservoir, maximum of 5 1

points).......
Hydropneumatic tank systems.....
Pumping stations, including wells and boosters (l point per station, maximum of

J

points)..........

Disinfection to maintain system

residual
System control and data acquisition or other similar instrumentation to provide

data or Process
control

Existence of recycled or reclaimed water distribution system within drinking
water
afea...

servlce

I

I
5

J

5

DISTRIBUTION CLASSIFICATION TOTAL POINTS

fr
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Distribution-1.
Distribution-2.
Distribution-3.
Distribution-4.

25 - 500
501 - 3,300
3,301 - 10,000........
10,001 - 100,000....
100,001 or more.....

Source for public water system
Groundwater..
Groundwater under the direct influence of surface water
Surface water..........

Air
stripping....

O2one.............,
Ultraviolet

1ight............
Combination of ozone and ultraviolet light.
Chemical addition for adjustments of pH.........
Iron and manganese removal............
Iron and manganese sequestering.
Softening - ion exchange, lime or lime

process.......
Granular activated carbon for organ ic contamination...............
Coagulation for

onIy...........
Taste and odor control..........
Fluoridation
Chlorine-ammonia treatment
Chlorine dioxide.......
Bacteriological or chemical laboratory

control)......

5 - 19

20-30
3l -41

42 or tnore

3. A public water system which:
(a) Uses surface water or groundwater under the direct influence of surface water;

or
(b) Uses groundwater and provides treatment of the groundwater, other than

disinfection by chlorination,
Lr must be classified on a point system as follows:

ITEMS FOR TREATMENT CLASSIFICATION POINTS

Average daily population served
5

10

l5
20
25

3

4

5

4

8

8

l0
4

5

2

10

pretreatment
7
5

4

5

I
8

2

q

(other than process
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ITEM S FOR TREATMENT CLASSIF'ICATION

Blending, aesthetic.....
Blending, health effects........
Chlorine gas

hypochlorite.................
Chlorine gas or hypochlorite generated on-site..........
Chemical addition (l point for each chemical added)
Primary inorganic

treatment...
Point-of-use
Nitrate or nitrite removal........
Adsorption process for aesthetics.................
Recycle filter backwash water to process..

Recycle supernatant from sludge removal and sedimentation
process.......

Recycle water from any mechanical dewatering process

System control and data acquisition or other similar instrumentation to provide
data or process control.......

Filtration
Conventional fi ltration-coagulation, flocculation, sedimentation..
Direct fi ltration-coagu Iation, fl occulation, sedimentation..............
Rapid sand
Diatomaceous earth......
Slow sand

Bag, ceramic, microfiltration, nanofiltration, reverse osmosis, membrane,

electro
dialysis

POINTS

or

chemical

5

8

5

6
I

8

5

8

3

J

2

2

3

0
0

7

7

5

5

TREATMENT CLASS IFICATION

Treatment-1
Treatment-2
Treatment-3
Treatment-4

TOTAL POINTS

5-19
20-35
36-45

46 or more

4. The Division shall review the classification of every public water system not
less than once every 3 years to deterrnine whether the public water system continues

to meet the criteria for that classification pursuant to this section. Upon a

determination that the public water system no longer meets the criteria for the

classification, the Division shall:
(a) Reclassify the public water system in accordance with the criteria for

classification pursuant to this section;
(b) Deliver a written notification of the reclassification to the public water system

on or before December 31 of the year in which the determination is made; and

to
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(c) Require the public water system to cornply with the requirements of the new
classification within 18 rnonths after the date the public water systern receives the

written notification of the determination by the Division.
5. As used in this section, "filtration" rìeans a process for removing particulate

matter from water by passing the water through porous rnedia.
(Added to NAC by Bd. of Healrh, eff. 9-16-92; A by Rl85-99, 2-10-2000; R021-

02,8-29-2002; A by Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6293 Minimum age and education of applicants; timetable for
certain requirements. (NRS 4454.860, 4454.880)

l. At the time of application, each applicant must be at least l8 years of age and

meet the following minimum education requirements:
(a) For Grade I or Grade II, a high school diploma, general educational

development certificate or equivalent;
(b) For Grade III, two postsecondary courses of instruction; and
(c) For Grade IV, four postsecondary courses of instruction.
2. An applicant must submit an application at least 45 days before the date

scheduled for the exarnination. The Division shall provide notice of the examination
to the applicant at least 14 days before the date of the examination. The Division shall
provide the result of the examination to the applicant not more than 30 days after the
date of the examination.

3. If an applicant passes the examination, the Division shall provide a certificate
to the applicant not more Ihan 45 days after the date of the examination. The Division
shall notify an operator concerning renewal of a certificate at least 90 days before the
certificate will expire and, if the certificate is renewed, provide a renewal wallet card

not more than 30 days after the expiration of the certificate.
(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n by R129-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6297 Applicant with disability: Request for special
arrangements for taking examination.(NRV[45A-36Q,445A.880) If an applicant
has a disability that restricts the ability of the applicant to take an examination under
standard conditions, the applicant may request special anangements for taking the
examination at the time of application. Such a request must be submitted in writing by
a recognized health care or mental health care provider and must state the nature of
the disability, the special testing affangements that are requested and the contact
information of the health care provider and the applicant.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n by R129-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 4454.630 Examination for certification: Application; submission and
applicability of fee; reexamination; scheduling; ascending order of
administration; postponement; failure to appear or postpone. (NRS

445A.860, 445A.880)

tl
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1. An application to take an examination for certification as an operator must be

made on a form provided by the Division and rnust be subrnitted to the Carson City
office of the Division not less than 45 days before the date of the examination. The

application must be complete and must be accompanied by the fee for the certification
for which the examination is being adrninistered as set forth in NAC 4454.651.

2. The fee accompanying the application for exarnination entitles an applicant
who passes the examination and meets all other qualifications for certification to be

certified until December 31 of the first calendar year after the calendar year in which
the certification is issued.

3. An applicant who fails an examination is eligible for reexarnination at the next
scheduled examination if the applicant satisfies the requirements set forth in
subsection 1.

4. Examinations for certification rnust be given at least twice annually.
5. An applicant must take the examinations for certification in ascending order

beginning with the examination for a certificate as a class distribution-l or class

treatment- 1 operator, as applicable.
6. An applicant may postpone his or her examination if the applicant submits a

written notice to the Carson City office of the Division at least 7 days before the date

of the examination. The examination may only be postponed for one test cycle.

Emergency situations must be considered by the Division on a case-by-case basis.

7. An applicant who fails to appear for an examination or fails to postpone an

examination pursuant to subsection 6 forfeits the application and the application fee.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; A by Rl85-99, 2-10-2000; R021-
02,8-29-2002; Aby Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.631 Examination for certification: Types; return to examinee;
maintenance of analysis. (NBS i45,{..8é0, 44sA.880)

l. The Division, or its designee, shall offer separate examinations for
certification in the four classifications in water treatment and separate examinations
for certification in the four classifications in water distribution. The Division shall

validate the areas of knowledge tested in an examination pursuant to this subsection

before offering the examination to the applicant.
2. Examinations must not be retumed to examinees.
3. The Division shall maintain an analysis of each examination administered in

the offrces of the Division for not less than 1 year after the date on which the

examination was administered.
(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; A by R021 -02, 8-29-2002; A by

Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, l0-31-2005)

NAC 445A.632 Proctoring, reviewing and grading examinations; passing

srade; reviewing qualifications for full certificate. (NRS 4454.860,4454.880)
ÐroI
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l. The Division shall proctor, review and grade, or enter into a contract with a

person, organization or agency to proctor, review and grade, the examinations for
certification. A score of not less than 70 percent is required to pass the examination.

2. The Division shall review, or enter into a contract with a person, organization
or agency to review, the qualifrcations of each applicant for a full certificate to
detennine whether the rninimum requirements for experience in operating set forth
in NAC 445A.633 have been satisfied.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff.9-16-92; Aby Rl85-99, 2-10-2000; R021-
02,8-29-2002; A by Environmental Comnt'n by Rl29-05,10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.633 Full certificate: Issuance; required education and
experience. (NRS 4454.860, 445A.880)

1. The Division shall issue a full certificate to an applicant who qualifies for a

full certifrcate. Except as otherwise provided in this section, to qualify for a full
certificate, an applicant rnust, in addition to passing the examination for certification
for his or her specific classification, have a high school diploma or a general

equivalency diplorna and have the following experience in operating a public water
system of that classification:

Classification
Experience

Years

Distribution-1
months
Distribution-2
year
Distribution-3
years
Distribution-4
years
Treatment-1...
months
Treatment-2...
year
Treatrnent-3...
years

Treatment-4...
years

6

I

2

4

6

1

2

4

2. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, the Division may credit
experience in operating gained in the field of wastewater treatment or in a related field

þ
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toward the experience in operating required pursuant to subsection 1. Not more than

one-half of the experience in operating required pursuant to subsection I rnay come

frorn credit issued pursuant to this subsection.
3. The Division rnay credit all or a portion of the experience in operating gained

at a lower classified facility toward the experience in operating required at a higher
classif,red facility i f:

(a) The higher classif,red facility is not more than one classification higher than the

highest classified facility for which the applicant is currently certifred; and
(b) The Division determines that experience in operating gained at the lower

classified facility is equivalent to or is a satisfactory substitute for experience in
operating at the higher classified facility.

4. Not more than one-half of the required experience in operating rnay be

satisfred by the successful completion of college level courses in engineering or in
physical, chemical or biological sciences.

5. Experience in operating or relevant training rnay be substituted for a high
school diploma or general equivalency diploma upon approval of the Division.
Education, training or experience in operating that is substituted for a high school
diploma or general equivalency diploma may not be counted toward the experience in
operating required in subsection l.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; A 5-23-96; Rl85-99,2-10-2000;
R02l-02,8-29-2002; A by Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6345 Full, operator-in-training and provisional certificates:
Indication of discipline; quatifications; validity; expiration; renewal.NRS
44sA.860 44sA.880)

1. All certificates must indicate the discipline for which they were issued as

follows:
(a) Water treatment operator, full;
(b) Water treatment operator, operator-in-training;
(c) Water treatment operator, provisional;
(d) Water distribution operator, full;
(e) Water distribution operator, operator-in-training; and
(f) Water distribution operator, provisional.
2. To qualify for a full certificate, a person must:
(a) Pass the written examination for the appropriate level and meet all

requirements for certification for the discipline and grade level;
(b) Be certified as an operator-in-training and meet the requirement for experience

in operating set forth in NAC 4454.633; or
(c) Be an operator who holds a current certifrcation by the California-Nevada

Section of the American Water Works Association or by reciprocity be certified in
another state at full classification if the Division determines, upon review of the
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application and supporting rnaterial required by NAC 4454.6355 that the applicant
has:

(1) Passed an examination that is equivalent to the examination administered

pursuant to NAC 445A.631 and
(2) Obtained the experience in operating required by NAC 445A.633

3. A person qualifres for a certificate as an operator-in-training if the person:

(a) Passes the written examination for certification; and

(b) Does not have the experience required for a full certificate.
4. To qualiff for a provisional certificate, a person must:
(a) Be an owner and operator of a public water system or be employed by a public

water system that is not designated by the Division as being supplied by surface water

or groundwater under the direct influence of surface water;
(b) Provide a written statement to the Division frorn the governing board or owner

of the public water system that the applicant was in a position of responsible charge of
the public water system on January 1,2000;

(c) Have been in a position of responsible charge of the public water system

before January 1,2000, and not required to obtain a full certificate before that date;

(d) Have completed at least 2 days of training that is designed to provide the

applicant with basic information on the operation of a public water system, including,
without limitation:

(1) Well design;
(2) Safety;
(3) Water quality;
(4) Monitoring;
(5) Reporting;
(6) The Safe Drinking Water Act,42 U.S.C. $$ 300f et seq.;
(7) Drinking water standards;
(8) Health effects of chemical and bacterial contamination; and
(9) The Total Coliform Rule; and

(e) Have submitted the initial application not later than December 31,2000.
5. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 6, a provisional certificate is only

valid:
(a) During the period that the operator remains in the position of responsible

charge for which the operator received the provisional certificate; and
(b) At the public water system where the operator was employed on January 1,

2000.
6. A provisional certificate is not valid if the classification of the treatment

facility or distribution system changes to a level which is higher than the level for
which the certificate was issued.

I . All certificates expire on December 31 of each year.

8. A certificate may be renewed if:
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(a) The fee for renewal has been subrnitted pursuant to NAC 445A.651
(b) An application for renewal was made on the fonns supplied by the Division;

and
(c) The applicant subrnits evidence of cornpliance with the requirements of

continuing education set forth in NAC 4454.639.
(Added to NAC by Environmental Cornm'n by Rl29-05, eff. 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.6355 Certification by reciprocity. (NRS 4454.860,4454.880)
l. A certificate may be issued by the Division, without examination, on a case-

by-case basis to a person in a comparable classification who has passed an adequate

written examination and who holds a valid certif,rcate in another state, territory or
possession of the United States or another country if the requirements for the

certification of operators are consistent with and not of a lower standard than the
provisions of this chapter.

2. Consideration of reciprocity will be given upon request. For a request to be

considered, the applicant for reciprocity must submit to the Division:
(a) A letter setting forth the specifrc type and level of certification being requested

for consideration for reciprocity;
(b) A resulre describing the work history, education and experience of the

applicant supporting the certification that is requested;
(c) A copy of the valid, unexpired certificate for which reciprocity is requested,

including the date of issuance and expiration and the type and level of certification;
(d) A copy of the applicable regulations or references to the regulations which

describe the experience and education requirements for certification where the

applicant was certified, including the levels of certification and guidelines for
reciprocity;

(e) A copy of the applicable regulations or references to the regulations which
describe the facility classification system that correlates with the type and level of
certification indicated on the certificate of the applicant;

(Ð A brief description of the examination taken for the certification including
whether the examination was multiple-choice, essay, true-false, other type of
questions or a combination of types, the approximate number of questions and the
general topics covered; and

(g) Contact information for the agency that issued the certificate of the applicant.
3. An incomplete application or an application that includes an expired certificate

will not be considered. The Division shall review an application for completeness and

applicability and shall respond to the applicant not more than 60 days after the receipt
of the request with a written decision. If reciprocity is granted, the applicant must pay

the fee as required pursuant to NAC 4454.651.
(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, eff. 10-31-2005)
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NAC 44sA..639
445A.860. 44s4.880)

1. The holder of a full certificate, provisional certificate or certificate as an

operator-in-training must comply with the requirements of continuing education set

forth in this section to qualiSr for renewal of the certif,icate.
2. Every 2 years, the holder of a Treatment-3, Treatment-4, Distribution-3 or

Distribution-4 certificate must earn at least 10 contact hours of participation in a

course of training approved by the Division pursuant to NAC 4454.641 or 445A.643
3. Every 2 years, the holder of a Treatment-I, Treatment-2, Distribution-l or

Distribution-2 certificate must eam at least 5 contact hours of participation in a course

of training approved by the Division pursuant to NAC 4454.641 or 445A.643.
(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff.9-16-92; Aby R02l -02,8-29-2002; A by

Environmental Cornm'n by Rl29-05, 10-3 1-2005)

NAC 445^.640 Continuing education: Operator who holds full certificate
and certificate as operator-in-training at higher classifìcation than full
certificate. 0jBS_445,4.8óq, 4454.880) An operator who holds a full certificate and

a certificate as an operator-in-training at a higher classification than the full certificate
must comply with the requirements of continuing education for each certifrcate to
qualify for the renewal of both certificates.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff.9-16-92; Aby Pt02l-02,8-29-2002)

NAC 445A.641 Continuing education: Conditions for obtaining
credit. NeS_4454,_860,4454.880) The Division shall not grant any credit of
continuing education to the holder of a certificate for participation in training unless:

1. The course of training is approved by the Division.
2. The course of training is relevant to the subject matter of the particular

certificate held by him or her.
3. The subject matter of the training is relevant to the operation or maintenance

of a water treatment plant or a water distribution system. The subject matter may
include, but is not limited to, state and federal regulations concerning drinking water,
the mechanics for the operation and maintenance of a water treatment plant or water
distribution system and the machinery of a water treatment plant or water distribution
system, including the electrical systems of a water treatment plant or water
distribution system, the hydraulics of a water treatment plant or water distribution
system, the chemical treatment of water, the biological testing of water, the
disinfection of water and any relevant applications of mathematics and chemistry to
the operation or maintenance of a public water system.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff.9-16-92; Aby Rl85-99, 2-10-2000; R021-
02,8-29-2002; Aby Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, l0-31-2005)

Continuing education: General requirements. (NRS
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NAC 445A.643 Continuing education: Approval of course of training
provided by public water system to its employees. 44sA.860 44sA.880)

1. A public water system rnay request the written approval of the Division for the
public water system to provide a course of training for its ernployees which is

intended to comply with any part of the requirement of continuing education. The

Division must approve the request in writing before an employee will be credited with
continuing education for the course.

2. The Division shall not approve a course of training pursuant to subsection I
unless the request meets the following criteria:

(a) An outline of the course of training must be submitted with the request for
written approval and must state the subjects to be included in the instruction and the

time to be allotted for each subject of instruction.
(b) A list of the objectives of the instructor must be subrnitted with the request for

written approval and must speciff the essential points of the instruction and the

methods of instruction to be used to illustrate these points.
(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; A by Pt02I-02, 8-29-2002; A by

Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.644 Reinstatement and renewal of expired certificate. (NRS

445A.860, 445A.880)
1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, a holder of an expired

full certificate may request, within 6 months after its date of expiration, that the full
certificate be reinstated and renewed by payment of the reinstatement fee set forth
in NAC 4454.651 and verification that all requirements of continuing education have

been satisfied. To obtain a full certificate, an operator who has not requested

reinstatement and renewal of his or her full certificate within 6 months after the date

of its expiration must file a new application for a full certificate accompanied by the

required fee set forth in NAC 4454.65
2. The Division shall not reinstate a provisional certificate or a certificate as an

operator- in-training.
3. If the holder of an expired full certificate provides documentation of health

problems that made the holder unable to meet the requirements of continuing
education for renewal of his or her full certificate in the time provided pursuant

to NAC 4454.639, the holder of the expired full certificate may request, within 2

years after its date of expiration, that the full certificate be reinstated and renewed by
payment of the reinstatement fee set forth in NAC 4454.651 and verification that all
requirements of continuing education have been satisfied. To obtain a full certificate,
an operator who has not requested reinstatement and renewal of his or her full
certificate within 2years after the date of its expiration must file a new application for
a full certificate and comply with the requirements set forth in NAC
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445A.639 to 445A.633 inclusive, and pay the fee for the issuance of a full certificate
set forth in NAC 4454.651.

4. If the holder of a full certificate provides documentation of rnilitary duty that

made the holder unable to meet the requirements of continuing education for renewal

of his or her full certificate in the time provided pursuant to NAC 4454.639, the

holder of the expired full certificate may request, within 4 years after its date of
expiration, that the full certificate be reinstated and renewed by payrnent of the

reinstatement fee set forth in NAC 4454.651 and verification that all requirements of
continuing education have been satisfied. To obtain a full certificate, an operator who
has not requested reinstatement and renewal of his or her full certificate within 4 years

after the date of its expiration must f,rle a new application for a full certificate and

comply with the requirements set forth in NAC 4454.630 to 445A.633, inclusive, and

oav the fee for the issuance of a full certificate set forth in NAC 4454.651.
(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; A by R021 -02, 8-29-2002; A by

Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, l0-31-2005)

NAC 445A.646 Denial of application for certificate or suspension or
revocation of certificate: Grounds. (NRS =1454.8éQ, 4454.880) The Division may

deny an application for a certificate or suspend or revoke an operator's full certificate,
provisional certificate or certificate as an operator-in-training if he or she:

1. In applying for or obtaining a certificate, has submitted to the Division any

application, document, record, report or affltdavit, or any information in support

thereof, which is false or fraudulent;
2. Is grossly negligent, incompetent or has committed misconduct in the

performance of his or her duties as an operator of a public water system;

3. Has demonstrated disregard for the health and safety of the public;
4. Has acted outside the rights and privileges of his or her classification for

which he or she holds a certificate;
5. Has been convicted of a violation of any federal law or law of any state

relating to water quality, including, but not limited to, the Safe Drinking 'Water Act,
42 U.S.C. $$ 300f et seq.;

6. Has been convicted of a felony or other crime involving moral turpitude,
dishonesty or corruption;

l. Has willfully made to an employee of the Division or any health authority any

false statement which is material to the administration or enforcement of any

provision of this chapter or chapter 4454 ofNRS;
8. Has failed to renew his or her certification; or
9. Has violated, attempted to violate, assisted or abetted in the violation of or

conspired to violate any provision of this chapter or chapter 4454 of NRS.
(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff. 9-16-92; A by Environmental Comm'n by

Rl29-05, l0-31-2005)
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NAC 445A.647 Denial, suspension or revocation of certificate: \ilritten
notice. (NRS 4454.360,4454.880) The Division shall send written notice of the

denial of an application for or the suspension or revocation of a certif,rcate pursuant to
the requirerrents set forth in NAC 439.300 to 439.395 inclusive.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff.9-16-92; A 10-30-97; Aby Environmental
Cornm'n by Rl29-05, 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.651 Fees of Division. 445A.860 4454.880) The Division
shall charge and collect the following fees

For the issuance of a full certificate..
For a certificate issued pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection 2 of NAC

445A.6345. 57

For the issuance of a certificate as an operator-in-
training. 57

For conversion of a certificate as an operator-in-training to a full
certifìcate......

For the issuance of a provisional certificate.........
For the renewal of a full certificate..
For the renewal of a provisional certificate..........
For the renewal of a certificate as an operator-in-training......
For the reinstatement and renewal of a full certificate...

$84

30
30
30

30
30

100

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff.9-16-92; Aby R194-03, l-22-2004; A by
Environmental Comm'n by Rl29-05, 10-31-2005)

NAC 445A.652 Review of actions taken by Division. NRS
445A.860, 445A.880)

l Any person who has reason to believe that an action taken by the Division
pursuant to NAC 4454.617 to 441A.652, inclusive, has been incorrect or based on
inadequate knowledge may, within 10 business days after receiving notice of the
action, request an informal discussion with the ernployee responsible for the action
and the immediate supervisor of the employee.

2. If the informal discussion does not resolve the problem, the aggrieved person

may, within 10 business days after the date scheduled for the informal discussion,
submit a written request to the Administrator of the Division or the Administrator's
designee for an informal conference. The informal conference must be scheduled for a

date, place and time mutually agreed upon by the aggrieved person and the
Administrator or the Administrator's designee, except that the informal conference
must be held no later than 60 days afÌer the date on which the Administrator or the
Administrator's designee receives the written request.
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3. The determination of the Adurinistrator of the Division or the Administrator's
designee resulting from the informal conference cannot be appealed and is the frnal
remedy available to the aggrieved person.

(Added to NAC by Bd. of Health, eff.9-16-92; A 10-30-97; A by Environmental
Comm'n by Rl29-05, 10-31-2005)
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Workshops to Solicit Comments on Proposed Amendments to
NAC 4454: Water Controls

LCB File Rl55-17

Summary

NDEP is proposing to update NAC 4454 to provide changes to the wastewater treatlnent operator
cerlification program. These changes will delineate ascending educational and experience steps for
certifìcations levels (Grade I through Grade IV) and will specify a continuing educational standard

on renewal of bi-annual certifications. Additionally, the proposed regulatory changes will include
an ethics section identical to the NDEP Safe Drinking Water Operator Certification Program. In
order to cover the certification program costs, the draft regulations also includes fee increases.

Finally, a provision for restricted cerlification will be developed to allow for accelerated testing.

Proposed revisions include: (1) in addition to a high school diploma or GED, requiring wastewater
specific education of 60 hours for Grade I, 120 hours for Grade ll, 120 hours plus two post-

secondary courses for Grade III, and 120 hours plus four post-secondary courses for Grade IV. (2)

for biannual ceftification renewals, a Grade I will need 5 contact hours, a Grade II, l0 contact hours,

a Grade III, l5 contact hours, and a Grade lV,20 contact hours. (3) The fees for initialapplication
for certification will be raised to S140, for biannualrenewalthe fee will be raised to $ 110, and for
reciprocity, the fee will raised to $ I 5 0.

Also, the Division is proposing to modifu NAC 4454.867 (6) in the underground injection control
program (UIC) to require all wells within an area of review for a UIC permit to have proper

corrective actions completed, not just injection wells.

Three public workshops were held to provide the public with an overview of the changes and an

opportunity to ask questions or provide comments on, the proposed amendments to NAC 4454
(LCB file Rl55-17).

The workshops were held at the following locations:
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Elko
Thursday, February 8, 2018
l0:00 AM- 12:00 PM
Elko City Hall
Council Chamber Room
1751 College Avenue
Elko, NV 89801

Las Vegas
Wednesday, January 31, 2018
l:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Grant Sawyer Bldg., RM 1100
555 E. Washington Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89122

Carson City
Monday February 5, 2018
9:00 AM- ll:00 AM
Bryan Building
Tahoe Hearing Room
901 S. Stewart Street, Room 2001
Carson City, NV 89701
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Las Vesas Works hon Summarv

The worl<shop was called to order at I :05pni.

Joe Maez introduced himself, Katrina Pascual, and Bruce Holmgren as the workshop panelists

Mr. Maez then gave an overview of the purpose of the workshop.

The public was given an opportunity to provide general comments and questions. There were

none provided.

Ms. Pascual then gave an overview of the proposed regulations.

After her presentation, the public was given an opportunity to ask questions regarding the

proposed regulations.

The following questions and/or comments were given:

Public Comment: What is the timeframe for the implementation for all these changes?

NDEP Response: There will be no gradual adoption (minus a two year allowance for

CEUs). Once changes are adopted, operators will be notified and they will be

implemented.

Public Comment: With the education requirements, has there been research done or

mechanism put in place to ensure coursework or academies are available to provide. Current

class availability is hit-or-miss and there are wories that the education will not be available

for advancement.

NDEP Response: The Nevada Water Environment Association (NWEA) lists

available classes and will be expanding this list. As the continuing education becomes

required, there will be a larger appetites for training (professionals) to come to the

State.

Public Comment: What is a definition of a contact hour?

NDEP Response: One hour of wastewater related instruction

Public Comment: Are the resources available for operators to satisfy continuing education

standards?

NDEP Response: NWEA already lists classes and will be expanding the list as the

program gets up and running and classes are approved.
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PLlblic Conlnent: Other states have education standards, bL¡t also liave sLrbstitution tor

experience. Can Nevada adopt or inclLrde a provision where experience can substitLtte sonre

of the class requirements?

NDEP Response: The proposed standards are reasonable and attainable. Because the

proposed education standard is set reasonably low, it was not necessary to create an

equivalent experience substitute to offset tlie education standard.

Public Comment: Getting higher certified people has not been an easy task. What is the new

regulation going to do to facilities that are in need and going through this perpetual

retirement phase of senior operators and not seeing people to replace those operators?

NDEP Response: The requirement is still a high school diploma, not an associate

degree. It is still a greaf career opporlunity for young people. Standards are very

reasonable and attainable. The problem with obtaining people with high certification

has to do with people who cannot pass the exam because they are testing before they

are prepared.

Public Comrnent: Section I 1, who makes the assessment that someone is negligent?

NÐEP Response.: NDEP in consult with its- designee, the Wastewater Operator

Certification Board.

Public Comment: Will the operator get credit for the grade they already have (e.i education

and experience) and only have to obtain the difference for the higher grade?

NDEP Response: The will be no grandfathering system on advancement. Operators

going for higher grades must meet all new requirements (education and experience) to

advance to a higher grade. Reciprocity must also meet new (requirements also for
Nevada's Grade Levels.

Public Comment: Going forward will the requirements increase to be more comparable to

other states. Giving Nevada more credibility.

NDEP Response: That is currently not being considered, as these changes should

bring Nevada on par with most states. Post-secondary courses can be anything related

to wastewater

Public Comment: Why the increase in fees for all certifications. Where does all that

money go?

NDEP Response: 100% of the money collected goes to fund the operator certification

program, but currently only funds 40% of the money collected goes to the program.
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With the proposed regulation, the program will need more funding to be run and the

increased fees are projected to cover an estimated 70-80% of projected costs.

Public Comment: Section l2 - ls Industrial facility defined somewhere?

NDEP Response: A facility receiving 100% industrial waste would be considered an

indL¡strial facility and would not require a cenified operator.

Public Conrments: The new regulations are allowing Nevada operators to be on a more level

playing field. As it stands, there are not many states that will not recognize a Nevada operator's

certification because our requirements are so low. The new standards will give our state program

rnore credibility.

The public was given another opportunity to provide general comments and questions. There

were none.

The workshop was adjourned at approximately 2:40 pm

The workshop attendance sheet is attached.

Cason City Workshop Summarv

The workshop was called to order at 9:05 am.

Joe Maez introduced himself, Katrina Pascual, and Bruce Holmgren as the workshop panelists

Mr. Maez then gave an overview of the purpose of the workshop.

The public was given an opportunity to provide general comments and questions. There were

none.

Ms. Pascual gave an overview of the proposed regulations

The public was given an opportunity to ask questions regarding the proposed regulations. The

following questions were asked:

Public Comment: Would safety training count towards continuing education?

NDEP Response: Yes, it would have to be submitted for approval and has to do with

wastewater operation. Only a portion of the total required continuing education can

be safety, a majority must be wastewater operation.

Public Comment: Section 6 - After 6 months an operator is decertified and cannot renew. What

does that mean?
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NDEP Response: You have start back at Grade I and work your way back up because

you hold no certifìcation. You still have all your experience; you would just need to

retest in sequential order to return to your grade.

Public Comment: Was there any consideration of industrial treatment plants have certified

operators if they had a State perrnit?

NDEP Response: The regulations are focused on municipal systems. Industrial

cerlified operators were not in consideration.

Public Comment: Currently, it is difficult to find contact hours within this part of the State. Is

the Bureau planning to create consistent training because the requirement of CEUs. There

needs to be more training in the area.

NDEP Response: CEU's are currently not required so there is not an appetite from

trainers to come to the State. We are also working with the Board to expand the

availability of online courses.

Public Comment: We need to get the CEU program in place. Rural communities have trouble

finding people who are qualified and have the biggest problem with groundwater pollution

because they don't know how to run their facilities. So we got to have the training that

pertinent to the operations of these plants.

Public Comment: Classification of Plants - Class IV. Recommend taking the activated

sludge back down to Class III. Utilize Class IV as advancing future technologies, reuse,

direct and indirect potable ruse. Prepare people for studying for these things.

Public Comment: Will a list of the post secondary classes and school be provided?

NDEP Response: Yes, these will be available on the Board website

Public Comment: If I am a Grade III operator and if I wanted to get a Grade IV, I am not

going to be able to get that one year experience unless I went to a Class IV plant. Are you set

on that I year experience because there is a motivation to get a Grade IV and there is not the

opportunity to get that experience.

NDEP Response: Restricted Ceftificate was created to bridge the gap. NDEP wanted

to make a minimum requirement that if a plant is a Class IV, that there is an

experienced Grade IV operator in direct responsible charge for the plant, the one who

is responsible for the meeting all the permit requirements. Education is important, but

experience is equally imporlant and the proposed regulations require both to hold full
ceftification.
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PLrblic Comment: The Postsecondary Education. What happens if an operator goes from a

Grade III operator in the current system to a Grade IV in these proposed regulations?

NDEP Response: Operators will have to meet all the new requirements for the Grade

IV moving forward. A grandfathered system will not be created to move forward, but

you will not need to meet new requirements to continue holding your grade

certification.

Public Comment: In the proposed regulation, the restricted certificate is effective for 4

years and not renewable. Maybe have a tiered approach for the higher grades. There is

concern that we may lirnit the number for Grade III and IV operators. Given the difficult
testing, a tiered approach for the higher grades to have a longer time holding the

restricted ceft i fi cate.

NDEP Response: This will evaluated.

The public was given another opportunity to provide general comments and questions. There
were none

The workshop was adjourned at approximately l1:20 am.

The workshop attendance sheet is attached.

Elko Workshop Summary

The workshop was called to order at l0:05 am.

Joe Maez introduced himself, Katrina Pascual, and Bruce Holmgren as the workshop panelists.

Mr. Maez then gave an overview of the purpose of the workshop.

The public was given an oppoftunity to provide general comments and questions. There were
none.

Ms. Pascual gave an overview of the proposed regulations

The public was given an oppoftunity to ask questions regarding the proposed regulations.

Public Comment: With the CEUs required for renewal, willNDEP be providing more

training in the area for these wastewater classes? At the moment, operators have to go to

Reno or Vegas to get these classes.

NDEP Response: The NWEA website will be updated to list more online training.

One of the biggest issues of getting trainers to Nevada is that continuing

education is not required so a lot of trainers do not have enough participation to

come to Nevada. The goal is to get the Board to get more classes available to the

rural areas and more relevant training.
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Public Comment: Grade IV ceftification is used by the City of Elko as an increase in pay

The restricted is only good for 5 years then the City will give us the pay scale and then

cut us back after 5 years because they are not renewable.

NDEP Response: The restricted certificated cannot be renewed but can be

reobtained through retesting.

Public Comment: Section 9 - Continuing Education Renewals. Is there a certain

percentage that can be used for safety?

NDEP Response: This will be worked out in policy with the Board.

Public Comment: Section 14 - Reclassification of plant classification. Currently Elko

Plant is classified as a Class IIL The City allows them to be a Grade IV operator. The

new regulations say that you need one year at a Class IV to be a Grade IV operator. This

stops our operators from achieving goals for thernselves. Is there still an opportunity to

take a Grade IV certification where you don't work at a Class IV plant?

NDEP Response: You can take the test for the Grade IV and get the restricted

certificate. It shows that you have passed the test, but you still do not have that

experience in the Class IV plant for a full certification. From an NDEP

standpoint, we want to make sure that operators of a certain level plant have

experience at aplant ofthat level and not to havejust passed the test.

Public Comment: Section l3 - Reason for such alarge fee increase instead of a step over

time?

NDEP Response: The Bureau of Water Pollution Control has been subsiding the

program for many years with permit fees. Fees have not been increased since

1992.The program willhave more cost associated because of education and

continuing education reviews, these fees will be raised to fund 70 Io 80Yo of the

future program costs and will still be subsidized by permit fees.

Public Comment Section 3 - Initial Application. New employee needs 60 contact hours

for his Grade I plus 5 continuing education hours. Do those 5 continuing education hours

count towards the 60 contact hours for education?

NDEP Response: Continuing education is not required until they are a full
operator. Also, classes can be used for either the 60 contact hours or the 5

continuing education hours for renewal, but they cannot be used for both.

rt
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Pt¡blic Comment The operator is currently a Grade I and getting his Grade II. Do the

education contact liours expire when I go for the Grade III?

NDEP Response: No, they are cumulative and do not expire, They are not the

same as the contact hours you l-lse for continuing education. So for recent classes

you willthink about if you want to clainr the hours for edLlcation or for renewal.

Public Comment Section 5 - Restricted Certification. No more OIT program. Is that fully

gone? We have an OIT program in the City.

NDEP Response: We have no say in the City OIT system

Public Comment The operator is currently an OIT. Would he have to pay for the

restricted certificate, then have to pay for the conversion?

NDEP Response: Yes, to conveft to the full certification, an operator must meet

the experience and education and then pay the conversion fee.

Public Comment: Section 3 clarif,rcation, contact hours and post-secondary education is

just for operator advancing grade.

NDEP Response: Yes, it is for advancing grade and not maintaining certification

Your certification will not be revoked if you have been granted the grade but do

not meet current requirements.

Public Comment: Online, will there be lists of classes and courses that qualify for

contact hours.

NDEP Response: Yes.

The public was given another opportunity to provide general comments and questions. There

were none.

The workshop was adjourned at approximately I l:20 am.

The workshop attendance sheet is attached.

Summary of Written Comments

Written comments were accepted until February 9,2018 at 5:00 pm, both by mail and email.

Below is a summary of those written comments.

o Comment: Additionaltime requirements will negatively impact potential income

increases for current operators. Additional time will cause operators to be excluded (non-

Lq
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a

a

a

a

eligible) f-ol prornotions and salary increases with their current eniployer and potential

employers if applicant is required to have a certain level of cefiification "attinre of
application" or within orre (1) year of hire date or promotion.

A one year minimum requirement is not unreasonable to provide baseline

assLrrance that an operator has practical working knowledge on the plant

classification they are going to be in responsible charge of.

Comment: lncreasing contact hours will cause operators to spend less time at their job to

attend classes and increase the work burden on fellow employees. Some operators are

also required to maintain contact hours for other certifications held related to water and

wastewater.

The tiered CEU program along with a two year plus roll-out period will not be an

unattainable burden or impact work time.

Comment: An operator can currently test for and obtain a certificate for one grade higher

than their current plant classification. Plants have pay scales that reward higher

certifications and this may affect their livelihood.

The restricted certificate was developed as an oppoftunity for operators to test

above their plant classifìcation. A minimum one year of experience at plant of that

class is still required to receive the full certification for that level.

Comment: Previously, there was an Operator in Training (OIT) program for only Grade I

operators. Restricted Cerlificates will be changed to allow for certification grades I

through IV. The 5 years expiration date punishes the operator if they are not able to gain

the required experience and they will either lose their restricted or need to retest. An

operator had gained the knowledge to pass the exam and should not expire.

NDEP has noted this comment.

Comment: This change would lower some plant classifications. This would not be an

issue is operators were not held back from testing for higher grades.

NDEP has noted this comment

Comment: Raising the exam and renewal fees are drastic. Fees need to be updated, but

this is too steep an increase. A gradual step should be implemented to lessen the burden

on systems and operators.

NDEP has noted this comment.

3o
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UIC Related qLrestions

a Please provide clarificatiorr as to the word "well" in subpart f, and that the word "well" is
tlre sanre as NAC 534.220 "Well" defined.

For the UIC regulations, well is defined NAC 4454.838

I would suggest the proposed language be amended to include NAC 534.015 "...but is
not correctly completed, plugged, or abandoned."

NAC 534 is not part of the UIC regulation and furthennore, the term abandoned is not

defined, so doing so would lead to confusion.

Please provide clarification regarding the "area of review" as remaining the 1-mile radius

around the injection well.

For UIC regulations, area of review defined and discussed under NAC 4454.897,

445A.898 and 445A.899. Yes, still one mile unless alternated area of review distance

as detennined by the Director.

In response to written comments and public input received during the workshops, NDEP has

revised the proposed regulations. The revisions are not substantive, and add clarity to the intent

of the regulations. The following revisions were made:

Section 3, Part 4, which defined "postsecondary course of instruction", has been clarified
to specify wastewater related instruction.

Section 5, Part t has been clarified that an operator with a restricted certificate cannot

operate in direct responsible charge at that grade level

Section 5, Paft 4 has been changed from 4 years to 5 years.

Section 8 has removed the language " by a recognized health care or mental health care
provider and must state the nature of the disability and the special testing arrangements

that are requested. "

Section 12,Part 3, which would have excluded industrial operators from certification, has

been removed from the proposed regulation.

Section 13, the table has been revised to 5 years to reflect the changes in section 5 par't4

Section 14, "RBC" has been removed from both that table and defìnitions of the proposed

regulations.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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REVISED PROPOSED REGULATION OF

THE STATE ENVI IIONM EN'|'¡\L

COMMISSION LCIì File No. Rl0l-16

December 6, 2017

EXPLANATION - Matter in itslics is new; matter in brackets

lomitted-materìall is nratelial to be omitted.

AUTHORITY: $$t-15, 17-32,37 and 38, NRS 445A.425; $16, NRS 445A.425 and 4454.430;

$33, NRS 445A.425 ancl 445A,465;, $34, NRS 445A.425,4454.430 and

445A.465; $$35 and 36, NRS 445A.425,445A.465 and 445A.495'

A REGULATION relating to water pollution controls; revising and adding certain delìnitions;
revising the educational requirements and work experience requilernents for
ceftification as a wastewater treatment plant operator, requiring postsecondary

education standards for initial applications for Grade III and IV wastewater treatment
plant operators ceftification; adopting and increasing fees for applying for initial
certifications, reciprocity from other states, ceftificatiotr renewals, and delinquent

wastewater operator certification fees; requiring minimum time experience in
operating to qualify for advance ceftifications in wastewater treatment operations;

revising the standard rcquirements for wastewater operators applying for reciprocity
for a license from another state; authorizing the implernentation ofa restricted

certificate program for wastewater operators; revising the standard requirements for
renewal ofcertifìcation for wastewater treatment operators to require continuing
education credits; requiring the division to approve continuing education courses;

authorizing the suspension and or revocation ofcertification for certain disciplinary
grounds; revising the wastewater treâtment plant classifìcations to base them upon

treatment technology; clarifying an existing application requirement for reuse and

providing other matters properly relating thereto.

AUTHORITY: $1, NRS 44s4.425

Section 1. Chapter 445A ofNAC is herebl amended bv adding lhereto lhe provisions sel

.forlh as Seclion 2 through 18, inclusive, of this regulation.

g^
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Scc. 2. DeJinitiotrs. (NRS 445A.425) As used itr NAC 445A.287 to NAC 445A.292,

inclusive, unless lhe conte-yl olherwise rer¡uires, thewords and terms defined in NAC

445A.287 to NAC 445A,292, inclusive, hove the menrings nscribetl to them in iltose seclions.

Scc. 3. "llaslewoler Trefltnrent PIanl" deJined (NRS 445A.425). "llastewater

Treotment Plottl" means o treotmenl works.for the inlended purpose of freoling' storoge' or

reuse of municipal or domestic waslewater.

Sec. 4. "Experience itt operating" de/ined (NR 5445A.425). "Experience in operoling"

meons having been ocliveþ engaged in the operaliott and msintenance aclivities ofa

t4) fl slew ot er ! re fl tmen t pl o nl.

Sec. 5. "Tertiøry freatmenl" tle.fined (NRS 445A.425) "Terliary trealment" means the

process of treoting waslertater be.yond secondar! treolment units for nutrient removal or other

advanced removsl metltotls (Membrane Filtralion, etc.).

Sec, 6. "ll/astewater" tleJined (NRS 445A.425) "Vl/aslewúer" means the liquid waste

and or sewage wasle collected ãnd lreated aÍ ll/astewsler Trealment Planls.

Sec. 7. "Assislonl supervisor" mesns the person in direct responsible charge oftlte

operalions oÍ a 'reoslewoter treatmenl plont in tlte absence of lhe supervísor.

Sec. 8, " Person ìn direct responsible chnrge" medns a person wlto is responsible for all

activities assocìoted with the operations of t wastewater treatmenl plant tnd compliance wilh

øll øpplicableprovisions ofNRS 445A ond NAC 445A relating to the operations ofsuch aplont.

Sec.9. "supervisor"meansthepersonindirectresponsiblechargeofÍheoperúionsof

a vtaslewoler trealmenf plont.

Sec. 10. "Postseconda4t course of instruclion" deJined, Postsecondary coutse of

instruction means o successfully completed college level course whìch is at least 36 hours and

which is relaled to tuoslewoÍet.

Scc. ll. Certilication by reciprocity.

6t
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1. A certi,ftcalion mqt be issued b¡t the Divisiott, without examittaliott, ott a case-by-cose bosis

to a person in a comparable classiJicnliott who has passed un equivalent willÍen examinalion

onrl who holds nfull cerliJicaliorr in anolher slole, lerritory) or possessiott of the united states

or anollrcr counttJt d the requiremenls for the certi.fictrtiott of operators ore consisÍent with otttl

nol of o lower sÍandard than the provisions of this chapter.

2. Reciprocit-y will not be grantedfor reciprocal certìftcalions.

3. An incomplete application or an applìcation that includes an expired certÍlicate will trol be

cottsidered,

4. The Divisìon shall review an applicatìon for compleleness ond opplicability and shttll

respond to the opplicont noÍ morc than 60 days after lhe receipt of lhe request wiÍlt ø writlen

decision.

Sec, 12. Reslricted CertiJicates

1. Restricled certfficates shall not csrr! responsibility to opeilúe a wsslevtater lreatment plûnl

at the restricted grode level ond shull be subject lo thelollowing eligibílìty requbements:

Reslricled Grade I A high school diploma, GED, or equivolent, generol educational

development cerliJicale or equìvolenl.

Restricted Grstle II Hold an active unreslricted Grade I certiJicalion for a minimum of one

yetr, and meet the Grade II educolional requirements.

Restricted Grade III Hokl an active unrestricted Grode II certiJictrtíon lor a mínimum of

one -yea\ and meet lhe Grsde III educational requirements,

Restrícted Grade IV Hold sn ocÍive unrestricled Grade III certification for a minimum of

one lear' ond meet the Grode IV educalionol requiremenls.

2. (Jpon meeting educational eligìbilit-v requiremenls, d percon must pass lhe certiticatiotr

examination for the restrícled grode level being sought.

,+
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3. A restricted certi!'icote may be converletl to ott unreslricted full certificoÍion upon meeling

the experience requirementfor the equivolent unresîricled certifcotion ond still holding an

tclive unreslricted full cerfiJicaliotr of the grode below.

4. Restricted cerfirtcsrcs shall be issued for o period of four veors and mo.¡t ttot be renewed.

Once Íhe reslricted cerfirtcotu hos expiretl, îlre operotor ntusl relest to be issued a ùew

r es lr i cted cer t iJì ca le,

Sec. 13. Renewal and Decerlìlication of Operalor CertiJication,

1. The Operator CertiJicalion may be renewed if:

(a) Thefeefor renewal has been submitled putsuanÍ to NAC 445A.287;

(b) A complete opplicotion for renewal wos made on the forms supplied by the Division

o n d lr u bmitted þrio r I o expí ratio n;

(c) A complete applicatìon submitted after the expiration date musl pa! reinstatement fee;

(d) The opplicant submits evidence of compliance with lhe requirements of continuing

educotion set forÍh in Section I 6.

2. An Operator Certification may be renewed once after eoclt 2-year cerli/icatÍon c¡tcle.

Muhiple renewals will not be ìssued in advsnce.

3. An operator who holds a full certiJicote ond a restricled cerliJicúe al t higher classiftcation

than Íhe full certìficate must comply with lhe requirements of continuing education for the full
certilicdle to qualify for renewol.

4. If the holder of an Operotor Cerlification does not renew lhe cerlilication by their currenl

expiration tlate, their certìJication will be suspended. The suspended operotor must submit o

complete renewal opplicalion and pay lhe renewal and reinsÍalemenl fee.

5, If the suspended operator does not renew Íhe certiJicotion wilhin 6 monlhs after the

expiration tlote, lhe suspended operator shsll be deemed decertitied.

commented [KPq: Added th¡s
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6. Except os otherwise provided in subsections 7 ond 8, the holder of t cerliJicatiotl vtho is

decerliJied may nol renev) the cerliJicolion

7. If the holder of an expired full cerlirtcatu provides documentotion of health problems thot

mtrle the holder wts unable fo meet tlte requirentenls of conlinuing educalionfor renewsl

of his or her full ceilirtcofe in the time provided pursuatrt to Section 17, the holder of the

expiredfult ceftirtcorc mo.v request,withitt 2 )tetrs after ils clale of expirotiott, tltat thefull

certiJicate be reinstatetl and renewed by payment ofthe reinslalementfee selforÍh in Secliott

20 antl veriJicoÍion that all requirements of continuing eductrtion have been soüsrted.

8. If the holder of o full certiJicaÍe provides documenlation of military duty lhal msde tlte

holtler unable to meet the requiremenls oÍ conlinuing etlucation for renewsl of lris or her

full certi!ìcote in the time provided pursuant lo Sectiott 17, the holder of the expiredfull

certiJicote ma! rcquesl, within 4 years after its dale of expiration, tltat lhe full certiticate be

reinslaled and renewed by poyment of lhe reinsÍatement fee set forth in Section 20 ond

veriJìcotìon thal oll requiremenfs of conlinuing education have been salis./ied.

Sec. 14. Examinolion for certiJicafion: Applicalion evilutttion; exsm issuance.

t. The Division shall offer separflte cefiirtcafion exuminationsfor lhefour certiJicotion grades

for applicants thot meet the requiremenls.

2. Examination for certiJícation shall be offerecl ot least lhree times per year'

3. The Division or its approved designee sholl review the qualiticationsfor each opplicanlfot

cerliJicalion.

sec. 15. Appticant with disøbilitlt: Requesl for special dffangements for takìng

examinalion.

If an øpplicant hos tr disability thot reslricls the obility of the applictnt to take sn examinslion

under standard contlilions, the applicant mo! request speciol arrongements for takíng the

examination at the time of applictrtion. Such s request must be submítled in writìng by tt

recogniæd hesllh core or mental heslth care provider ntd must stste the nature of the disobìlit)¡'

and the speciãl tesling orrangements lhat ore requesled.

bG
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Sec. 16. Conlinuing educoliott: General requiremenls.

l. Ever.y 2 .yetrs, lhe lrclder of t Grade I cerlificale ntust eorn at leosl 5 conloct hours of

porticipotiott in a course oftrtining approved b.y the Division or its approved designee pursuant

1o Section I7.

2. Every 2.y¿¡¡¡s, the holder of a Grade II certiJicale must eorn ol leasÍ 10 contact hours of

porticipatiorr itt o course oftraining opproved by lhe Division or its approved designee pursuant

lo Section 17.

3, Every 2 years, the holder of a Grade III certiJ'icate musl eorn al leasÍ 15 contocl hours of

pnrticipafion itt tt course oftraining approved by the Division or its tpproved designee pursuont

to Section 17.

4, Ever-v 2 -years, the holder of a Grade IV or V cerliJicãte must eorn al leøst 20 contact ltours

of participaÍion in o course of training approved by the Division or ìls approved designee

pursuont to Section 17.

5. Contact ltours must be obtainedwithin the 2-year effective period ofthe certiJication.

Sec. 17. Conlinuing educotion: Conditionsfor obtaining credil.

The Division or its opproved desígnee shall not grant any credit ofcontinuing education to the

holder of a certificate for parlicipation in training unless:

1. The course oftrùning is approved by the Division or its approved designee.

2. The course of troining is relevanÍ to the subject motter of lheparticulsr ceilirtcafion |teld,

3. A public utilitl ma1 request ilte written opproval of the Division or its approved designee

for the utilit-v to provide a course of trainingfor ìts employees thttt is inlended to comply with

ãn! porl of the requiremenl of cotttinuing education.

4, The Division or its approved designee sltall not opprove a course of training pursuanl lo

subsection 1 unless Íhe request meels fhefollowing criteríø:

*
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(a) An outline of the course of training musl be subntilled with the requesl for wrilten

opprovol and musf stote fhe suhjecls lo be included in lhe inslrucîion antl the time to

be ollotled for etch subject of instruction.

(b) A 1ist of the objectives of the instructor nusÍ be subnitted wilh the request for writlen

opproval antl must specífy fhe essentiol points of lhe insÍrucÍion and ihe melhods of

instruction to be used lo illuslrole lhese poittfs.

Sec. 18. The Division ma¡t tleny an opplicaliottfor a certiJicate or suspend or revoke an

operafor's full cerliJicúe, provisional cerürtcole or restricled cerfirtcatu if he or she:

L In appl-vingfot or obloining s cerfirtcorc, has submitted to llte Division any

application, documenl, record, report or rffidavit, or any inþrmation in support thereof'

which is false or fraudulent;

2. Is grossly negligenl, incompeÍenl or has commilted misconduct in the performance

of his or her duties os on operolor of ø wsstewater treolment slstem;

3, Has demonstrsted disregardfor the health and safety ofthe public ond

environment;

4. Htts sctetl ouÍside the rights and privileges of his or her chssilicationfor whíclt he

or she holds a certiJicate;

J, Has been convicted of a violalion of any federal law or lsw of ony stúe relating lo

wnstewoter îreotment, including, bul nol limited to, the Clean Vl/øter Act;

6. Has been convicted of a felon-v or olher crime involving mortl turpilude,

dis h on esty or corruptio n;

7. Has wíllfully made lo regulotorl authoriÍy ony false stolement which is materiol to

the sdmìnistration or enforcement of ony provision of this chopter or cltopter 445A of

NÀS;

8. Hasfailed to renew ltis or lter certiJication; or

9, Has violaled, atlempled lo violate, assisted or obetted in lhe violøtion of, or

b\
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cotlspired fo violole tny provision ofthis chopler or chopler 445A ofNRS.

Sect. 19. NAC 4454.286 is hereby anrended to read as lollows:

NAC 4454.286 Wostewoter Treoîment Plant fPlarÉ.s-for-sewage{leatment}: Applicability of

plovisions. (NRS 445/.r.425) Unless otherwise detelmined by the Division, the provisions of

NAC 4454.286 to 445A.292, inclusive, including Sections I through SectionlS, inclusive, do not

apply to:

l. A package planT for wastewafer lsewøge| treatmeut with a capacity of 5,000 gallons or less

per day; or

2. Arry other plant for wostewater tsewe-ge] treatment, including, without limitation, a septic

system, with a capacity of 10,000 gallons or less per day.

Sec. 20. NAC 4454.287 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NAC 4454.287 Vlastewúer trcatment plsnl [Plant-fur-sewage'tr'eatmend: Persons required

to be ceftified as operators; application, alr&fees antl educatíonal requiremenls for certification

[renewal of eefiifieat€i. NBS-445^A..,125)

l. A person responsible for the operation and maintenance ofa wastewatü trealment planl

[plant-.for-servagedreotrn€1il] must be cenified as an operator of a waslewãlü treafment plant

tplan++er*e.¡*age-treatlãeet].

2. To apply for certification as an operator of awãstewoter treatmenl plonl [plant{orsew*ge

treatme*], a person must óe sble to demonstrdte lhe requìred operalíng experience delineated

in Subsection 4, [sub*nit-an--+rpptiea+io*+o-+he--Ði'*isien--orits*aeere+ee-¿esigÊee-t]at--is

aecornpanied-.by-the-appropr.iate-fee,\^ be ol least 18 years of age, ond meet ilte following

minimu m edu cation req ui r ements:

(a) For Grade I, a high school tliploma, general etlucationol development certiJicate

or equivalent and 60 contflct hours ofwastewater related educatìon;

(b) For Grade II, requirements for Grade I ond on additional 60 conloct hours of

w ast ew o t er re I at ed ecl u catio n ;

aÐa\
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(c) For Gratle III, requiremenls for Grode II and two postseconior1 courses of

instruction;

(d) For Grtde IV, requirements for Gratle III and two ntldíÍìonal poslsecondor))

cou rses of i nstru ct iott.

3. The follorving fees must be paid to the Division:

Fee Period

s[60]I 40
sfi5]1s0
$110
890
870
880

2 years
2 years

2 -yesrs
5 yeors
One lime
One lime

R e c ip r o c i ty [Reeiproeal]...
Renew a|....,....,.....,
Res I r i c t e d c ert iJi ca le.
Restricled conversion lo full
Reinslalement

4. An applicanÍ must poss the examinotionsfor certiJicotion in øscencling order beginning

with the Grode I certificatìon lest. Thefollowing experience ín operating a wostewater lreotment

plont is required in order to apply for unrcstricled certiJication:

Certificolion Grade Requirements

Grade I One year of experìence in operating ot a ClassilÍcation I Facility or higher

Grade II Grade I Certitication and two lotal yeørs of experíence in operating, with

al leost one year ot a ClassiJicatíon II Facilíty or higher

Grade III Grade II CertiJication antl three lears lolal experience in operaÍing, with

ot leasl one yedr al a Classìfication III Facility or higher

Grade IV Grade III CerliJicotion and st leost four years tolal experience in

operoting, wìth al least one !,eor ot a ClassificaÍion IV Facility

5. If the person applying for certiJicatìon hos past or pendìng cerli/ication disciplinary

sctions in other slstes, the disciplìnary aclions musl be disclosed in wrìting'

Lt4
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--t+.I-6. The holder of a ceftificate must pay to the Division a fèe of $20 fbr each duplicate

ceftificate he or she requests. A fee of$25 will be charged to any persorl rvhose check is returned

to the Division because ofa lack olfunds.

{-41- A'2:-9--2;inehrsive;-may-renew.the-eertifìeate-by'su.bnlit't.ing-a-fee'oF$30-to-the-Di'r'ision¡lot'la{er

thatr-t@ate-oftlæ-ee*ifiea¡e'lExeeplasot'lrerwisepro+ided-irmr¡bseetìené;the*e.ldet

o.Ê*ee*i.Êlea{em*yrene,¡¡+he-eenjfieate-after-tåe expi¡ation-dateoÊthe-eertiÊeate-iShe-o+*he-payg

in addition..to.the-.renewal.-fee,-aìate-fee'sf-$20.lflhe.holder'of-a-certificate'does+rst-rener'v{he

celtifleate-with.in-I.-year-a{ìer.the.expimtion-date-oflthe cer.ti.freate; tl}e holde$.o.f.the-cer¡ifieate-sha.ll

be-deerned-deee rti f ied.

*,-6.,-,-*-,--+he-holder-oÊa-eertifieale-whe-is4eeer+ified-nra¡not-+enew-tlle-eeftifie*te'

r+yeersj

Sec. 21. NAC 4454.288 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NAC 4454.288 llastewoter Treatment Plarl [P,lants-for-sewage-treatment]: Agleerlent to

operate proglarn for ceftification of operators. (NRS 4454.425)

l. Ifthe Division chooses not to operate the program for the certification ofoperators of

wostewater treatment p/orrls {plafit*foÊ*se'#agg-keâhìrent], the Division sltall enter into an

agreement with an approved desigrree pursuant to which the designee agrees to operate the

progfam.

2. Any agreement entered into pursuant to subsection 1 must provide that the designee will:

(a) Distribute application forms;

(b) Evaluate applications;

(c) Conduct examinations;

(d) Evaluate the training, education and experience ofthe applicants;

rtl
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(e) Inforrn an applicant that the Division has denied his or her application for ceftification or

recomrnend that the Division certily the applicant: and

(f) Perfonn any other duty specified in the agteetneut.

Sec. 22. NAC 4454.289 is hereby amended to read as f'ollows:

NAC 4454.289 Wastewoter Treotmenf P/ørrl {Plan{s-for{ewagH+eat*nen+}: Schedule for

classifìcation. (NRS 4454.425)

1. For the purpose ofthe ceftification program opelated pursuant to the provisions ofNAC

4454.284 and 4454.288 and Sections I throueh 18. inclusive, av)astewãlet Íreatment plonl Iplenr

for-.servage-treat.rnentl must be classified in accordance with the following schedule:

PLANT CLASSIFICATION based on the type of treatment process [ândda{ì@y:

0-0,1
_M-GÐ

-0,t1-l.o
*-MGÐ

-1-l-5,0
*+4@.

5,1-10,0
_.MGD

10,1-20,0
_-MGÐ

Greater
---than
-- 20,0
.À4.GÐ

Stûbili'Zotion-Pond
.Priniroly

Ðisfiltra+ion
¿.e{i¡/ûted$lüdge
Tertiary and-Reuse

I
.I

-urtt

-- ilt

I
ìÌ

--*-+l+
----{{+
-.*IV

--t
--- Ìil
---+I+

-,-lv{,v

-t
I

*-Jt
-*--I{+

Iil

..u
- il{.

--w--l+_--{-v-

--,ru.
........tv

----tv
*--w

-lvl

SÍabilizfltion Pontls / Lagoons I
Primary Trcatment (Settling, Grit Removal, etc.)

Fixed Fìlm Tteatment (e.9, , Trickling Filters, eÍc.) for BOD Removal

Acfivated Sludge (w/o Nitrogen Removal and < 20,000 gollons per doy) il
Solids Trealment (Thickening / Dewalering)

]IIFixed Film Trealment (e.9. RBC, Trickling Fillers) for Nutrienl
Removal

+A
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Aclivated Sludge (w/ Nitrogen Renovol or > 20,000 per da.v )

2. t4€.üs€+i11 {.his-€eeti€n, -À4GÐllnleûn*@ T lt e D ivi s i o n ma¡t

deviate from fhis table when it delermines that mitigating or inlensifying factors exisl lo roise

or lower a pltnt classiJication, Factors may include, bul are not lìmiled lo, receivirtg stream

woter qualily, process complexitlt, wssle streom pollutant slrengtlt/vtriations, ond flow

variability.

Sec. 23. NAC 4454.290 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NAC 4454.29 0 úl/astewater Treotment Plarf [P-lants.for..se.\¡lage.treatraent]: Minirnum grades

of certification for operators. (NRS 4454.425)

I . The minimum grades of ceftification for operators of o waslewstet treatment plant fpl*nt

'fu+-sewage+reafinent] are as follows:

GRADES OF CERTIFICATION based on the classification of the plant:

Plant Plant Plant Plarrt

Classification I Classification II Classification III Classification lV

Superuisor

Assistant
Superuisor

2. Any person, other than a supervisor or assistant superuisor, who is working as an operator of

awastewoter tteotment [pIa*úoræ*agel+ea&entfmust be certified as at least a Grade I operator

of awastewater treatment plonl [ptrantforeewoge.treetmentj, or obtain such certification within 1

year after the date on which he or she begins employment at the wostewoter trcntment plonf fplañ

forsewage++eatmen+] as such an operator.

IV

lll
II III

II

Terlior.¡, Treitnrent

Activated Sludge > l0 milliott gallons per day IV

Indirecl Potable Reuse

,+9
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-[3-*-+s-useein"t-l*s-seetlon+

----(a)-t-:7¡ætut*nt-supervisot:1..rneans-the-per*on-ilr-dh'ect resporrsible ellarge of the operations-of a

p l ant-fo.r'.se.wage-trcatment-in-the-absenoe of the-stlpel'v isol"

-..--(b)-:ip"ru"*-in-direet-.responsi.b.le-elmrge:-me&na-a-per:son-r,vho-is¡'esponsible-for-all-aetivities

assoeiat€d*yit${he-oee{,ûtie nplianee-+vith-al.}-app}ieable

previsi@e-sperat-io*s-slsueh+alan+

*-@)*çupe*isor-meal$-{hefeÌs€n-indireet-æspsnsibleeharg+.ofthe-operations-oÊa-pla*t-fot

sewag€-treûtm€nt,l

Sec. 24. NAC 445A.292 is hereby amended to read as follows:

NAC 4454.292 ll/astewater Treatmenl Plant fP'l*nts--.fur--sewage-treatment]: Plovisional

certification of operator. (NRS 4454.425)

L The Division shall renew a provisional cefiificate as an operatol' of ù waslewoter trealment

plont þlønt-{or.sewage-treetrnent], without examination, only to a person who:

(a) Held a provisional cefiificate on July l, l99l;

(b) Pays the appropriate fee; and

(c) Submits the proper application for certification.

2. A provisional certifìcate is valid until:

(a) The applicant's employment by that plant ceases for any reason; or

(b) The applicant assumes a position of employment at the plant that is different from the

position he or she held on July 1 , 1991 .

Sec. 25 NAC 445A.867 is hereby amended to read as follows:

Application for permit. (NBS-445,4!2ã,445A.46ï Except as otherwise provided inNAC

4454.8491 to 445A.8499, inclusive, an applicant for a pennit to inject fluids must satisfy the

Director that the underground injection will not endanger any source of drinking water. An

rtr
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application lor a pernrit must be fìled within 180 days after.luly 22, 1987, for the operatiorr of an

injection well lvhich is existing on that date and does rrot have a permit. Each application for a

pennit must be signed by the owner or', if the owuer does not operate the well, the operator of the

well and rnust contain the lollowing information:

l. The name of the facility.

2. Tlre name and address ofthe owner.

3. The name and address ofthe operator', ifdifferent than the owner.

4. A description ofthe location ofeach injection well by the quafier-quarter section, section,

township and range, and latilude and loltgitude.

5. A map of the location of the lacility, prefelably a topographic map prepared by the United

States Geological Survey, extending at least I mile beyond the boundaries ofthe facility, locating

each injection well for which a pennit is sought and the area of review. The map must show, within

the area ofreview, the number, location and type ofall injection wells, producing wells, abandoned

wells, surface bodies of water', surface and subsurface mines, quarries, public and private systems

to supply watel aud othel peftinent features on the surface.

6. A plan for corective action, as required pursuant to NAC 445A.899, for each in¡|eotion

well within the area of review which penetrates the zone for injection, but is not correctly

completed or plugged.

7. A narrative report, geologic cross section and isopach map in sufficient scale to detail the

local geology and hydrology. The information should be sufficient to show the geologic

forrnations, structural features and concentration oftotal dissolved solids for each formation, zone

for injection and confining zone.

8. The plans and drawings for construction showing the details ofthe casing and cementing,

including the size ofthe hole, type ofcasing and type and grade ofcement.

9. The drilling log for each production or injection well owned or operated by the applicant

which is located within the area of review.

10. The proposed operating data, including:

(a) The average and maximum daily rates of injection and the volume of the fluid injected;

(b) The average and maximum pressures ofthe injection; and

(c) The source of the fluid injected and an analysis of its physical, chemical and biological

characteristics.

Lt6
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ll. A chemical analysis, ifavailable,,ofthe fluid in the receiving folmation to ensure

compatibility with the injectate, and an analysis of the hydraulic conductivity of the receiving

formation.

12. The proposed procedures for injection, including additives to or storage and pretreatlnent,

ifany, ofthe fluid injected, the use ofthe well, the planned standard practices for stimulation of

the well and the planned schedule for workover.

13. A ceftificate that the applicant has ensured, through a performance bond or other

appropriate means, the resources necessary to plug and abandon the well.

14. A plan for plugging and abandoning the well as described in NAC 4454.923.

15. Any other information required by the Director to ensure that the proposed operation will

not degrade an underground source of drinking water. That information may include a plan for

monitoring the elevation or quality ofgroundwater surrounding the zone for injection.

q6
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Background

NWEA is NDEP's contractor to run the Nevada Bo

of Certification f or Wastewater Teatment Opera
(Board)

þ 1992 NAC for Wastewater Operation Certificati
regutations became effective

þ 2OO2 - Latest revisions to wastewater certification
NAC

þ Aprit 2015 Survey done by the Board

þ May 2015 - Association of Boards of Certification
(ABC) Modet Standards Conformity Assessment

å
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Recommendations

þ. 3 Critical Recommendations

1. Continuing Education for
Recertification

z. Ascending Education Requirements for
lnitiat Certification

3. Sequential Exam Requirement

þ Other Recommendations

þ Competency and Ethics

c'ld

þ Fee lncrease
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Proposed NAC Revisions
(LCB Draft R1 55 -17)

þ Section 3 Minimum requirements for initial ap

þ Sec . 4 - Requirements for reciprocity

þ Sec. 5 Restricted certificates

þ Sec . 6 Certification renewats

þ Sec . 7 Division offered examinations

þ Sec. B Disabted appticant accommodations

þ Sec . 9 Continuing education for renewats

t

s
1-
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þ Sec. 10 Continuing education course appro

Proposed NAC Revisions
Cont'd

þ Sec . 11 Grounds for denial, suspension or rev

þ Sec . 12 lndustrial facitities do no require certi

þ Sec. 13 lncreased fees for certification

þ Sec. 14 Revision of plant ctassifications

Þ Sec. 15 UIC area of review ctarification

õì
)-)
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Section 3 Requirements for lnitiat
Apptication Summary

þ The Appticant must:

þ be at least 18 years of age

þ Possess a high schoot diptoma or its equivate

þ Pay Fees

p Meet educational requirements

þ Meet experience requirements

þ Exams must be taken in ascending order

þ' Disctosure of disciptinary action from another s
that an operator was certified in

('ì
\rt
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Sec. 3 Education Requirement

þ Grade | - 60 contact hours;

þ Grade ll r 120 contact hours;

þ Grade lll 120 contact hours ptus

TWO postsecondary;

þ Grade lV - 120 contact hours ptus

FOUR postsecondary

þ Postsecondary course of instruction means a
successfully completed college level course which is at
Ieast 36 hours of wastewater related ínstruction.

(5\F
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Sec. 3 Experience Requireme

or higher

Grade ll
Grade I Certification

2 years experience in operating, with
1 vear experience at a Ctass ll facitity or higher

I Certif,ication
operating, with

itity or higher

Grade lll Certification
Grade lV experience in operating, with

xperience at a Ctass lV facitity

ó\
tr)
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Sec. 4 Reciprocity
þ A certification may be issued by the Division, without

examination, ofl a case-by-case basis provided that the
operator:

. Hotds a futl certificate in another State,

, Passed an equivatent examination,

, Meets simitar education and experience standards as

required in Nevada.

þ Reciprocity witl not be granted for reciprocal certificatiol'ìs.

þ An incomptete apptication or an apptication that inctudes

oì(fì

expired certificate witt not be considered.
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Sec. 5 Restricted Certificate

þ No More OIT program

þ Restricted Certificates for Grade l, ll, lll, and lV
Operators

þ Effective for 5 years

þ NOT renewabte

þ Must pass exam for the restricted grade [eve[
being sought and

þ meet atl education requirements of the grade
[eve[ being sought.

þ Upon attainment of necessary experience, the
futl certification can be apptied for.

('l
+J
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Sec. 6 Certification Renewal

þ TWO year renewal cycte

þ Appty before certification expiration. lnctude:

' Comptete Apptication

. Continuing Education documentation

' Fee

Þ Faiture to comptete recertification by expiration date
witt lead to the certification being suspended

þ Late Apptication - Submissions or resubmissions of
renewal apptication after expiration date must inctude
additional rei nstatement fee

o\g
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Sec. 6 Certification Renewal
Cont'd

þ" lf certification is suspended for 6 MONTHS, the operato
is DECERTIFIED and cannot renew certification

Þ Operators with HEALTH ISSUES get 2 years after
expiration to appty for renewal w/ payment of
reinstatement fee

þ Operators in the MILITARY get 4 year after expiration to
appty for renewal w/ payment of reinstatement fee

6\
.g
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Sec. 7 Division Offered
Examinations

The Division shatl offer separate examinations
for certification as an operator of a ptant for
sewage treatment in each of the fou r grades o
certiflcation for quatified applicants.

1

3.

z. The examinations for certification must be
offered by the Division at least 3 times per
year.

The Division, or its designee, shatl revie
quatifications of each appticant for cert
who appties to take an examination for
certification.

w the
ificati

Oo
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Sec. 8 Disabted Appticant
Accommodations

þ lf an appticant has a disabitity that
restricts the abitity of the appticant to
take an examination for certification
under standard conditions, the appticant
may request special accommodations for
taking the examination at the time of
applicatioJl. Such a request must be
submitted to the Division in writing.

c
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Sec. 9 Conti nuing Education for
Renewats

þ Continuing education must be obtain within the Z-YEAR

effective period of the Certification

Þ Ctasses or training for contact hours must be approved

þ Contact hour requirements:

þ Grade I - 5 contact hours

Þ Grade ll 10 contact hours

þ Grade lll 15 contact hours

þ Grade lV - 20 contact hours

þ No contact hours for restricted certificates

rp
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Sec. 10 Continuing Education
Course Approvats
Þ Contact hour training must be:

þ Approved by the Division or its designee

þ Retevant to the subject matter of the
certificate

Þ To submit training approval request:

r An outtine of the course of training

å A tist of the objectives of the instructor

The WWTP can request approval of in-

S
Þ se cta
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Sec. Grounds for Denial11 ,

Suspension or Revocation
Ethics portions in the NAC

suspending and revoking a certification:
Giving fatse informati on/documentation in
app[ication;

- Being negtigent , or incompetent or has committed
misconduct in operator duties;

Disregard for the heatth and safety of the pubtic
and /or the environment;

Acted outside the rights and priviteges of the

F

grade f or which he or she hotds a certificate
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Sec. Cont'd
Specific Circumstances for denyihg,
suspending and revoking a certificatio

Convicted of a violation of any federal law or
law of any state retating to wastewater;

Convicted of a fetony or other crime invotving
moral turpitude, dishonesty or corruption;

Lying to a governmental agency about the
provision of the NRS and NAC;

Has faited to renew his or her certification;

Has viotated and or attempted, assisted,
abated, or conspires to viotate the NRS or

11

r
6l

NAC.
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Sec. 13 NAC 4454.287 r

lncreased Fees for Certification

1. The foltowing fees must be paid to the Division:

2 years

2 years

2 years

5 yearsRestricted certificate

80

eo
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Fees

Current Fees Proposed Fees

þ lnitial - 5OO

þ' Reciprocal - 5ZS

þ Renewal - 5¡O

þ lnitial 5140

þ, Reciprocal - 5t SO

þ Renewal - 5110

þ Restricted Certificate - 5gO

þ Conversion to Futt - 5ZO

Þ Reinstatement 5gO

i

Ú-\J
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Current Program Budget (Annua

2008 5¡0,85 1

5¡g ,145

5q0,027

2009

2010

2011 529,140

2012 5¿o ,891

2013 5¿g ,258

2014 502,524

2015 5S9,051

2016 537,250

5 t a,900

2014 517,965

2015 5 t 0,635

2016 5t o,g1 5

2017 517, g1o

Ot)

5¡0,550
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Fee Facts

þ" The average cost to run the Certification
Program in the past 10 years

* 5¿+,ooo

þ The average revenue from Fees

ffi 517,000

þ Currentty the program is funded 40%

th rough fees

Þ NDEP subsidizes 60% of the budget

þ 100 rcent of fees cotlected

ctt

fundine Operator Certification
o towar
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Why the Fee Raise

þ Fees have not been raised since 1992

þ' Program is not currentty self sustaining

NDEP subsidizes a majority of Certification Program

Þ Operation fees are going up
n Continuing education requirement
x Ascending education
s Review and approval of ctasses

þ 100% of fees witt stitt be going to Certification Progra

NDEP witl continue to subsidize the difference

A
o
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Fee lncrease Smatt Business
lmpact

Smatl Business lmpact Statement

þ Smatl businesses are not directty impacted by these fee
increases as they are not a requirement of the business,
but instead a requirement of the individual operator
who holds the certification.

J
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Sec. 14 NAC 4454.289
Ptant Ctassification

Activated Studge (without nitrogen removal and <20,000
gal per day)
Sotids Treatment (thickeni ng / dewateri n g)

Fixed Fitm Treatment (e.g., trickling filters) for Nutrient
Removal

ì.,
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Summary

þ Requirements for initial apptication of Grade I to
Grad lV

þ Reciprocity

þ Restricted Certificates

Þ Certification Renewats (contact hour requirements)

þ Continuing Education f or Renewats

Þ Ethics - Grounds for Deniat, Suspension or Revocation

Þ lncreased Fees for Certification

þ Revision of Ptant Ctassification

Þ UIC Ctarification

J
w
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Contact lnformation:

Katrina A Pascual, P. E.
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WASTEWNÃE{REATM ENT PLANT O PERATO R
-"--YERTIFICATION

For cert¡ficat¡on rules and regulat¡ons please refer to
NWEA's Pol¡c¡es & Procedures wh¡ch can be accessed
online atUlu¡!reelg.

I. Definit¡ons

"Ass¡stant Program Admin¡strator" ¡s â contracted posìtion
oversæn by the Board to perfom certificat¡on activities.

"Ass¡stant Superv¡sor" means a person in direct responsible
charge of ope.ations ¡n the absence of the supervisor.

"Board" means the Nevada Water Environment Association
Certifìcation Board.

"Certificate" means a certifìcate of compeìency ìsued by the
State of Nevada stating that the Wastewater Treatrnent
Operator has met the requirements of a speciflc operator
classificat¡on. It spec¡fìes the name and grade of the person
certified, as well as the date the certifiæte res ¡ssued.

"Certif¡cat¡on Adm¡n¡strator" means the person appo¡nted
by the Board to admin¡ster the Wastereter Treatment
Operators Cert¡fication Program for the State of Nevêda.

"Cont¡nuing Educat¡on Un¡t (CEU)" = l0 @ntact hours.

"Full lime or Equivalent (FTE)" = qualifying experience.

"NAC" means the Nevada Administrative Code.

"NRS" means the Nevada Revised Statutes.

"Operatoi'means any person, other thân a superyisor or
ass¡stant superu¡sor, who js rcrking as an operator of a plant
for semge treatment.

"Operator ¡n Tra¡n¡ng (OlT)" means a person who has
pa$ed the Grade I exam but has not yet met the educatìon
and/or exper¡ence requ¡rements to be certifìed as a Grade I

Operator.

"Responsible Charge" means a person respons¡ble for al¡
activities associated wìth treatment plant operations and
compl¡ance with all applicâble provis¡ons of NRS ând NAC
relatìng to operations of such plant.

"Rules and Regulat¡ons" means rules, regulations, and
pol¡cy for cert¡fìcat¡on of the treatment plant operators.

"Superv¡sof' means a person in direct responsible charge of
the p¡ant's treatrnent operation.

"Wastewater Treatment Plant" (Water Pollut¡on Control
Plant) means a group or assemblage of structures, equipment
and processes wh¡ch treat or condition wastemter, affecting
¡ts physical, chemical, or bacteriolog¡ca¡ quality.

II. TreatmentPlantClass¡f¡cations
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III. Minimum Grades of Operator Certif¡cation

IV

Grade lV

Grade lll

Grade I

ill

Grade lll

Grade ll

Grade I

I
Grade ll

Grade I

Grade ¡

Plant Clasificat¡on

Grade I

Grade I

Grade I

Operator
Dut¡es

Supervisor

Assistant

Operator

Any person, other than a superyisor or assistant superyìsor,
who ¡s work¡ng as an operator of a plant for sewage treatment
must be certifled as at least a Grade I operator of a plant for
seMge treatrnent, or obtain such certifìcation with¡n one (1)
year after the date on which he begins his employment at the
plant for sewage treatment as such an operator.

IV. Exper¡ence and Educat¡on Requ¡rements

.Wastemter Treatment Plant Operator experience ¡ncludes
time spent perfoming resteffiter treatment plant operational
duties.

ln addition to the above requirements, the appl¡cant must pass
a written exam¡nation at each grade level.

V. Operator ¡n Training

An ¡ndiv¡dual may take the Grade I exam without fìret meeting
the required education and/or experience requ¡rements. Upon
passing the exam, the ¡nd¡v¡dual w¡ll be ¡ssued an Operator in
Train¡ng (OlT) certifi€te. The OIT cert¡fÌcate may be renered
every trc (2) yeaß. When the OIT has met all of the
requirements for the Grade ¡, the ¡ndividual may submit

documentat¡on of having met said requirements to the Board,
Upon approval of the documentation, the O¡T certifiæte wi¡l be
converted to a Grade I certificate that expires on the date the
OIT certificate previously did.

VI. How to Apply for Certification

To apply for certifìcation, an appl¡cant needs to submit a
completed application fom and a $60 nonrefundable fee to the
Nevada Division of Environmentâl Protect¡on. Applications
must be postmarked no later than 30 days prìor to the posted
examination date. Upon approval of the application, the
applicant wi¡l be notified of the approval and the available
examinalion dates and locations. The Board reserves the rìght
to deny an application for cedmcat¡on if the Board determines
that any requirement for such certiflcation is not met. A fee of
$25 may be charged to any person whose check is returned
because of a lack of iunds.

VII. CertificationExam

The Board will hold examinations at tìmes ând places
throughout the year as may be required and convenient to the
applicants. Computerized exams are available anytime at
locations in Nevada and nationwide for an additional fee of
568. ln the event an applicant fails to pass an examination,
the applicant may apply for r+examinalìon upon submission of
a new application and filing fee. Applìcants for certifì€tion will
be required to pass a witten examinat¡on to demonstrale their
knowledge in the following areas:

GRADE I
Basic principles and methods of wasteMter treatment and
specific knowledge of the procedures involved ¡n operating
and ma¡nta¡ning stabilization ponds and primary treatment
plants.

GRADE II
Record-keeping and ¡nterpretation; reporting and specifìc
knolvledge about funclions of plant components; normal
perfomance character¡stics for commonly used primary and
secondary treatment processes; chlorination; routine seruice
and care of equipment; routine tests for evaluation of plant
perfomance; and plant and personnel safety procedures.

GRADE III
Specif¡c know,ledge relat¡ng to design appl¡cations, operations,
control, and calculatìons ¡nvolved in treating waste by lhe
primary treatrnent and biofiltration methodst var¡ous
modif¡cations of the activated sludge process: basic
knowledge of the princ¡ples of tertiary treatment: and basic
knowledge of solids handling, cond¡t¡oning and disposal.

GRADE IV
Spec¡fic knowledge relating to design applications, operations,
control, and calculations involved in treating wastes by the
primary treatment and b¡ofìltration methods; various
mod¡fìcat¡ons of the activated sludge process; a work¡ng
knowledge of tertiary treatment and the various types utilized;
solids handling, cond¡tioning and disposal; and a rcrkìng
knolvledge of the princ¡ples of ¡ndustrial waste and
pretreatrnent progEms.

VIII. Reciproc¡ty with Other States

Reciprocity will only be considered from applicants holding
active certificates that were not obtained through reciprocity
from certiflcat¡on programs l¡sted on the Association of Boards
of Certification (ABC) "ABC Certifìcalìon Exam Equivalency
Chart" and persons holding ABC certificates. Persons
applying for reciprocity must also meet current education and
experience requirements, and must have passed written
exam(s) at each grade level up to and including the level for
which they are applying. Certificates issued by reciprocity will
be designated as such. The fee for reciprocity is $75.

Applicants holding active cert¡ficates that were not obtained
through reciprocity from certification programs not listed on the
Association of Boards of Certification (ABC) "ABC Certification
Exam Equivalency Chart" may be allowed to lest at the same
equivalent grade leve¡ they currently hold without having to
take lhe exam(s) below that grade level, but not before
meeting the education, experience and sequential examinatlon
requirements. Upon passing that exam, the individual will be
issued a certificate at the Grade level for which he/she was
approved to test.

IX. Cert¡f¡cateRenewals

Any certifìcate issued under the present ruÌes and reguÌations
shall be valid for a period of two (2) years from the date of
issuance. Any certìfìcate not reñewed after two (2) years
becomes automatìcally suspended. No examination shall be
required for renewal, provided that the previous certificate
shall not have been invalid for a period of more than one ('1)
year. The renewal application and renewal fee of S30 should
be sent to the Assistant Program Administrator for renewal of
any Nevada certificate. Any renewal received after the
expiration date will be charged a S20 late fee.

X. Replacement / Dupl¡cate Certificate

Certified operators desiring a replacement or duplicate
certiflæte may obtain such certificate upon payment of a S20
fee.

XI. Decertificat¡on

The State may revoke or refuse to renew the cerlificate of any
operator. All revocation €ses will be reviewed by a hearing
before the Board of Certification, and a decision will be made
by a unanimous vote of the quorumi quorum being five (5) out
of seven (7).

A case for decertìfication may be considered by the Board for,
but not limited to, the following:
1) The Operalor is ¡ñcompetent or unable lo periorm hjs/her

duties properlf or

2) The Operator has willfully or nêgligently caused or âttowed
the lechnical provisions of the appropriate wastewaler
discharge requirement to be v¡olatedt or

3) The Nevada experience and educâtion requirements for
waslewater opeÉtor cedifcation have not been satisfìed; or

4) The Operator has practiced fraud or deceptioñi or

5) The Operator has failed to renew his/her cenificate in
accordance with these provisions.
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Experience'

1 year full-t¡me or
eauivalent IFTÉ)

2 years FTE

3 yeaß FTE

4 years FTE

Educat¡on & Certif¡cat¡on

High School or equivalent &
6 CEUS (see Section XIV)

Grade I Certification

Grade ll Certifìcation

Grade lll Certificâtìôn

Grade

1

2

3

4



xrr. epp.#åña Protests

Any appeal or protest made because of the determination of the Assist¡nt Program Administrator shall be in witing to the Board Chair.

This notifiætion shall be sent within twenty (20) days of ræeipt of the Adm¡n¡strator's witten detem¡nation. The Chair shall, within sixty
(60) days, make an inqu¡ry of the protest and give an ansrer ¡n witing. Any appeal of the Board Cha¡r's determination sha¡l be to the
Certjfication Board. Further appeal may be made to the Div¡sion of Env¡ronmental Protection, whose decision shall be flnal. Appellant
must send the original facts again, and state in witing v!ôich parl of the Comm¡ttee's decis¡on he/she deems improper, and why.

XIIL Suggested Study Mater¡als

Suggested ABC Wastewter Treatment Exam References
The following are approved as reference sources for the ABC restewater treatment examinat¡ons. Operatoß should use the latest edition
of these reference sources to prepare for the exam.

Cal¡fom¡a State Un¡versity, Sacramento (CSUS) Foundation, Office of Water Programs
. Operation of WasteMter Treatrnent Plants, Volume I and ll
. Advanced Waste Treatment
. l\¡anage for Sucæss
To order, contact: Office of Water Programs

Cal¡fomia State Un¡vers¡ty, Sacramento
6000 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95819-6025
Web site: w.owp.csus.edu
Phone: (916\278-6142
Fax: (916) 278-5959
E-mail: wateroff¡ce@owp.csus.edu

Cert¡ficat¡on Tra¡ning (cont¡nued)

4. lndustrial Waste Treatment, Vol. I & ll (9 CÉUs each)

5. Treatment of lvetalWastætreams (4.5 CEUS)

6. Pretreatment Facil¡ty lnspection (9 CEUS)

7. Operation and ¡,4aintenance ofWastewater Collectìon
Systems, Vol. I & ll (9 CEUS each)

College Courses Earn¡ng Full credit
(1.5 CEUs per semester cred¡t):

1. College Chemistry - up to 12 CEUS.

2, Mathemati6 area: Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry,
Statistics - up to '12 CEUS. Does not include basic,
introductory, or bus¡ness math cou6es.

3. Biolog¡ca¡ Science area: Microbiology, Pathogenic
Bacteriology, etc. - up to I CEUS.

4. General Physiæ - up to 9 CEUS.

5, Engineer¡ng courses: F¡uid ¡,4echani6, Hydrauli6, and
Engineer¡ng courees not directly related.

College Courses Earning Half Cred¡t
(0.7 CEU per semester credit);

1. Technical Wnt¡ng - up to 3 CEUS.

2. Public or Business Administration - up to 9 CEUS ¡n the
areas of Organiætion, l\¡anãgement, Fìnance,
Supervision, Budgeting, etc.

3. Public Speak¡ng - up to 3 CEUS.

Courees Accepted by VVWET for CEUs

'1. Oneday training seminare, safety conferences, or
NWEA, CWEA, or WEF-sponsored conventions will
rece¡ve one CEU per day attended, up to 3 CEUS,
provided that an education program is offered.

2. Other extens¡on coußes or tra¡n¡ng of any type which
m¡ght relate to the operator's duties will be evaluated on
a case-by€se basis. CEUS will be allowed based on
the mater¡al covered, the depth of the coverage, and the
time requ¡red to complete the course.

Nat¡onal Environmental Tra¡ning Center for Small Commun¡t¡es (NETCSC)
. Protecting Your Commun¡tys Assets: A Guide for Small Wastewater Systems

A PDF vers¡on of th¡s guide is ava¡lable from: \^W.nesc.wu.edu/training.cfm
You may also request a pr¡nted and bound hard copy of the gu¡de by calling NETCSC at (800) 624 8301, and asking for product

TRBKMG03 (shipping and handling charges may apply).

Water Env¡ronment FedeEtion
. Operation of N4unicipal Wastereter Treatment Plants - l\4anual of Practiæ No. 11
. Activated Sludge - ¡rlanual of Practice OM-g
lo order, contact: Water Environment Federat¡on

601 Wythe Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-1994
Web s¡te: \W.wef.org
Phone: (800) 66È0206
Fax: (703)68+2492
E-ma¡l: pubs@wef.org

XIv. Certif¡cat¡on Train¡ng

Courses directly related to resteMter treatment will receive full value. Courses indirectly related to Mstewater treatrnent will rece¡ve

one-half value. Dirætly related short coußes, ¡ncluding those given at the Water Quality Control lnst¡tute, are equ¡valent to one CEU per
8-hour day, with a maximum of three CEUS per week. lf the course is considered to be ¡ndirectly related, one CEU will be given for each

two days, with a maxìmum of two CEUS per week. College æurses (¡ncluding extension and correspondence courees taken for credit)
earn 1 .5 CEUS per semester credit. lndirectly related courses earn a half-cred¡t. (Half-credit = 0,7 CEU per semester credit)

D¡rectly Related Correspondence Courses
Cal¡fornia State Un¡versity, Sacramento

1. Operation of WasteMter Treatment Plants, Vol. I & ll (9

CEUs each)

2. Advanced waste lreatment (9 CEU5)

3. SmallwasteMter System Operation and l\¡a¡ntenance,

Vol. I & ll (9 CEUS each)
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Other Wastewater Ceñ¡ficat¡on Programs
avail able through NWEA:

. Wastewater Quality Analyst

. lndustrial Waste lnspector

. lndustrial Waste Operator

. Collection System Operator

. Plant Maintenance Technologist

Nevada
Wastewater
Certification
Prog ra ms

Wastewater
Treatment

PIant
Operator

State of Nevada
Division of Environmental Protection

NAC 445A.287-292
Wastewater Operator Certification Program

Bureau of water Pollution Control
Nevada D¡v¡s¡on oF Environmental Protectìon

901 S. Stewart St., Suite 4001
Carson C¡ty, Nevada 89701

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR

Nevada Water Environment Assæiation
77 5-465-2045

www.nvwea.org
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"Board" means the Nevada Water Environment Assoc¡at¡on
Cert¡lcat¡on Board.

WASTEWAIER-T REATM ENT P LA NT OP E RATO R
oooë lcÊRTrFrcATroN

For cert¡fìcation rules and regulat¡ons please refer to
NWEA's Polic¡es & Procedures which can be accessed
onl ine at !4¡4!:lqU!fje!g.

I. Def¡n¡tions

"Ass¡stant Program Adm¡n¡strator" is a contracted positìon
overseen by the Board to pelorm cert¡fìcat¡on activities.

"Assistant Superv¡so/' means a person in d¡rect responsible
charge of operations in the absence of the superuisor.

II. TreatmentPlantClass¡f¡cat¡ons
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IIL M¡n¡mum Grades of operåtor Cert¡f¡cat¡on
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Any person, other than a supervisor or assistant superuisor,
who is work¡ng as an operator of a plant for sewage treâtment
must be cert¡fìed as at least a Grade I operator of a plant for
sewage treatment, or obtain such certificat¡on within one ('1)

year after the date on which he begins his employment at the
plant for sewage treatmenl as such an operator.

Iv, Exper¡ence and Education Requirements

'Wasiewater Treatment Plant Operator exper¡ence includes
time spent pefomìng wastewater treatment plant operational
duties.

ln addition to the above requirements, the applìcant must pass
a written examination at each grade ¡evel.

V. Operator ¡n Tra¡n¡ng

An individual may take the Grade I exam without first meeting
the requìred education and/or experience requ¡rements. Upon
passing the exam, the ¡ndividual will be ìssued an Operator in
Tra¡ning (OlT) certificate. The OIT certificate may be renewed
every tlvo (2) years. When the OIT has met all of the
requirements for the Grade l, the individual may submit

documentalion of having met said requirements to the Board.
Upon approval of the documentation, the OIT certificate will be
converted to a Grade I certificate that expires on ¡he date the
OIT certiÍæte previously did.

VL How to Apply for Cert¡f¡cat¡on

To apply for cert¡f¡cation, an applicant needs to submit a
completed application form and a $60 nonrefundable fee to the
Nevada Divisìon of Environmental Protection. Applications
must be postmarked no later than 30 days prior to the posted
exam¡nation date. Upon approval of the appli€tion, the
appl¡cant will be notified of the approval and the ava¡lable
exam¡nat¡on dates and locations. The Board reseryes the right
to deny an application for certìfìcat¡on if the Board determines
that any requirement for such cert¡f¡cation is not met. A fee of
$25 may be charged to any person whose check is returned
be€use of a lack of funds.

VII. Certificat¡onExam

The Board will hold examinations at t¡mes and places
throughout the year as may be required and convenient to the
applicants. Computerized exams are available anytime at
locations in Nevada and nationwide for an additional fee of
$68. ln the event an applicant fails to pass an examination,
the appliænt may apply for reexam¡nat¡on upon submission of
a new applìcatìon and filing fee. Applicants for certifl€tion w¡ll
be required to pass a written examination to demonstrate their
knowledge in the following areas:

GRADE I
Basic principles and methods of wastewater treatment and
specifìc knowledge of the procedures involved in operal¡ng
and maintaining stabiliætion ponds and primary treatment
plants.

GRADE II
Record-keeping and interpretation: reporting and specific
knowledge about funct¡ons of plant components; normal
performance charâcteristics for common¡y used primary and
secondary treatment processes; chlorination; routine seruice
and care of equipment; routine tests for evaluation of plant
performance; and plant and personnel safety procedures.

GRADE III
Specific knowledge relat¡ng to design appliætions, operations,
control, and calculat¡ons involved ìn treating waste by lhe
primary treatment and b¡ofiltration methods; various
modifications of the activated sludge processt basic
knowledge of the principles of tertiary treatmenl; and basic
knowledge of solids handling, condìtioning and disposal.

GRADE IV
Specif¡c knowledge relaling to design applications, operalions,
control, and calculations involved in treating wastes by the
primary treatment and biofilkation methods: various
modifìcaiions of the activaled sludge process; a working
knowledge of tert¡ary treatment and the var¡ous types ulilized;
solids handl¡ng, condit¡oning and disposal; and a work¡ng
knowledge of the pr¡nciples of industrial waste and
pretreatment programs.

VIII. Reciproc¡ty with Other States

Reciproc¡ty will only be considered fiom applicanls holding
aclive certifìcates that were not obtained through reciprocity
from cerlification programs listed on the Associatio¡ of Boards
of Cedification (ABC) 'ABC Certification Exam Équivalency
Chart" and persons holding ABC cerlificates. Persons
applyìng for reciprocity must also meet cuíent education and
experience requirements, and must have passed written
exam(s) at each grade level up lo and including the level for
which they are applying. Certificates issued by reciprocity will
be designaied as such. The fee for reciprociiy is S75.

App¡icants holding active certificates that we.e not obtained
through reciprocity from certification programs not listed on the
Association of Boards of Certification (ABC) "ABC CertifÌcation
Exam Equivalency Chart" may be allowed to test at the same
equivalent grade level they curently hold without having to
take the exam(s) below that grade level, but not before
meeting the education. experience and sequential examination
requirements. Upon passing that exam, the individual will be
issued a certifì€te at the Grade level for which he/she was
approved to test.

IX. Cert¡ficateRenewals

Any certifìcate issued under the present rules and regulations
shall be valid for a per¡od of two (2) years from the dale of
issuance. Any certificate not renewed after two (2) years
becomes automatically suspended. No examination shall be
required for renewal, provided that the previous certificate
shall not have been invalid for a period of mo.e than one (1 )

year. The renewal application and reñewal fee of S30 should
be sent to the Assìstant Program Administrator for renewal of
any Nevada certificate. Any renewal received alter the
expiration date will be charged a S20 late fee.

X. Replacement / Dupl¡cate Certificate

Certified operators desìring a replacement or duplicate
certifìcate may obtain such certificate upon payment of a S20
fee.

XI. Decert¡f¡cat¡on

The State may revoke or refuse lo reñew lhe ce.tificate of añy
operator. All revocation cases will be reviewed by a hearing
before the Board of Certification. and a decision w ll be made
by a unanimous vote of the quorum: quorum being five (5) out
of seven (7).

A case for decertification may be considered by the Board for,
but not limited to, the following:
1) The Operâtor is incompele¡t or unable to pelorm his/her

dulies properly: or

2) The Operalor has willfully or ñegligenlly caused or âllowed
the technical provisions of lhe appropriale waslewater
discharge requiremenl to be violated; or

"Cert¡f¡cate" means a certifi€te of competency issued by the
State of Nevada stat¡ng that the Wastewater Treatment
Operator has met the requirements of a spec¡f¡c operator
classifiætion. lt specifìes the name and grade of the person
cert¡fìed, as well as the date the certificâte was issued.

"Cert¡ficat¡on Adm¡n¡strator" means the person appo¡nted
by the Board to administer the Wastewater Treatment
Operators Certification Program for the State of Nevada,

"Cont¡nu¡ng Educat¡on Un¡t (CEU)" = 10 contact hours.

"Full Time or Equ¡valent (FTE)" = qualifying exper¡ence.

"NAC" means the Nevada Adm¡nistrat¡ve Code.

"NRS" means the Nevada Rev¡sed Statutes.

"OpeEtor" means any person, other than a supery¡sor or
assistant supervisor, who ¡s working as an operator of a plant
for sewage treatment.

"Operator ¡n Tra¡n¡ng (OlT)" means a person who has
passed the Grade I exam but has not yet met the education
and/or experience requirements to be certified as a Grade I

Operator.

"Respons¡ble Charge" means a person responsible for all
act¡vit¡es associated w¡th treatment plant operations and
compl¡ance w¡th all applicable provisions of NRS and NAC
reìating to operat¡ons of such plant.

"Rules and Regulat¡ons" means rules, regulat¡ons, and
policy for certification of the treatment p¡ant operators.

"Superyisor" means a person in direct responsible charge of
the plant's keatment operation.

"WasteMter Treatment Plant" (Water Pollution Conlrol
Plant) means a group or assemblage of structures, equipment
and processes wh¡ch treat or condition wastewater, affecting
its physical, chemical, or bacter¡ological quality.

4)

5)

The Nevada experience and education requìremenls for
wâstewater opeÉtor cenification have not been satislied or

The Operâlor has practiced lraud or deception; or

The Operator has fêiled to renew his/her ceniflcale in
accordance wilh these provisio¡s
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Exper¡ence*

1 year full-time or
eou¡valent (FTE)

2 years FTE

3 years FTE

4 years FTE

Education & Cert¡f¡cat¡on

High School or equivalent &
6 CEUS (see Section XIV)

Grade I Certif¡cation

Grade ll Cert¡fìcation

Grade lll Certifìætion

Gnde

2

3

4



xrr, Appe#oåRdprotests

Any appeal or protest made because of the determination of the Assistant Program Admin¡strator shall be in writìng to the Board Chair.

This not¡fication shall be sent w¡thin twenty (20) days of receipt of the Adm¡n¡strator's wr¡tten determination. The Chair shall, within s¡xty

(60).days, make an inqu¡ry of the protest and g¡ve an answer in writing. Any appeal of the Board Cha¡r's determination shall be to the
Cert¡fi€t¡on Board. Further appeal may be made to the D¡vis¡on of Environmental Protection, whose decision shâll be fÌnal. Appellant
must send the or¡ginal facts again, and state in wr¡ting which part of the Comm¡ttee's decìsion he/she deems improper, and why.

xul. Suggested study Mater¡als

Suggested ABC Wastewater Trealment Exam References
The following are approved as reference souræs for the ABC wastewater treatment examinations. OpeEtors should use the latest ed¡tion

of these reference sources to prepare for the exam.

California State Un¡versily, Sacramento (CSUS) Foundation, Otfìce of Water Programs
. Operation ofWastewaterTreatment Plants, Volume I and ll
. Advanced Waste Treatment
. Manage for Sucæss
To order, contact: Otf¡ce ofWater Programs

California State Univers¡ty, Sacramento
6000 J Street
Sacramento, cA 95819-6025
Website: M.owp.6us.edu
Phone: (916)278-6142
Fax: (916) 278-5959
E-mail; wateroffice@owp.csus.edu

National Envìronmental Tra¡ning Center for Small Communities (NETCSC)
. Protect¡ng Your Community's Assets: A Guide for Small Wastewater Systems

A PDF version of this guide is available from: www.nesc.wvu.edu/traìning.cfm
You may atso request a printed and bound hard copy of the gu¡de by call¡ng NETCSC at (800) 624 8301, and asking for product

TRBKN.4G03 (shipping and handling charges may apply).

Water Env¡ronment Federation
. Operation of l\¡unicipal Wastewater Treatment Plants - l\¡anual of Practice No. 1 1

. Activated S¡udge - lvanual of Practice OIV-g
To order, contact; Water Env¡ronmenl Federation

601 Wythe Street
Alexandria, VA 22314-1994
Web site: ww,wef.org
Phone: (800) 666-0206
Fax: (703) 684-2492
E-mail: pubs@wef.org

Regulations
. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40 (w.gpo.gov)
. State regulations (contact ¡nformation for state cert¡fication programs is available on the Certificatìon Contacts page of ABC'S

web site, wwabccert,org)
. American Publ¡c Health Associat¡on (APHA), Ameri€n Waler Works Association, and Water Environment Federatìon. Standard

Methods for the Exam¡nation of Water and Wastewater (latest EPA-approved ed¡tion). Washington, DC: APHA. (M.apha.org)

XIv. Cert¡ficat¡on Training

Courses directly related to wastewater treatment will receive full value. Courses indirectly related to wastewater treatment will receive
one-half value. D¡rectly related short courses, ¡ncluding those given at the Water Quality Control lnstitute, are equivalent to one CEU per

8-hour day, w¡th a max¡mum of three CEUS per week. lf the course is æns¡dered to be indirectly related, one CEU will be g¡ven for each
two days, w¡th a maximum of two CEUS per week. College æurses (including extens¡on and correspondence æurses taken for credit)
eaml.5CEUspersemestercredit.lndirectlyrelatedcourseseamahalf-credit. (HalÊcredit=0.TCEUpersemestercredit)

Directly Related Correspondence Courses
Calìfornia State Univers¡ty, Sacramento

cert¡f¡cation Tra¡n¡ng (cont¡nued)

1. Operation ofWastewaterTreatment Plants, Vol. ¡ & ll (9

CEUs each)
2. Advanæd Waste Treatment (9 CEUS)

3. Small Wastewater System Operation and Maìntenance,

Vol. I & ll (9 CEUS each)
4, lndustrial Waste Treatment, Vol, I & ll (9 CEUS each)

5. Treatment of l\4etal Wastestreams (4.5 CEUS)

6. Pretreatment Fac¡lity lnspection (9 CEUS)

7. Operation and Ma¡ntenance ofWastewater Collection
Systems, Vol. I & ll (9 CEUS each)

College Courses Earning Full Credit
('1.5 CEUs per semester credit):

1. College Chem¡stry - up to '12 CEUS.

2. lvathematics area: Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry,
Statistics - up to 12 CEUS- Does not include basic,
introductory, or business math courses.

3. Biological Sc¡ence area: Microbiology, Pathogenic
Bacteriology, etc. - up to 9 CEUS.

4. ceneral Physics - up to 9 CEUS.

5. Engìneering courses: Fluid l\¡echan¡cs, Hydraulics, and
Engineerìng courses not directly related.

College CouEes Eam¡ng Half Credit
(0.7 CEU per semester credit):

'1. Techniæl Writing - up to 3 CEUS.

2. Public or Business Adminiskation - up to 9 CEUs in the
areas of Organization, lvanagement, Finance,
Superuision, Budgeting, etc.

3. Public Speaking - up to 3 CEUs.

Coußes Accepted by WWET for CEUs

'1. One-day training seminaß, safety conferences, or
NWEA, CWEA, or WEF-sponsored conveni¡ons will
rece¡ve one CEU per day attended, up to 3 CEUS,
provided that an education program is offered.

2. Other extension courses or training of any type which
might relate to the operator's duties will be evaluated on
a case-by-case basis. CEUS will be allowed based on
the matedal covered, the depth of the coverage, and the
time required to complete the cou6e.
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Other Wastewater Certification Programs
available through NWEA:

. Wastewater Qual¡ty Analyst

. lndustrial Waste lnspector

. lndustrial Waste Operator

. Collection System Operator

. Plant Maintenance Technologist

Nevada
Wastewater
Certification
Prog ra ms

Wastewater
Treatment

PIant
Operator

State of Nevada
Division of Environmental Protection

NAC 445A.287-292
Wastewater Operator Cert¡f¡cation Program

Bureau of Water Pollution Control
Nevada Dìvision of Env¡ronmental Protection

901 5. Stewart St., Su¡te 4001
Carson C¡ty, Nevada 89701

CERTIFICATION PROGRAM ADMINISTRATO R

Net'ada Water EnvfonmentAssociafion
7 7 5-465-2045

www.nvwea.org
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NEVADA BOARD OF CERTIFICATION FOR
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT OPERATORS

William Shepherd, Chairman r Harvey Johnson, Program Administrator
r Dave Commons o Joe Crim, Jr. ¡ Adrian J. Edwards o Kelvin lkehara r John Solvie

April27,2011

Nathaniel S. Seltenreich
646 Ernerald City Ave.
Las Vegas, NV 89183

SUBJECT: Certifïcation Examination Approval

Dear Mr. Seltenreich:

You have been approved to take a Grade III Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator
certification examination. Your certifìcation will not be effective until 5117111, the
date that you have 3 years of full time experience. Your exam application and $60.00
exam fee have been processed.

You may schedule your exam after O4/29lIL by going online to www.goamp.com.
Your identification number is: NVOOOO136. The instructions for scheduling an exam
are enclosed.

Please bring this letter and two forms of identification, one with a current photograph
(ex: driver's license). Both forms of identification must be current and include the
candidate's current narne and signature. The only additional item allowed into the
exam is a non-programmable calculator. No cell phones or palm pilots will be allowed
into the exain.

The Formula/Conversion Table that will be included in the exarn can be studied
beforehand. You can access the Table online at the following link:
htto : / /www. abccert. org / testins /formulas conversion tables.asp.

You will be eligible to take the exam until OTl2glIL If you do not take the
examination by this date, you will forfeit your application fee. To be considered for
subsequent examination dates, you will need to reapply and pay an additional
application fee.

Good Luck!

Sincerely,

Jennifer McMartin
Vice Program Administrator

Nevada Water Environment Association, PO Box 790, Smith, Nevada, 89430
Phone/Fax: 775-465-2045 E-Mail: Jenniferm@nvwea.org Web: www.nvwea.org
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NWEA certification Board

Computerízed C ertificatíon Examination Information

The NWEA Certification Board offers computerized certiltcation exams in addition to
pencil and paper exams for a1l of its certifications with the exception of Industrial
Waste Inspector. The computerized examinations are administered at 2 locations in
Nevada (Las Vegas and Reno) and over 170 AMP Assessment Centers geographically
located throughout the United States. The examinations are administered by
appointment only, Monday through Saturday at 9:00 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. A current
liiting of AMP Assessment Centers, including addresses and driving directions, may be

viewed at www.goAMP.com by selecting "Candidates."

Standard testing fees are required to be submitted with your exaln application. Upon
receiving approval of the application by the Certihcation Board, an additional fee of
$68 is assessed by AMP when you register to take the computerized exafn.

After receiving approval from the Certificatíon Board:

Scheduling Online: - go to ww-w.goamp.com and select "Candidates" from AMP's
home page.

1. Choose a category - select "Water/Wastewater" from the pull down menu.
2. Choose a prograln - select "NWEA Certification Board" from the pull down

menu.
3. Choose an exam - select the exam listed on your approval letter from the twenty

(5 exam types and 4 exain levels) "NWEA Certifìcation exams/grades" listed on
the pull down menu. This is the only exarn you are approved to take and can
register for.

4. Select the "Register for Exam" option. Read the statements concerning
identification requirements, security of the examination and candidate
handbook. If you agree, click on "Yes" and select the "Continue" button to
continue the registration process.

5. First time users of AMP's online scheduling must select "I am a New user."
6. Enter the information requested to create an account. Your nine-character

identification number can be found in your approval letter. It starts with NV,

followed by seven digits (for example, NV00000O1) - include all nine characters.
When finished, select the "Continue" button to proceed.

7. A screen appears confirming the account has been successfully established.
Select the "Continue" button to proceed. The personal information provided to
AMP is displayed for the candidate to verify. Make any necessary changes and
select the "Continue" button to proceed and schedule your appointment.

B. Select a location from the list displayed. The closest test center may be in a
neighboring state. Select the date and time you want (all available dates are
shown in green). Submit your request by clicking on the "Schedule" button.

9. An on-screen confirmation appea-rs showing that the appointment has been
scheduled. An email confirmation is also sent with directions to the Assessment
Center.

lO.The candidate can always go to "My Home Page" which provides information
about scheduled examinations and allows candidates to reschedule an
appointment (requires two business days notice).

Scheduline by ptte4ei
You may call AMP at 800-345-6559. This toll-free number is answered from 5:O0 a.m.
to 7:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 5:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on Friday and 6:30
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on Saturday (all times listed are Pacific). You will need your
identification number and type and grade exarn from your approval letter. Please have
your credit card available for payment of examination fees. If special accommodations
are being requested please use the telephone option.

lo
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Pavins bv Monev or Comoanv Check:
To pay for your exarn by money order or company check (no personal checks,
vouchers or purchase orders are accepted), you need to complete a one-page
application and include your $68 payment to AMP. The application is available from
NWEA al (775) 465-2045. Payment must be made payable to AMP. Mail to; AMP,
18000 West 105tr'Street, Olathe, KS 66061-7543.

Exam Resche
A candidate may reschedule the examination once at no charge by calling AMP at BO0-

345-6559 at least two business days prior to a scheduled computer administration.

Missed Aooointments /Cancellations:
A candidate will forfeit the examination registration and a1l fees paid under the
following circumstances.

- The candidate wishes to reschedule an examination but fails to contact AMP at
least two business days prior to the scheduled testing session.

- The candidate wishes to reschedule a second time.
- The candidate appears more than 15 minutes late for an examination, or
- The candidate fails to report for an examination appointment.
- The candidate does not register to take the exam during the approved 90-day

window.

Inclement lVea ther/Power F ailure /Other Emeføencv:
In the event of inclement weather or unforeseen emergencies on the day of an
examination, AMP will determine whether circumstances warrant the cancellation,
and subsequent rescheduling, of an examination. Candidates may contact AMP's
Weather Hotline at 800-380-5416 (24 hours/day) prior to the examination to
determine if AMP has been advised that any Assessment Centers are closed. Every
attempt is made to administer the examination as scheduled; however, should an
examination be canceled at an Assessment Center, all scheduled candidates will
receive notification following the examination regarding rescheduling or reapplication
procedures.

Takinq the Examination:
Report to the Assessment Center no later than your scheduled appointment time. Look
for the signs indicating AMP Assessment Center Check-in. A candidate who arrives
more than 15 minutes after the scheduled testing time will not be admitted. Please
bring a non-programmable calculator to the examination. Calculators built into cell
phones or hand-held computers (PDAs) are not permitted in the Assessment Center.

Identification:
You must have proper identifìcation to gain admission to the Assessment Center.
Failure to provide appropriate identification at the time of the examination is
considered a missed appointment. There will be no refund of your examination fee.
You must have two forms of identification, one with a current photograph. Both forms
of identification must be current and include the candidate's current name and
signature. The candidate will be required to sign a roster for verification of identity.

Depending on availability, your examination
may be
scheduled beginning. . .

If you call AMP by 1:00 p.m.
Pacific Time on...

WednesdayMonday
ThursdayT\resday
Fridav/SaturdavWednesdav
MondayThursday
TtresdayFriday

(t
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Acceptable forms of photo identification include a current driver's license with
photograph, a current state identification card with photograph, a current passport, or
à "rr.".r1 military identification card with photograph. Employment identification
cards, student ID card and any type of temporary identification are NOT acceptable as

the primary form of identihcation. The second form of identification must include your
name and signature. Some examples of this identification are social security cands,

credit cards and library cards.

Securitv:
- Examinations are proprietarY.
- No guests, visitors or family members are allowed in the testing room or

reception areas.
- No personal items, valuables, or rÀ/eapons should be brought to the Assessment

Center. Only keys and wallets may be taken into the testing room and AMP is
not responsible for items left in the reception area.

Restrictions:
No personal belongings will be allowed in the Assessment Center Pencils will be

provided during check-in.
No cameras, notes, tape recorders, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), pagers or
cellular phones are allowed in the testing room.
You will be provided with a formula sheet and scratch paper to use during the
examination. You must return both items to the supervisor at the completion of
testing, or you will not receive a score report. No documents or notes of any
kind may be removed from the examination room.
No questions concerning the content of the examination may be asked during
the examination.
Eating, drinking or smoking will not be permitted in the Assessment Center.
You may take a break whenever you wish, but you will not be allowed
additional time to make up for time lost during breaks.

Misconduct:
Individuals who engage in any of the following condu
examination, their scores will not be reported and

ct may be dismissed from the
examination fees will not be

refunded. Examples of misconduct are when a candidate:
- Creates a disturbance, is abusive, or otherwise uncooperative
- Displays and/or uses electronic communications equipment such as pagers,

cellular phones, PDAs
- Gives or receives help or is suspected of doing so

- Attempts to record examination questions or make notes
- Attempts to take the examination for someone else
- Is observed with notes, books or other aids

Fees and Exam Frequencv:
The ca.tdidate may take the examination as many times as they wish, but must wait
30 days between examination dates. An application and computerized testing
applicåtion must be submitted for each exam. A fee of $60 for the wastewater
tråtment plant operator and $150 for the voluntary programs must be submitted with
the application. Once you receive an exarn approval letter you will register with AMP.

$1.
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Adrian Edwards Did you have a way of making a copy?

Ashley J. PA Mm-hmm (affirmative). Yeah

Adrian Edwards: Okay. We start?

Ashley J. PA:

Adrian Edwards:

Adrian Edwards

Adrian Edwards

John Solvie

Joe Crimm

Nikita L.

Terri Svetich

Rick Warner:

Joe Carter:

Katrina Pasqual:

Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich

Dan Grillett:

Yep. lt's on.

Okay. All right. I just have a brief introductory statement to read and we'll get

started here. Today is December l2lh,2OI7. The time is L:32 PM. We're here at

the NDEP offices in Las Vegas on East Flamingo, and we have a video conference
with the NDEP office in Carson City. I'll let everybody introduce themselves here

in a second.

I just want to thank everyone for coming. Before we start, I wanted to let
everybody know that we're gonna be audio recording this meeting, if you can

make sure you don't just nod or shake your head or make gestures. We can't get

that down. Also, if we can not talk over each other, I'll try to moderate that to
make sure that we don't do that. lt'll make the transcription a lot easier to go

down. Okay?

We'll start off by introducing everyone who's here, and maybe their roles as we
go around. I'm Adrian Edwards. I'm the certification board chairman for NWEA.

John Solvie, certification board member

I'm Joe IKram 00:0L:29]. l'm on the certification board also

Iinaudible 00:01:3L]

I'm Terri Svetich. I'm the past president for NWEA. l'm representing NWEA here

today.

Likewise. Agent Rick Warner, past president of NWEA. Past president of

Iinaudible 00:01:50] today.

Joe Carter. I'm the certification board.

I'm Katrina Pasqualfrom NDEP. l'm an observer

Okay, Nate?

Nate Seltenreich. Operator with Clark County.

Dan Grillett, representing Nate with Local 1107.

Page 1 of 25
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Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich: Seltenreich, yes.

Adrian Edwards: Seltenreich. Okay. "Mr. Seltenreich"? Or can I call you "Nate"?

Nate Seltenreich: What you prefer. lt doesn't matter to me.

00094

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Okay. We should probably address that right away. You're here, Dan, as a

representation from the union?

Yes

Okay. You understand that this isn't really a union issue?

Itotally understand, but Hawaiian Garden rights are clear. lf the individualfeels

that any discipline could ensue from any meeting, they're entitled to needing

representation.

Okay. This doesn't ... We're not here ... Obviously, nobody here is from Clark

County Water Reclamation District, and we don't have the authority to do

anything with his employment. But yeah, you're welcome to have him sit in if
you'd like.

Thank you

Okay. Okay. Any other questions before we get started? Okay. I'm going to lead

the meeting. All right, so I'm glad you said your last name. Seltenreich?

It's a little easierto say "Nate". l'm Adrian. You can call me on a first name basis

I think you've got an idea of why we're here today. We're here today to talk
about some documents that were found in your work area at the Clark County

Water Reclamation District. We wanted to talk about that, and just your

certification experience and history in general. Tell us about how you started

with your grade one and grade two certifications. Did you take those on a

computer, in writing? How did those go?

To be honest, it was a long time ago. I believe I took most of them by computer

I don't recall if my one or two ... I believe my two was on the computer. The

one, I don't remember. I don't remember if it was computer or written.

Then, those were all here in Nevada?

That's correct. First-time pass.

Then the grade three, you did a little bit different?

Correct.

Page 2 of 25
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Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich Correct

Adrian Edwards

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich: I did in Utah, yes.

Adrian Edwards

How was that? Tell us about that.

I took my test in Utah initially. I didn't pass in Utah. I didn't too bad, but not
enough to pass. Came back to Nevada, took my test, and passed.

What made you go to Utah?

I can test earlier than I could in Nevada.

Okay. Do you remember how much experience you had when you tested for the
three?

Well, the problem with Nevada, they don't count my military time. I only get a

maximum of six months, so I don't remember what the total time was that I had

to [inaudible 00:05:15]. I'm sure it exceeded the amount required, I know that. I

signed off on that certified [inaudible 00:05:21-].

Okay, so they were gonna let you take certification for the full grade three?

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards Utah offers the chance to review the test as well, after you take it?

Nate Seltenreich: That's correct

Okay. But you weren't planning on working up in Utah?

No, because at the time, they had reciprocity. I was hoping to pass this the first
time like I did with my one and two, but I was trying to get ahead of the game so

that I wouldn't have to worry about it once it came time. I was just trying to get

ahead.

Did that have anything to do with you going up there, or was it just completely

Icrossta lk 00:06:i.3]?

I didn't even know about that prior to signing up for it

Okay. lt was only after?

It was only after.

Okay. Did you take advantage of that and review your test?

Okay. You said, I'm sorry, the grade three you took in Utah the first time, you

didn't pass.

Page 3 of 25
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Nate Seltenreich: I didn't pass. lcame down to pass it here.

Adrian Edwards As far as the review, you did a review-

Nate Seltenreich I did do a review. Yes

Adrian Edwards: Tell us about that. Did you have to go up there? What was-

Nate Seltenreich I had to drive up there. I don't remember the location of where it was. lt was in

a little room. You fit everybody that took the test that didn't pass, that wanted

to take advantage of the review session, and all of us were crammed into that
one little room. I don't recall how many people were there, but it was a

significant amount.

Adrian Edwards Like L0, L5?

Nate Seltenreich: To be honest, lcould have been anywhere between 10to 30. I don't remember

Adrian Edwards Okay. A bunch of people in the room. How did that work, because I've never

done that before, that review, taken that test. Walk in, "Hey, I'm here to review

my test." "Okay, go into that room there."

Nate Seltenreich It's a long time ago. I don't remember the process of getting in there and doing
anything. You're talking, what, eight years ago?

Adrian Edwards: Yeah.

Nate Seltenreich Yeah, I don't remember how it allworked out. ljust rememberthat I did go up

there to review.

Adrian Edwards Okay. They have somebody helping you? I talked to somebody from Utah, and

they said, "Oh, the idea is, if you get a math question wrong, you can come

down and see what the question was and see what you answered, and get a

scratch paper and write down and do the math over again."

Nate Seltenreich That wasn't the way it was explained, and that's not the way that went down.
lndividuals asked if they could take notes. Everybody there was taking notes. I

took notes as well. That's it.

Adrian Edwards Okay. Nobody there helping you?

Nate Seltenreich We had Paul Krauth there, but he wasn't answering any questions. He was just

sitting there, pass them out. I guess watching people. That's it.

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Okay. How long did they give you to do that?

I don't recall. I have no idea.

tb
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John Solvie

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Could you take your notes with you, or ... ?

He didn't express one way or another, so I don't know.

Didn't know if you were allowed to, or ... ?

Well, no, because I showed him my notes on the essay and said, "Thank you for
the day," when it was time, we completed. Because I had a pad of paper. I said,

"Thank you very much for letting me have the opportunity, and I left."

Showed him the notes, and then you left?

Absolutely.

With the notes?

r did.

Okay. Was Paul the only one there for Utah?

Nate Seltenreich As a representative, yes. One of the reviews, his mom was actually there as well

I don't recall which one.

Dan Grillett: His mom?

Nate Seltenreich His mom. She's an elderly lady. She happened to be there as well. That's all I

could remember. That's why I remember her so vividly. She liked to ramble.

Adrian Edwards That would be unusual for sure to have somebody's mom. She must have just

been in town or something.

Nate Seltenreich: Very easily [inaudible 00:10:L9]

What did they give you when you go in? You mentioned you had a booklet to
write down some notes.

I had a notepad, and the only thing they gave me was, I believe, my test book

and answer sheet. That was it.

Okay. Then at the end ofthat, you mentioned that you showed him the notes,

and you left those but you gave him back the-

Nate Seltenreich: lnitially, I left the book, the test book itself, on the table. Didn't know what to do

with it, and to leave, you had to turn in the test, so I gave it back to the table,
which was just walking basically 1"4 feet, and turning to grab it.

Page 5 of 25
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Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Okay. Paul have like a checklist or anything? He like check you off , or he just

kind of ... "Nobody leaves until they give this stuff back?"

I don't remember. I just know that I was told that I needed to turn in my booklet

so I had to go back to the table where I left it, and it directly to him the exact

sequence of events Iinaudible 00:L2:091.

Adrian Edwards: Okay. The booklet and the score sheet?

Nate Seltenreich Correct

Adrian Edwards:

John Solvie

Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards:

John Solvie

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich:

Nate Seltenreich:

Nate Seltenreich:

Okay. You've taken some of the former AMP, now PSI is the computerized
testing?

Yeah. lt's allthe same company. PSl, AMP.

Right. You've taken the computerized test here in Nevada?

Yes. My three [crosstalk 00:12:41].

Ii nau d i ble OO:I2:431 officer.

H&R Block.

H&R Block. Correct.

Okay, and when you go in there, they make you put your phone and everything
in a bag.

They strip you down, basically, and even pat you down to make sure you don't
have any material. No watches, no phones, no ... Unless they're reading glasses

Not even sunglasses. Iinaudible 00:13:03].

Going back to that grade three review, did Paul have any similar type of thing, or
it's just, "Come on in."

It's just, "Come on in. Everybody's welcome."

All right. Did you have a phone back then that you'd take around with you?

Probably but-

Eight years ago, probably had a cell phone.

Probably a flip-up phone or something. I've upgraded since, but I don't
rememberwhich one I had, orwhat material leven had on me when lwent in
there.

(1
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Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards:

Okay.

Other than my book and a pen to take notes.

Okay. Did you go up with other people from the County, or did you guys

carpool, or ... ?

Ithink lwent up by myself forthat one. I believe so. I'm not positive, so ldon't
remember. Again, it's eight years ago.

Sure. Do you remember if you took that test at the same time as other people?

I did, I believe. I took the test with two others, I believe, from the County.

Okay. Let's move on and talk about the grade four certification test. You did that

the same way, right? Went up to Utah to take it the first time?
Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich Correct.

Adrian Edwards How was that? Did you go up to St. George?

Nate Seltenreich I don't remember if it was the same place, but it was in St. George, I believe.

Yeah. I took the test up there again. I don't remember if I was with anybody else

on that one, either.

Adrian Edwards Okay.

But I did go up there.

Same reason? Just because theY-

Early. lcould take it almost... lthink it was nine months earlierorsix months

earlier than I could take it here in Nevada.

Okay. That was the same way? You didn't pass that one, so you ...

I had a study session with him, and it was the same old scenario.

Okay. I've heard different things about that review session. lt might have

happened in Vegas, and not up in St. George'

That, I don't remember. I couldn't even tell you where it was at, but I do

remember having a study session.

Okay. What do you remember about that? Like a room full of people?

PageT of 25
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Nate Seltenreich I do remember a lot of people being around. I don't remember much about who

was around me because I don't think I had a study... I don't think lwent up

there to study with anybody as well from Clark County, so ...

Adrian Edwards I'lljust throw it out there. Does TGI Friday's sound familiar? What I've heard was

that-

Nate Seltenreich I don't remember

Adrian Edwards ... that Paul happened to be in town and said, "Hey, I'm coming down to Vegas

anyway. I'll let you guys review your tests."

Nate Seltenreich I won't rule it out. But again, I can't give a definitive answer one way or another

because ltruly do not recall that study session at all.

John Solvie Do you have no recollection whatsoever of reviewing the grade four?

Nate Seltenreich: Sorry, man. lt was, again, like seven years ago?

John Solvie: But you do remember doing the grade three?

Nate Seltenreich: I do. Maybe it's because of the drive. I don't know. I left from there to go on a

vacation to my cabin up in Utah. I think that's why I remember it most. lt was

the first trip there.

Joe Carter: What review did he have his mom at Because you said you've done two reviews,

and you review the one with the mother. Which one was that?

Nate Seltenreich: That was the grade three

Adrian Edwards Okay, so you don't remember being in that same room for two different
reviews?

Nate Seltenreich: No, I know it was a different location. One of them was by.... I don't know which

one it was, but one of them was by like a farm or something like that, or a

firehouse. I don't remember which one it was.

Adrian Edwards: All right. We'll go back to the grade three here for a second. These are the
documents that Clark County Water Rec gave to us. They said they were found

in a desk that was your primary work station?

Nate Seltenreich: I work in the area. lt's a common area, but yes. That's what they told me as well.

I told them I don't know. There was other material with this when they talked to
me. I told them that the other material I had accumulated through multiple
tests, getting people to explain an answer, to have an answer after the test, and

then just compiling everything. lt was just to help everybody study, and it was a

group. These pictures, I don't know how these came out of that drawer.

{o
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Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich: I don't know if it was face-down or up or ... lt was in a drawer

Adrian Edwards Okay

Okay. But you use that area as well as other people?

Yes, it's a common area.

Okay. Not secure or anything like that?

No. Just an AG key, which pretty much everybody has access to, anybody that
works in the plant.

A what? I'm sorry?

An AG key. lt's a general key. lt's a-

It's an all-purpose key that every operator and mechanic has into that space.

Oh for like the building?

The building, correct.

Okay. Yeah, there were other documents found with this. I've got some of the

other ones, but just to concentrate on these for a second. These, and the other
documents, were found in that drawer, from what I understand, face-down with

a bunch of other stuff that was ... Some of it was printed out emails. Some of it
was like from something like a CSN math quiz. I've got the list of them, but ...

With the exception of that, I admitted that the questions that I had there, I

accumulated through time in my study sessions to compile everyth¡ng.

Adrian Edwards: That's these guys, probably, I gather

Nate Seltenreich: [inaudible 00:22:00 Nate reviewing the paperwork form CCWRD]. I didn't
memorize them all so I don't know, but it could be, yes.

John Solvie Just so I understand, what you're saying is, what Utah has identified as your

Scantron and yourtest book, you're sayingyou don't know howthat go into
your drawer at work?

Nate Seltenreich: I told my HR as wellthat I have no idea how that got in there. I have my study

sheets, yes. But that, I don't know how that got in there, and I don't know

where it was [inaudible OO:22:42] to there. lf it was on top or bottom or in the

middle somewhere, I have no idea. I have no recollection or idea how that got

into my stack that I had in that drawer.

t
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Adrian Edwards: By your study sheets, you're talking about these typed sheets, or other stuff?

Nate Seltenreich Yeah, sure. I had a lot of questions that were just for studying Iinaudible
00:23:071 developed over the years. From others and myself, and just compiled

a bunch of data together.

Adrian Edwards: That included, these are a part of their study materials?

Nate Seltenreich Like lsaid, ldon't remembereverythingthatwas inthat book. ldidn't memorize

the whole thing. I didn't memorize anything. lt was just like a reference, so I

don't know for sure if that was a part of it. lt could be, yes, but to recollect

everythingthat was in there this long ago, I have no idea.

Adrian Edwards Okay. Well, this was just brought to our attention a month and a half ago, or

two months ago, something like that. The end of October.

Nate Seltenreich: Okay

Adrian Edwards The County's represented. These were two of the things that were found in that
drawer.

Nate Seltenreich: Okay

Adrian Edwards They talked to you about. What John was talking about was these pictures of a

couple of distinguishing marks on them. There's a hand-written"6O%o", and then

obviously there's the markings of the correct ones, and then some slashes

where things were wrong.

Nate Seltenreich: Right.

Adrian Edwards We asked Utah about that and where that could have come from because

obviously, they were concerned because it's a Utah Waste Water Treatment

class three exam on the top.

Nate Seltenreich: Okay

Adrian Edwards: They looked at, they pulled their files. They keep these Scantrons for a long

time. They pulled their files from all grade threes that had 60%, and they said

that the markings, the answers ... Like number 2l- was marked "D",22, "4", et

cetera.

Nate Seltenreich: Mm-hmm (affirmative).

Adrian Edwards: That all those marks, lined up with the test that you took, the grade three that
you took and didn't pass, and you got a 6O% on it.

Nate Seltenreich: Okay
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Adrian Edwards That obviously is a big question for us because the picture appears to be

Scantron sitting on top of a booklet, so that you can see a question and then the

answer sheets that would go along with it.

Nate Seltenreich; Okay

Adrian Edwards The obvious question is, you don't recognize that as being yours?

Nate Seltenreich No. I don't believe leven had a phone capable of taking pictures of it. Don't

know for sure. I don't know any other resource I would have to be able to take

these pictures. We had the proctor in there, watching the whole time' Why

would I do that when I'm taking notes?

Adrian Edwards: ln that review of the three, did you sit with your people from Clark County

Water Rec that were sitting with you?

Nate Seltenreich: I don't remember if I went linaudible 00:26:34] with anybody from Clark County

Adrian Edwards Do you think they-

Nate Seltenreich: I believe I said I didn't go up there. I believe I said I went up by myself

Adrian Edwards Oh, sorry. I have two other who took the test, too. I mis-read my notes. You

don't think that reasonably there's a way that anybody else from Clark County

could have taken a picture of your Scantron and test booklet?

Nate Seltenreich I have no idea. I'm not gonna try to speculate somebody else's actions. I have no

idea. ljust know it wasn't my actions.

Adrian Edwards: There were some things in that drawer from a CNS math class, too. Did you take

a math class, too?

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich

Terri Svetich

Adrian Edwards:

I've never taken the CSN math class.

Okay.

l've never taken any form of class in any atmosphere for [inaudible OO:27:481

Are you good at math in general?

Typically.

Excuse me, Adrian?

Yes?
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Terri Svetich

Adrian Edwards

Terri Svetich:

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Adrian Edwards

Ithink it kind of cut out for a moment. Was the question to Nate whether he

had taken a math class, and he had not taken a math class for certification?

Correct. You heard correctlY.

Okay. Thank you. All right. Thank you.

What about like chlorine and chlorinators? Have you ever worked with those

before?

l've never taken a class. I work with chlorine for my client'

You have?

Yes, but I think we have [inaudible 00:28:46] water, which is water that we

chlorinate.

I'm not talking hypochlorite. I'm talking about the chlorine gas, the chlorinators

and evaporators and all that

Just from whatever Iinaudible 00:28:59].

Okay.

That's the only knowledge I have of this.

Okay.

But talk about your other experience, too

Nate Seltenreich Well, my military experience, I didn't work with chlorinators because

membranes are hard. One of the drinking waters, I typically ... lt would turn

non-potable water to potable water, no matter what the standard was prior

Adrian Edwards: You don't work with digestors there either?

Nate Seltenreich: No. I know the city had digestors, but

Adrian Edwards Okay, so let's talk about the typed questions that Clark County gave to us, and

said that they were in that same drawer with all the rest of the stuff. Those,

you're saying, were ... Explain that again how you accumulated those?

Most of those questions that were on there, were stuff that I accumulated from

either my study sessions, or from individuals coming back with questions that

they remembered on their tests that they took.

Some questions were written down also from [inaudible 00:30:56] Roy CEU'

Nate Seltenreich

Nate Seltenreich

4q
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Nate Seltenreich:

John Solvie: Okay

Adrian Edwards: There were other people from Clark County who contributed to that?

Nate Seltenreich I don't know who, but anybody that took a test, I would try to get questions

from them that they remembered throughout the time, as other people did

prior to me. We just did everything together and put it together.

Adrian Edwards: Strictly Clark County people?

Nate Seltenreich: ldon't recall. I know other people from other plants, too, so it's a possibility, but

I'm not gonna say, "Yes, [inaudible 00:32:01]."

001 05

John Solvie From where?

Nate Seltenreich: Roy CEU

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

John Solvie

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Joe Carter:

Okay

It's not even a course. They just have practice questions that you can take, and

the ones that were pertinent.

You're saying some of these questions are from Roy's CEU?

I don't know if those ones specifically are, but some of the questions that I have

in there are from Roy's CEU.

Okay. Probably mostly Clark County because those are the guys you work with?

I'd assume.

Over what period of time would you say? How long has it taken you to
accumulate this, like give or take 90 questions?

I don't know what all was there, and what all I did myself. I don't know, and I

don't know the duration that it took. We're talking a long time ago, and I

haven't looked at anything in years, so I really don't know.

It could have. lt's a common area, so it might have just got shuffled in with the
paperwork. lt looked like it was get everything, all the papers together, and put

them all in one pot. I don't know what all ... I don't have a photographic

memory. I can't remember everything I've seen. I can remember some, but I

don't know what all was there. What I contributed to, what other people did'

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards: Some of these may have been there before you started?
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Nate Seltenreich

Joe Carter

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich I did take a grade four last year. No. Like I said, I haven't seen this material in

years.

John Solvie How many of those questions would you say were yours, you wrote down?

Nate Seltenreich: lwould be speculating, and I prefer not to do that in this environment

Dan Grillett I know we're focusing on Utah here. Why is Nevada so concerned about Utah's

stuff? You guys provide your own test, and you recently changed yourformat as

well, haven't you?

Adrian Edwards: We share ABC as a common test provider

Nate Seltenreich: Now, taking my test, I'm not allowed any material going in to take my test. Why
are we worried about anything else that might have been in this whatever
packet? Again, I said I don't have a photographic memory. There's no more I can

memorize.

John Solvie I think we'll be getting more into that as we traverse into the code of conduct.
We haven't gotten to that portion yet.

John Solvie Yeah. That may be more applicable. I'm just asking the questions.

The last test I took being what?

Last year? Didn't you take a test last year?

[crossta lk 00:35 : 1-9] half-hour.

It doesn't say on this [crosstalk 00:35:26]

I don't think it's a half-hour.

I just want to make sure we are understanding well, because it's in everyone's

best interest, including yours. But you said you don't have a photographic

memory. Yet we're looking at 90 questions that are on the same test booklet
that you took off of grade four, each question numbered according to the
number in the test booklet, and each question transcribed word for word,
including every single distractor word for word for 90 questions. You're saying
you and others have walked out ofthe test and transcribed 90% of the test, by

question, word for word including the distractors?

John Solvie:

Nate Seltenreich: One test? ls it possible?

John Solvie

Nate Seltenreich: Okay

That's what we're looking at right here, and that's why we're talking.
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John Solvie That's what we're asking, and you're saying you don't have a photographic

memory. You can't write all that down-

Nate Seltenreich: I think your memory's short-term, not long-term. [inaudible 00:36:40]

Nate Seltenreich: I also did say that I had the opportunity to take notes as well

Adrian Edwards: Did you write down specific questions?

Nate Seltenreich Well, I don't know what I did, what I wrote down. ljust know that I wrote down

enough materialthat I can study with.

Adrian Edwards You obviously didn't, probably didn't write down ... I didn't count them but

that's 15, 20 sheets worth of ... That's typewritten, so handwriting could be

smaller or bigger, but that's a lot of writing to do.

Nate Seltenreich How long? I don't remember how long we had per study session. I know I was

there for a while.

Adrian Edwards: You're talking the review that you remember was for the grade three?

Nate Seltenreich I know I was there for a while for both of them. I just don't remember the

location before that time.

Adrian Edwards: Okay. ln the course of reviewing the four, you might have written down specific

questions?

Nate Seltenreich There's a possibility. Again, I don't remember what I wrote down but there's a

possibility it was.

Adrian Edwards On question 53 here, there's some math being worked out. ls that your writing

on that?

Nate Seltenreich lf you had handwriting words and stuff I could tell you, but numbers, I don't

know.

Adrian Edwards Yeah. I know sometimes you can tell if you make a funny seven or a funny four

or something like that. Can't tell?

Nate Seltenreich I don't know

Adrian Edwards: Okay. ln your contributions to this work product, did you type up some of this

stuff, or was it like a Word file that you guys had on a common computer, and

everybody kind of typed in?

Nate Seltenreich I don't remember. ljust know that there was things loose here and there, and I

just compiled everything [inaudible 00:39:25i'
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John Solvie You're not aware of any Word document or anything that this was picked up on

and saved somewhere?

Nate Seltenreich Not that I'm aware of, no.

Adrian Edwards How many people would you say, rough estimate, would have access to that

desk?

Dan Grillett I could answer that. I just counted heads. There's approximately 33 in

operations staff. Maintenance staff is at least 15 to 20.

Nate Seltenreich Electricians.

Dan Grillett Electricians is another probably five. lnstrumentation is four

Nate Seltenreich: [crosstalk 00:40:1"6]

Dan Grillett: Facilities would be at least four more. lt's a good number of people, not to
mention anybody from management or security or anything. The AG key gets

you intothat room, and it'sthe most common key, and if you can recall from
your stint there, it is AWT lab. Does that ring a bell? We used to do phosphorous

testing, ammonia testing in a little lab, it's in the filter building' lt's one of the

rooms in the filter building. That's the room in question, the AWT filter building.

Adrian Edwards Okay. On the north side of the building

Dan Grillett: Yeah. Okay. ldon't think it's north. lthink it's west, but it's always confusion, but

I know what you're thinking.

Adrian Edwards: Same building as the ... There's the number one and number two pumps in that
same building?

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards:

Dan Grillett:

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett:

Adrian Edwards: Okay

Yeah, but they're not there now. But in your day, yes.

I got the building. Okay. My memory's not completely [crosstalk 00:41:13].

Fine.

Okay. ls that part of the plant stillactive, or is that shut down?

Water just passes through to get to the filters. lt comes straight from the head

works, straight past all the [inaudible OO:41':271basins and goes straight to
filtration, and some of it gets cut off to go to membrane ozone, and then put

back in for disinfection and discharge. That helps.

4t
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Dan Grillett ARM is all down. Flock is all down. Even the clarifiers, they're used occasionally,

but not on a regular basis.

Adrian Edwards How are you guys scheduled? Are there people just scheduled to that area, and

people that stay down in the central plant?

Nate Seltenreich I know swing shift rotates around, and we rotate all of ourstaff through'
Operate [inaudible 00:42:01]. I don't recall, like every three months or so we

rotate through.

Dan Grillett Right. Every quarter, the techs get rotated to different areas. Swing shift rotates

every week or two weeks.

Adrian Edwards Sorry, I think John may have already asked this question, but you passed the

grade four here in Nevada.

Nate Seltenreich That's correct.

Adrian Edwards: You got a 91, which was a super hígh score'

Nate Seltenreich: l'm sure there's other people who have scores linaudible 00:42:521that are

higher than that.

Adrian Edwards Well, the difference in this one is Paul Krauth came to the certification board

shortly after you got that 91 in early 2012. He came to the board, and told us at

the time that he had learned that somebody had left the grade four review with

some notes, and therefore might have used those notes in taking ourtest.

Dan Grillett I understand that the ABC questions, State of Nevada chooses their questions

from a bank of ABC questions, State of Utah chooses their questions, and out-
of-state chooses their questions. Could there be overlapping?

John Solvie: Two corrections. Standardized exams

Adrian Edwards At the time, there were state-specific exams, but those state-specific exams,

they only allowed up to, I think 10%?

John Solvie Correct. Yes

Adrian Edwards: Up to 10% of the questions to be different. 90% of them were the same

Dan Grillett Really? Okay. Because I understood from somebody from Nevada who went and

represented Nevada, to help choose questions for the testing, he explained to
me that-
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John Solvie

Dan Grillett

John Solvie

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett:

John Solvie

Dan Grillett

John Solvie

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

It may have worked towards the standardized exam. There are states that do

have prescriptive exams, and they develop their own' But Nevada has used

standardized since late '90s, something like that. Mid-90s.

I thought this was just like after 2000, that each state went to the bank and

chose their own. That's what I was made to understand.

No. No. There's a whole psychometric process behind that

Right. Okay

There are a couple people in the valley, at least one at Clark County that's on

the panel that helps create those questions.

Right

But those questions go in the bank, and they get used for every [crosstalk
00:45:031.

I guess I either misunderstood or was misled that Nevada chose from a bajillion

questions, chose what Nevada tests would have, where Utah would choose

their own, and et cetera, et cetera. That's what I understood.

That's the way things were done back in the old days, but choosing questions,

there has to be a whole process behind that, and that's done nationally now.

That's what we do here in Nevada.

I understand there was a committee, and that's just what lwas told. lwasn't
part of it.

A lot of misinformation

Yeah, that's fine.

Okay, so going back to that grade four test in Nevada here that you got a 9L on,

after Paul came to the board and said that somebody had left a review with
notes, the board at that time ... What was the term [inaudible 00:46:04] used?

"lnvalidated" your 91-. That was the term that he used.

Nate Seltenreich: Yeah. I'm the 91. [inaudible 00:46:16]

Adrian Edwards Well, that was gonna be my next question. What did you feel about that was

your experience on that?

Nate Seltenreich Everything I knew had a bunch of little pictures, and I don't [inaudible 00:46:33]

forsure. Butthat bookletthat lhad is alllhad, so ldon't know if thosewere in

there or not, but that's all I used.
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Adrian Edwards: The booklet meaning the handwritten notes that you left to review with?

Nate Seltenreich: Yes.

Okay, and that's what you used between the-

All the other stuff accumulated Iinaudible 00:46:59]

Okay. Between the Utah test and the Nevada test?

That's correct.

Adrian Edwards

John Solvie Just to help me understand, and you mentioned this before and I probably

should have asked then and I apologize. You had mentioned that you've never

taken any math courses?

Nate Seltenreich My wife's a math teacher, so usually if I need any math, I can go to her for most

anything. Everything's an equat¡on, so just plug and play for the most part' I

mean, it's not that difficult.

John Solvie What math courses have you taken? Have you taken math courses beyond high

school math?

Nate Seltenreich: ln High School I took College Calculus ll

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Joe Cafter:

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

With the past test, the 91that you said you should have fought harder, was

there any admission of guilt with that board, or you just took the [inaudible
00:48:491 of that and that was it? Or was there a hearing or anything?

There was nothing. I just took the punishment and just went with it. At the time,

my priorities had changed, and I didn't care to even have the four anymore'

Okay. I forgot what year it was, but certification board implemented a code of

conduct for operators a number of years back that every time we signed ... We

sign up to either take a test, or sign to renew our certifications. Right above your

signature box, it says you agree to abide by the code of conduct. lt's in the NWA

bylaws on the website and stuff like that. Does that look familiar at all?

No, but I don,t think I've ever read this before. I can't [inaudible 00:50:18] that I

haven't, interestingly.

I'm not familiar with it either

There's a little part at the second bullet from the bottom. lt says, " '.' not

conduct myself in a manner that subverts or attempts to subvert the minimum

certification requirements, application process, or examination processes."

t0l
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Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

John Solvie

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

John Solvie

Adrian Edwards:

Dan Grillett

Terri Svetich

Adrian Edwards

Terri Svetich

Second from the bottom?

Yeah, second bullet from the bottom.

Define "subvert".

Go around.

It's clear it's in the State of Nevada, in the top paragraph

Correct. Do you think that anything you've done has tried to go around, over,

above the examlnation process and pass it when you didn't deserve to pass it?

No. lf Paul Kroft were to say, "No, yot.t can't take notes," I would have said,

"Okay, fine. Thank you, and I'll just leave my stuff." I was allowed to leave the

material that I had, so I don't think I was trying to circumvent anything or go

around anything, or whatever the word is you use here'

5u bvert.

Subvert. No, I wasn't try¡ng to do anything like that.

Do you recall how many questions you transcribed in the exam book?

No, I don't. There was just no way I could remember that seven years ago,

Iinaudible 00:52:30].

Circumvent's another good word.

That's what I'm trying to figure out, the definition of the word.

Yeah, there you go.

ljust looked it up. "Undermine the power and authority of an established

system or institution."

I knew somebody would [inaudible 00:52:46].

Thanks to Google.

Adrian?

Yes?

I was just wondering, can ljust ask Nate to, in his words, tell us about the

situation with the grade four. The timeline, and what happened with his grade

four, just to hear it from him? Would you mind if we go through that?
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Nate Seltenreich

Terri Svetich

Nate Seltenreich

Terri Svetich

Adrian Edwards

Terri Svetich

Adrian Edwards

TerriSvetich

Adrian Edwards

TerriSvetich

John Solvie

Adrian Edwards

John Solvie:

I thought we just did. Adrian just explained the whole process of what
happened.

I just wanted to hear it from your perspective

My opinion is simply lshould have fought that instead of just rolling over, and I

didn't. That's on me. That's the only difference to what he said.

Actually, lwas asking more about before that, leading up to that, and the

timeline.

You just froze.

[inaudible 00:53:59] that you did when you decided you wanted to take a grade

four exam.

I didn't get the question. You froze up

Oh, okay. I was just asking you to describe when you decided you wanted to
take a grade four. What did you do? What steps did you do, and the timeline,

and what happened? What actions occurred? Just a summary.

All right, so you want a timeline from ... I don't know how many years ago, but

several years ago. I don't know how accurate of a timeline you're asking. I took
the test in Utah. Didn't make it. But I had the opportunity to study in Utah. Took

that opportunity. Took my grade four here in Nevada, and passed my grade four
here in Nevada. I don't know how long, how many time went in between any of
that, and I don't know how much time went in between me taking the four, and

my certification being inva lidated.

Okay. ljust wanted to hear it in your own words, what had taken place.

Yet, you went from a 9L, which we'd have to check our records, which is up

there as to one of the highest scores we've seen on a grade four exam, to a 64

when you took it again.

How many years later? And without studying?

I'd have to look at the time here. Three years

Nate Seltenreich: lt's several. I believe it's more than three years later.

Nate Seltenreich: I didn't study at all prior to that test

Adrian Edwards Okay. I think I've gone over all the topics that we agreed on. lf anybody has any

other questions about anything ... ?
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Nate Seltenreich I have questions. What are the possible outcomes that we're trying to pursue

here? That you guys are trying to pursue, besides doing a fact-finding?

Adrian Edwards Well, you hit the nail on the head. We're doing a fact-finding, trying to gather all

of the information on what exactly happened, if there were any transgressions

that happened, and if there were, whatthe certification board does is make a

recommendation to the NDEPs. "We believe these things were violated, and we

believe the punishment for that should be this." Then the NDEP will look at all

the facts that we assemble, and decide one way or another which way to go.

They can take the certification for a recommendation as it sits or they can, they

can decide to do higher, lower, nothing.

Nate Seltenreich: ls there an appeal process if it comes down to that?

John Solvie That would be through the State of Nevada, and that would follow along

whatever the AG does on most things. We don't have any knowledge of that.

Nikita L. [crosstalk 00:57:48]

Nate Seltenreich: You guys can issue a punishment without-

John Solvie A remedy

Nate Seltenreich: Without a remedy, or having anybody oversee it as far as an appeal process.

Nikita L. Oh, there's an appeal process for the State of Nevada. Craig [Katz 00:58:04]

Iinaudible 00:58:05].

Katrina Pasqual We would get that information to you what the appeal process would be. At the
moment, I'm not exactly positive what the timelines are.

Terri Svetich But we do have it built on this.

Katrina Pasqual: That I am aware of, yes, but I don't know if this falls underthat, the specific

rules that I know.

Adrian Edwards Yeah, that kind of went along with what I was going tie as closing remarks, too.
The next time you hear from us, it probably won't be from the certification

board. lt would be from NDEP, and then you can communicate with them as far
as whether an appeal is available, or how that works, who that goes to, all that
kind of stuff.

Nate Seltenreich lf it's needed?

Adrian Edwards lf it's needed. Yeah.

Nate Seltenreich
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Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Katrina Pasqual

Nate Seltenreich:

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards:

Nate Seltenreich

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett:

Adrian Edwards:

00115

Adrian Edwards I don't know exactly. The person from NDEP that-

Nate Seltenreich: Are we looking after Christmas?

I know we don't want to sit on this and make you hang around and sufferfor,
wondering what's going to happen, and keep you in suspense, but-

I have kids and family tr¡ps set, so I don't want to be gone when something

comes certified. I happen to be this time, but luckily I have somebody at the

house. I would have missed this meeting to prefer having somebody at the

house.

Okay. lf you have another address or multiple addresses or whatever contact

information you want to leave with us, we can make sure that you know as soon

as we can. I hesitate to make any promises because the certification board is

scattered th roughout Nevada-

I understand.

We definitely don't want to make any quick decisions

With the certified letter, we would track that so if you didn't receive it, you

wouldn't be dinged for that. We would know that obviously that ... We have

some sort of stipulation that you contact us to ensure that you've received it.

All right. Fair enough.

That's all I had.

Okay. Nothing else?

As far as I know [inaudible 01:00:34].

Okay. Anybody have anything from up north? Okay. Anybody in the room here?

Are there any other questions?

I have a quick question.

Su re.

Dan Grillett During some interviews with human resources at the district, it was mentioned

that Paul lost a booklet because a couple of different individuals were asked,

"Do they know where this book is? Do they have this book? Did they take this

book?" I haven't heard any mention of it, and I'm just gonna say it. lf somebody

lost a book from another State, shame on them. lt's just my opinion, but ¡f

they're dragging stuff from Utah down here or whatever for a meeting, and they

lose something and they want to pin it on somebody, that's just wrong. lt's their
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fault. Just saying. I didn't know anything about it until our HR brought it up.

"Where is this book? Do you have this book? Did you see somebody take this

book?" Because I sat in a lot of interviews over this witch hunt, if you will, with a

lot of different employees, and now it seems that HR didn't get the resolve that
they were looking for. Now, it gets dumped on the certification board. lt's just

my opinion. lt's just what I've observed over the last quite a few months.

I want to make sure that you know that if you look at the members of the
certification board, ILeanna Risso 0].:02:12] is on that, is on our certification

board. She's not heretoday because we asked herto not be here. She's not

involved in this process at all, just so there wasn't any pretense of anything
going on.

She didn't bring it up here from the County or help the County to bring it to
this?

All I know is lgotfrom the County, a letterwith these attachments on it, saying

that [crosstalk 01:02:46]-

I'm just giving you a little background from the district that they went through
their witch hunt. lt's abundantly clear that they didn't get the resolve they were

looking for, so it got dumped on the board. I'm just saying how I feel.

Adrian Edwards We don't look at it as getting dumped on

Dan Grillett Well, and I understand. I'm not try¡ng to say this isn't important. That's not my

issue. My issue is the last quite a few months, going with employees ... I pay

close attention. I've been doing this representation thing for a long time, and

I've been working at the district for a long time and I know how they operate,
and I know what's going on.

Dan Grillett: But I'm just saying, when they talk about missing booklets from Utah, "Where
are they? Who has them? Did you take them?" But you guys here at the board

didn't mention it at all. That tells me they're not telling you everything. That's
just my opinion. That's what I meant by "dumping" on yoLt guys. They're

dumping on you something that is highly sensitive. I get that, and it's important.
They just want to give you enough to get you excited. That's how I see it.

00116

Adrian Edwards

Nate Seltenreich:

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett:

Adrian Edwards

Dan Grillett

Adrian Edwards

Well, like I mentioned, we're looking into it and trying to get facts and just facts-

I do appreciate that.

That's why we're here today.

Just make sure we're getting all the facts.

To see if there's anything else that you wanted to contribute.
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Adrian Edwards: Thank you guys for your time, all of you. Thank you.

Adrian Edwards: okay. Thank you very much. lt's 2:36 is what the clock says down here. we'll

stop this meeting. lf the northern people want to hang on the line for just a

minute, we can have a little discussion after.

John Solvie

John Solvie:

Okay, thank you.

Now, how would you like-
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Job Definition and Duties

Definition for "Wastewater Treatment P Onerator"

A wastewater treatment plant operator is a trained professional whose primary responsibility is to

monitor and control the treatment processes and eqr-ripment at their facility to ensure that the

water quality requirements in the facility's pennit are continuously met in order to protect human

health and the environment.

Included below are examples ofjob duties that may be performed on a daily basis by an operator.

No one task will be deemed full time operations experience because an operator performs a

variety of the duties listed below on a daily basis.

Examples of operator iob duties:

An operator performs a variety of the duties listed:

. Operates pumps, valves, and other equipment via computer, hand or mechanical means to

regulate the flow of wastewater through various treatment processes.

. Inspects plant equipment and repofts any failures or operating difficulties'

. Initiates work orders and requests repairs to equipment.

¡ Performs repairs on equipment when necessary.

¡ stops and stalts equipment as required for operation and repairs.

. Takes samples of wastewater, scurn, grit, sludge and other materials and properly fills out

the chain of custody for samples and delivers the samples to the laboratory for analysis.

. May perform lab analyses to determine the efficiencies of treatment processes and online

instrumentation.

. Operates solid processing equipment to de-water wastewater solids before disposal.

¡ Operates, adjusts and performs basic maintenance on chemical mixing and feed

equipment to ensure compliance with established guidelines.

. Reads meters, gauges, charts and instruments documenting all required information.
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. Receives and Lrnloads bLllk chemicals, some of which rnay be hazardous, for plant

operations and stores when and where appropriate.

. Reads and follows safety infonnation on material safety data sheets (MSDS) for all

chemicals used on site.

. May drive heavy equipment on plant grounds such as, but not limited to, front-end

loader, backhoe, forklift, street sweepers, tractor-trailers, dump-trucks and various other

types ofvehicles as needed.

o Cleans, lubricates and performs routine preventive maintenance of plant equipment and

facilities.

. Perfonns record keeping functions by logging information on the plant operation, test

results from process lab, maintenance work performed and unusual operating conditions

in the logbook.

. Cleans equipment by using high-pressure water sprayers and associated cleaners, cleans

weirs on clarifiers when necessary.

. Uses proper hand and power tools to complete assigned tasks.

. Performs basic facility and grounds maintenance.

o Must use a computer in the course of the work to monitor plant equipment.

r Must be trained on confined spaces and may be required to assist in confined space

entries, or may be part of a confined space entry team.

. Drives company vehicles to work sites, transports materials and assists other staff as

required. May supervise or be in responsible charge of operations staff in performing the

duties listed above.

2
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Testing Eligibility

An individual rnay be approved to take a Grade One ceftification examination without fìrst

meeting the education and/or experience requirements. Upon passing the exarnination, the

individual will be issued an in-training certificate. The in-training certificate may be renewed

every two (2) years. Upon meeting the education and experience requirements for the Grade

One, an individual holding an in-training certificate may apply to be upgraded to a Grade One by

submitting an upgrade form and all required documentation to the Board. Upon approval of the

documentation, the in-training certificate will be convefted to a Grade One cefiificate that

expires on the date the in-training ceftificate previously did.

An individual may be approved to take a Grade Two, Grade Three or Grade Four certification

examination up to 90 days prior to meeting the experience requirement, but not before meeting

the education and sequential examination requirements. Upon passing the examination, the

individual will be issued a certifìcate on the date he/she meets the experience requirement at the

Grade level for which he/she was approved to test. The effective date of the certification will be

the date that he/she has met the experience requirement.

An individual may be approved to take a Grade One, Grade Two, Grade Three or Grade Four

certification examination upon meeting the education, experience and sequential examination

requirements. Upon passing the examination, the individual will be issued a certificate at the

Grade level for which he/she was approved to test.

J
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Computerized Testing

Exam candidates applying to take a certification exaÍì rnay be offered the option to take a

computerized certification exam through the Association of Boards of Ceftification. Available

computerized testing centers will be as currently approved by the Association of Boards of

Certification. This option shall not be available for Nevada Water Environment Association

certifications for Industrial Waste Inspectors.

Exam candidates approved to take a computerized certification exam shall be responsible for

registering to take the compuferized exam upon receiving approval notification from the

Association of Boards of Certification. Exam candidates shall also be responsible for paying a

separate computerized exam fee when they register to take the exam, which is in addition to the

normal testing fee submitted for pencil and paper exams.

Exam candidates will be provided with a date specific 90-day window to register and take the

exam. If an exam candidate does not register and take the exam during the approved 90-day

window, he/she forfeits all testing fees that were submitted and will need to reapply and submit

new testing fees to retake the exam.

Exam candidates who fail a computerized exam may retake the exam no sooner than 30 days

after failing the exam. Retesting within 30 days is contingent upon timely receipt of a new

application and exam fees and also contingent upon testing slot availability at each computerized

testing center.

The Nevada Water Environment Association is not responsible for lost or misdirected mail.

4
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Related Experience

Related experience cannot account for more than six months of the total experience required for

any given level of certifìcation. The remainder of the experience requirernent must be fi'om

direct experience in the type of ceftification being sought. The board has sole discretion in

deterrnining what constitutes acceptable related experience and what constitutes acceptable direct

experience for each type of certification. The breakdown for each grade of certification shall be

as follows:

In-Training

No experience required.

Grade One

One year of total experience required, at least six months of which must be from direct

experience. Related experience cannot account for more than six months of the total experience

required.

Grade Two

Two years of total experience required, at least one and one-half years of which must be from

direct experience. Related experience cannot account for more than six months of the total

experience required.

Grade Three

Three years of total experience required, at least two and one-half years of which must be from

direct experience. Related experience cannot account for more than six months of the total

experience required.

Grade Four

Four years of total experience required, at least three and one-half years of which must be from

direct experience. Related experience cannot account for more than six months of the total

experience required.

5
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Multiple Certification Experience

Individuals seeking certification in more than one certification discipline are subject to the

following experience policy, which sliall be in addition to other existing policies. Please referto

the Related Experience Policy for the definition of direct experience.

No more than fifty percent of the direct experience that has been credited by the Board towards

an existing certification rnay be applied towards the experience requirement for an additional

certification. If an individual is seeking more than one additional ceftification, direct experience

applied towards one additional certification may not be applied again towards another additional

certification. The total direct experience from an existing certification being applied towards one

or more additional certifications may never exceed fifty percent.

Duties related to the experience from an existing ceftification being applied towards another

certification shall be documented by the applicant and verified by the applicant's supervisor.

Acceptable duties that may be applied from one certification towards another ceftification shall

be determined by the Board.

EXAMPLES

(For individuals seeking dual certification)

If an individual whose primary job duty is plant operations seeks certification as a Wastewater

Treatment Plant Operator, the individual may take a Grade 1 Vy'astewater Treatment Plant

Operator certification exam when the requirements set forth in the Testing Eligibility Policy have

been met. If the same individual's secondary job duty is laboratory analysis and the individual

also seeks Wastewater Quality Analyst certifìcation, the individual may apply up to 50o/o of their

total experience towards Wastewater Quality Analyst certifìcation, as documented by actual

duties being performed. Thus, if an individual claiming 50o/o of their total time is spent on

laboratory analysis, it would take the individual two years to qualify for the Grade 1 Wastewater

Quality Analyst certifi cation.

6
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(For individuals seeking more than two ceftifications)

If an individual whose primary job duty is plant operations seeks ceftification as a Wastewater

Treatment Plant Operator, the individual may take a Grade 1 Wastewater Treatment Plant

Operator certification exam when the requirements set forth in the Testing Eligibility Policy have

been met. If the same individual's secondary job duties include laboratory analysis and plant

maintenance and the individLral also seeks certification in both additional job disciplines, the

individual may apply up to 50o/o of their total experience towards those coruesponding

ceftifications. Thus, if an individual claiming 25o/o of their total time is spent on laboratory

analysis and 25o/o on plant maintenance, it would take the individual four years to qualify for

Grade I ceftifications in both of those disciplines.
i
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Reciprocity

Reciprocity will only be considered from applicants holding active certificates that were not

obtained through reciprocity from certification programs listed on the Association of Boards of

Ceftification (ABC) "ABC Ceftification Exam Equivalency Chart" and persons holding ABC

certificates. Persons applying for reciprocity must also meet current education and experience

requirements, and must have passed written exam(s) at each grade level up to and including the

level for which they are applying. Certificates issued by reciprocity will be designated as such.

Applicants holding active ceftificates that were not obtained through reciprocity from

certifrcation programs not listed on the Association of Boards of Ceftification (ABC) "ABC

Certification Exam Equivalency Chart" may be allowed to test at the same equivalent grade level

they currently hold without having to take the exam(s) below that grade level, but not before

meeting the education, experience and sequential examination requirements. Upon passing that

exam, the individual will be issued a certificate at the Grade level for which he/she was approved

to test.

I
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Renewal

Cefiificates shall be renewed for a period not to exceed two (2) years beyorld the current tenn of

an active ceftificate. To renew a certificate, a renewal application, renewal fee and any required

documentation must be submitted to the Certification Administrator and be postmarked no later

than the certification expiration date.

Renewals postmarked after the certificate expiration date become automatically suspended. A

person shallnot be deemed certified upon suspension of their certificate. A suspended certificate

may be reinstated upon request up to one year following the certification expiration date. To

reinstate a suspended certificate, a renewal application, renewal fee, any required documentation

and a late fee must be submitted to the Certification Administrator and be postmarked no later

than one year past the ceftification expiration date. Upon reinstatement, the certificate shall be

valid for two (2) years from the original certification expiration date. Reinstating a ceftificate

does not retroactively certify a person during the period when their certificate was suspended.

A person holding a suspended Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator certificate may be deemed

decertified by the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection one year past the certification

expiration date. A person holding a suspended Nevada Water Environment Association

Voluntary certificate shall be automatically decertified one year past the certification expiration

date. A person who is deceftified shall be required to retest and meet all current education,

experience and testing requirements for receftification at that level.

9
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Renewal Notification

TORY CERTIFICATIO ent Plant tors

At Least 30 Days Prior to Expiration

A renewal application will be mailed that includes the holder's expiration date. The application

will also state the following infonnation:

1. The fee required for renewal.

2. The late fee that will be required if the renewal application is not postmarked by the

ceft ifi cation expiration date.

3. Notification that the holder of the certificate may be deemed decertified by the Nevada

Division of Environmental Protection if the certificate is not renewed within one year after

the expiration date.

Three Months Past Expiration

A second and final renewal application will be mailed via Certifìed Mail (Return Receipt

Requested) that includes the holder's expiration date. A final notice form letter will also be

included stating that the holder may be deemed deceftified by the Nevada Division of

Environmental Protection if the certificate is not renewed within one year after the expiration

date and also stating the late fee required for renewal.

Four Months Past Expiration

A telephone call will be placed to the holder of the expired certificate to the last known

telephone number on record. The telephone call will be documented.

l0
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Six Months Past Bxpiration

Notification, including mailed letters and telephone call(s) placed to the ceftified Wastewater

Treat¡nent Plant Operator, will be made to the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection for

action as they deem appropriate.

One Year Past Exniration

Individuals deemed decertified by the Nevada Division of Environmental Protection shall not be

allowed to renew their certification. Retesting at the grade level the individual held at the time of

decertification will be required for the individual to become certified again. It is permissible for

the individual to retest at a lower grade level to obtain a lower grade certification instead.

l1
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NWF],A VOLUNT CN,RTIFICATIONS

At Least 30 Davs Prior to Expiration

A renewal application will be mailed that includes the holder's expiration date. The application

will also state the following information:

l. The fee required for renewal.

2. The late fee that will be required if the renewal application is not postmarked by the

cer1ifi cation expiration date.

3. Notification that the holder of the ceftifìcate shall be automatically decertified if the

certificate is not renewed within one year after the expiration date.

Three Months Past Expiration

A second and final renewal application will be mailed via Certified Mail (Return Receipt

Requested) that includes the holder's expiration date. A final notice form letter will also be

included stating the holder shall be automatically decertified if the ceftificate is not renewed

within one year after the expiration date and the late fee required for renewal.

Four Months Past Expiration

A telephone call will be placed to the holder of the expired certificate and documented.

One Year Past Expiration

The individual shall be automatically decertified. The letter mailed three months past expiration

shall serve as notification of the decertification.

12
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Voluntary Continuing Education

Ceftified individuals may voluntarily pursue continuing education as part of their certification

renewal. Individuals meeting the continuing education criteria set forth in this policy will be

recognized by the Certification Board with a Continuing Education Endorsement in conjunction

with their certifìcation renewal(s). The minimum voluntary continuing education requirements

for each 2-year renewal period are listed below. For reference, ten contact hours are equivalent

to one continuing education unit (CEU):

001 32

Grades I (l) & ll (2):

Grades III (3) & IV (4)

Grade V

5 contact hours

1 0 contact hours

l0 contact hours

In order for the certified individual to be recognized with a Continuing Education Endorsement

an individual must check the continuing education box on their renewal form and submit

acceptable documentation of the training. Examples of documentation are: copies of the course

material with the number of hours listed and a sign in sheet with the individuals name listed, or

copies of certificates that have the individual's name, the name of the class, and the number of

training hours. Training that occurs outside of the 2-year renewal period window will not be

accepted.

Individuals meeting the continuing education requirements will receive a Continuing Education

Endorsement sticker to place on their certificate. The sticker will denote that the individual met

the minimum number of continuing education hours for the renewal period.

If an individual does not submit the required continuing education documentation for their

certification they will not receive a Continuing Education Endorsement until such time that the

documentation is submitted.

If an individual holds rnultiple certifications they must submit documentation for each type of

certification they hold. At least 50o/o of the training must be directly related to the type of

13
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ceftifìcation that is being submitted. Up to 50% of the training may be indirectly related to the

type of ceftification that is being subrnitted. Only 20o/o of the total training hours may come

from safety classes. The Certification Board has sole discretion in determining wlrat constitutes

directly related training and what constitutes indirectly related training for each type of

certification. For example a Grade I Wastewater Treatrnent Plant Operator submits

documentation of 2 classes he attended. The first class is a wastewater math class that was 3

hours long. The second class is for a water treatment class that was 2 hours long. Since at least

50% of the training submitted is directly related, the wastewater operator will meet the

continuing education requirement for this renewal period. Training credited towards one

ceftification may also be credited towards another cefiification if the Certification Board deems

the training relevant to both certifications.

Courses do not have to be preapproved; however, trainers can have their courses approved by the

Ceftification Board. The trainer must provide the following information:

. Name of the course

. An outline, syllabus or agenda of the training course

o Location of training (in person or on-line)

. Length of course, in hours

. Sample of "Ceftificate of Cornpletion" that will be issued to participants

After course approval the Certification Board will assign a tracking number to the course. A

listing of pre-approved courses will be available on the NWEA website. In-house training may

be approved by the Certification Board on a case by case basis.

14
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Continuing Education Review

An individual taking a grade one exarn must submit documentation of 6 continuing education

units (CEUs) or 60 contact hours in addition to meeting the experience requirement.

The CEUs are reviewed by the Program Administrator. If necessary the information may be

passed to the Certification Board officers or subject matter expefts for review.

Courses directly related to the type of certification the applicant is applying for will receive full

value. Courses indirectly related to the type of certification will receive one half value. One

CEU is equal to 10 contact hours. College courses (including extension and correspondence

courses taken for credit) earn 1.5 CEUs per semester credit. Indirectly related courses earn a

half-credit. (Half-credit: 0.7 CEU per semester credit)

Preapproved courses are as follows:

Directly Related Correspondence Courses

California State University, Sacramento

Operation of Wastewater Treatment Plants, Vol. I & II (9 CEUs each)

Advanced Waste Treatment (9 CEUs)

Small Wastewater System Operation and Maintenance, Vol. I & II (9 CEUs each)

Industrial Waste Treatment, Vol. I e,il Q CEUs each)

Treatment of Metal Wastestreams (4.5 CEUs)

Pretreatment Facility Inspection (9 CEUs)

Operation and Maintenance of Wastewater Collection Systems, Vol. I & II

(9 CEUs each)

2
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College Courses Earnirrg Full Credit (1.5 CEUs per sernester credit):

1. College Chemistry - up to l2 CEUs.

2. Mathematics area: Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Statistics - up to l2 CEUs. Does

not include basic, introductory, or business math courses.

3. Biological Science area: Microbiology, Pathogenic Bacteriology, etc. - up to 9 CEUs.

4. General Physics - up to 9 CEUs.

5. Engineering courses: Fluid Mechanics, Hydraulics, and Engineering courses not directly

related.

College Courses Earning Half Credit

(0.7 CEU per semester credit):

1. Technical Writing - up to 3 CEUs.

2. Public or Business Administration - up to 9 CEUs

Management, Finance, Supervision, Budgeting, etc.

3. Public Speaking - up to 3 CEUs.

in the areas of Organization,

Courses Accepted by WWET for CEUs

1. One-day training seminars, safety conferences, or NWEA, CWEA, or WEF-sponsored

conventions will receive one contact hour for each hour attended.

2. Other extension courses or training of any type which might relate to the operator's duties

will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. CEUs will be allowed based on the material

covered, the depth of the coverage, and the time required to complete the course.

16
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Disciplinary

NDEP Mandatorv Certification lW afer Treafmenf Planf Onerafors)

The Certification Board serves an advisory role in the disciplinary process. Disciplinary review

can be initiated by both the Cefiification Board and the Nevada Division of Environrnental

Protection (NDEP). Suspension or revocation of a Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator

ceftification is the responsibility of NDEP.

Ceftain administrative actions, per Board policy, are the responsibility of the Certification Board

unless otherwise specified by NDEP on a case-by-case basis. Administrative actions include

assessing late fees for failing to renew a certificate, suspending a certificate that has become

expired and decertifying an expired certificate after one year.

When NDEP determines that a wastewater treatment facility has violated its discharge permit

and has also determined that the violation is due to operator negligence, NDEP may submit

documentation for Certification Board review. The Certification Board will review the facts in

the case and recommend possible disciplinary action to NDEP. NDEP will review the

Certification Board's recommendation(s) and make the final disciplinary determination. NDEP

will carry out disciplinary action that it deems to be appropriate with the support and assistance

of the Ceftification Board.

When the Certification Board learns of egregious negligence by an operator, it will immediately

notify NDEP of the alleged negligence, review the facts in the case and recommend possible

disciplinary action to NDEP. NDEP will review the Certification Board's recommendation(s)

and make the final disciplinary determination. NDEP will cary out disciplinary action that it

deems to be appropriate with the suppoft and assistance of the Ceftifìcation Board.

l7
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NWEA Voluntary Certifications

The Nevada Water Environment Association's Ceftification Board may revoke or refuse to

renew the certificate of any voluntary ceftification. All revocation cases will be reviewed by a

hearing before the Ceftification Board, and a decision will be made by a unanimous vote of the

quorum; quorum being fìve (5) out of seven (7).

1. A case for decenifïcation may be considered by the Certification Board for, but not limited

to, the following:

2. The certified individual is incompetent or unable to perform his/her duties properly, or

3. The Certifìcation Board's experience and education requirements for the ceftification have

not been satisfìed; or

4. The certified individual has practiced fraud or deception; or

5. The certified individual failed to renew his/her certificate in accordance with Certification

Board policy.

18
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Invoice Approval

All Certification Board invoices shall be processed through the Prograrn Administrator for

acclrrate tracking within the Certification Board's budget. The Program Administrator shall

confirln invoice amounts and code each invoice before submitting them for approval and

payment.

Upon confirming invoice amounts and coding each invoice, the Program Administrator shall

submit invoices to the Vice Chairman, Chairman and NWEA President for approvals.

Invoices for contracted Program Administrator services shall include a breakdown of total hours

being invoiced and documentation of reimbursable operating expenses'

The NWEA Treasurer shall process payment for Certification Board invoices after they have

been approved by the Vice Chairman, Chairman and the NWEA President.

NWEA contract invoices for administering the mandatory certification program for the Nevada

Division of Environmental Protection shall be prepared by the Program Administrator. Upon

approval by the Vice Chairman and Chairman, the Program Administrator shall submit each

contract invoice to the NWEA President for approval, signing and submission to the Nevada

Division of Environmental Protection.

The NWEA Treasurer shall provide a monthly summary of Ceftification Board revenue and

expenditures to the Program Administrator. The summary shall include a breakdown of

expenditures that includes the payee name and the amount and date of each check.

\ex
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Examination Proctoring Policy

All certification exams administered by the Nevada Board of Certification shall be taken under

tlie supervision of an impartial and well trained proctor. The proctor ensLrres the credibility of

the certification process by administering and monitoring the testing of individuals.

The Ceftification Board Chairman and Cerlification Board Vice Chairman shall be responsible

for selecting local proctors to administer certification exams and for selecting appropriate testing

locations. In the absence of the Ceftification Board Chairman or Certification Board Vice

Chainnan, another board member may act in their proxy.

Proctoring selection shall be made in accordance with the following guidelines:

Proctors shall have no vested interest in a testing candidate's exam performance. Sources

of a conflict of interest include the following relationships with the testing candidate:

coworker, employer, trainer, instructor, relative and/or any relationship that has

reasonable potentialto create an appearance of preferential or differential treatment.

Proctors shall disclose all affiliations that may constitute a potential conflict of interest prior to

administering the exam. If a potential conflict of interest is disclosed by the proctor or is

determined by the Certification Board, the Certification Board Chairman and Ceftification Board

Vice Chairman will select an alternative proctor to proctor said exam(s). In the absence of the

Certification Board Chairman or Certification Board Vice Chairman, another board member may

act in their proxy.

To serve as an exam proctor, an individual shall agree to execute the following duties

Comply with ABC Test Administration Instructions.

Agree to avoid disclosing, using or exploiting confidential exam information and exam

content.

Carefully monitor testing candidates and testing room conditions during the exam

session.
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. Ensure tliat testing candidates do not receive any assistance while tal<ing the exarn; all

ceftification exams are closed book.

. Enforce all ceÉification progratn and exam procedure rules.

. Adhere to high standards of ethical conduct.

Examinations shall be administered according to the tertns provided in the ABC Test

Administration Instructions. It is the responsibility of the proctor to aggressively ensure the

security of the examination at all times and to irnrnediately repofi any security breaches that

occur before, during or after an examination to the Program Administrator. The proctor shall

ensure the security of all testing rnaterial at all times, which shall include, but is not limited to,

the following:

Securely store examinations prior to and following administration.

Require picture identification of all testing candidates and ensure that no one other than

the actual testing candidate is permitted in the testing site.

Ensure that examination material, including all scratch paper, is not removed from the

test site at any time during the examination.

Ensure that no cheating is permitted during an examination.

Ensure that examination material is not stolen, reproduced, copied, photographed or

recorded.

Ensure that all exam material, including all scratch paper, is collected and accounted for

prior to testing candidates leaving the test room.

Maintain the security of all exam materials and ensure that all exam materials, including

all scratch paper, are returned to the Program Administrator by secure traceable carrier no

later than one day following the exam session.

Proctors are not permitted to view the content of exam books aT any time other than when

transcribing a challenged question onto the exam administrator report.
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All proctors shall sign a form stating that they agree to comply with this policy and the ABC Test

Administration Instructions. This form shall be kept on file by the Nevada Board of

Certification.

A breach in examination security has significant repercussions for the Certification Program,

including the costs of replacing questions and developing new exams. The Nevada \üater

Environment Association reserves the right to pursue damages from a security breach, including

remuneration for the costs of replacing compromised questions and developing new exams

arising from security breaches while the examination material was in the proctor's possession.

All computerized testing centers and compuTerized exam proctors approved for use by the

Association of Boards of Certification, both within and outside of Nevada, are approved for

administering all computerized ABC standardized certification exams offered by the Nevada

Water Environment Association.
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NEVADA BOARD OF CERTIFICATION FOR
WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT OPERATORS

Examination Proctoring Agreement

I have read and understood the Nevada Board of Ceftifìcation's Examination Proctoring Policy

and the ABC Test Administration Instructions. I agree to comply with all duties and

requirements stated therein when proctoring certification exams.

My signature below signifies my agreement to the above conditions in all respects.

Signature Date

City/State Zip Code

Home Phone Home E-mail (optional)

Agency/Org anization where employed

Address

Name (Print/Type) 

-

Home Address

City/State

Work Phone Work Fax

Work E-mail

Zip Code
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ABC Test Administration lnstructions
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ABC Test Administration Instructions

Thank you for serving as proctor for this exarn. All ABC certification exams must be taken under

the supervision of a proctor. The proctor is responsible for supervising the entire exam

administration process. As a proctor, you lllust:

. Ensure that only authorized items are allowed into the testing room

. Verify the identity of candidates scheduled to take the exam

. Monitor candidates during the exam session

. Maintain a quiet, secure and professional testing environment

. Ensure that no unauthorized materials leave the testing room

Below are the procedures a proctor must follow before, during and after the ceftification exam.

The proctor must review the following instructions before administering any ABC certification

exam. Familiarity with all examination materials is essential and will make exam administration

easler

PRELIMINARY PLANNING

Because examination results often affect the careers of candidates, adequately preparing for an

exam session and selecting an environment conducive to concentration are essential. The

following are several elements necessary for a successful exam session.

Staffine

One proctor is needed for every 25 examinees. For groups larger than25, an assistant may be

used for each additional 25 examinees being tested. Please remember that each assistant must

review all examination instructions prior to the exam session.

Scheduline

The time limit for the ABC 1O0-question standardized exam is three hours. The chart below

shows recommended time limits for longer exams. In addition, a minimum of one extra hour

should be scheduled to allow sufficient time to adrnit examinees to the site, read exam
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instructions to the examinees, distribute and administer exarrts, ancl collect exall-ì l.tlatel'ials. The

proctor lnust ensure that exams are completed within tlie allowed time limit. Exalninees must not

be given additional time to complete the exam.

Exam Length Recornmended Time Limit
100 questions 3 hours

120 questions 3 hours

4 hours1 50 questions

180 questions 4 hours

Closed Book Bxams

All ABC standardized exams are closed book. No reference material is allowed in the

examination site. No electronic devices for the storage, display, or transmission of data, such as

cell phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), programmable calculators, computers, or cameras

are allowed in the examination site. Candidates should only bring photo identification, a non-

programmable, non-graphical calculator that has no text storage capability, two sharpened soft-

lead (#2 or HB) pencils and an eraser to the examination site. Any other material must be left

outside the examination site. All notes must be written in the exam book or on scratch paper

provided by the proctor. Candidates are not allowed to take any written material from the

examination site. Candidates are absolutely prohibited from recording examination content in

any format. Candidates who violate these rules may be asked to leave the site and may be

disqualifìed from the exam as well as future exams.

Test Site

Make cerlain the area where the exam will be administered is quiet and free from distractions.

ABC recommends that all exams be administered in a classroom or similar room where outside

activities which may distract examinees are the least likely to occur. To prevent interruptions,

post the "Do Not Disturb-Exam in Progress" sign provided by ABC on the door. The proctor

must also ensure that the lighting and ventilation are adequate and the temperature is

comfortable. If unsatisfactory conditions inside or outside the testing room arise, they should be

remedied as soon as possible.
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Examinees should have a flat surface that supplies sLrffìcient worl<ing roolrì, st"lch as a table. The

surface shoLlld be large enough to accommodate an open exam book and an answer sheet. If

space is available, please seat exanrinees in a checkerboard or alternate row seating arrangement.

Do not seat examinees close together or directly facing one another. It is also impoftant to allow

enough room between the rows or tables for the proctor to move easily about the room.

Examinees may leave the room during the exam session if they receive an emergency phone call

or to use the restroom. Examinees will not receive additional time to complete the examination

fortime lost during a break. Also, only one examinee af a time will be allowed to leave the room

during testing. While examinees may take as many restroom breaks as needed, each restroom

break should not last longerthan 10 minutes. Examinees should never freely roam the building;

please inform examinees about any areas of the building that are "off-limits" to them. Monitor

the length of time examinees spend on a restroom break and if an examinee exceeds the 10-

minute limit, send another proctor (if available) to check on the examinee. Closely observe

examinees after they have returned from the restroom -in particular, pay attention to determine if

they have returned to the testing room with any prohibited personal itern or display suspicious or

unusual behavior.

Bxamination Securitv

Maintainingthe security of ABC exam material is essential to uphold the integrity of thetesting

service. Security breaches can occur before, during, or after an examination. Conduct that may

violate the security of an examination includes, but is not limited to:

. Theft of portions of, or entire, examination

. Removing examination material from a test site without authorization

. Reproducing examination material without authorization

. Using paid test takers for the purpose of reconstructing an examination

r Using improperly obtained test questions to prepare persons for examination

o Cheating during an examination

o Impersonating an examinee or having an impersonator take an examination

o Loss of a shipment of examination booklets
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ìt is the responsibility of the proctors to aggressively ensure the secLrrity of the exanrination at all

tilnes and to imnrediately report any security breaches to ABC. A breach in exarnination security

has significant repercussions for ABC, including the costs of replacing questions and developing

new exams. ABC reserves the right to pllrsue damages from a ceftification progran'ì, including

remuneration for the costs of replacing compromised questions and developing new exalns,

arising from security breaches while the examination material was in their possession'

BXAMINATION MATBRIALS

Materials Provided Bv ABC Prior to the Bxam Session

1. Printed test books. Only one certification level is included in each test book. Examination

Instructions and the ABC Formula/Conversion Table are provided in each test book as

references for the examinee.

2. Scannable answer sheets and Answer Sheet Instructions for each examinee'

3. "Do Not Disturb-Exam in Progress" sign'

4. Examinee Log(s): Provided to record the name, identification number, exam category, and

test book number for each examinee. You can either use the form provided by ABC or

provide your own form that includes all of the information on ABC's Examinee Log.

Note: Accurate completion of this form is important because it allows ABC to verify that

examinees are scored for the correct exam category and certification level.

5. Exam Administrator Report(s): Provided for the proctor to report any problems that were

identified during the exam session or to note any exam questions for ABC to review.

6. Question Comment Form: Provided for each examinee to record specific comments or

concerns about exam questions'

Materials Examinee Should Brins to the Exam

1. Admittance slip and photo ID for identification purposes

2. Two sharpened soft-lead (No. 2 or HB) pencils and an eraser

3. Social security number or other identification number assigned by the certification program

4. Non-programmable, non-graphical calculator that has no text storage capability (optional, but

recommended)
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EXAM ADMINISTRATION

Sten l-Process Admittance SIins

It is very important that candidates are properly identifìed. Only scheduled candidates are

pernritted into the examination room. Verifying the identity of each scheduled candidate is

crucial to ensuring the security of the examination. Therefore, the exam proctor must check each

person's identifìcation carefully. Review the admittance slip and photo ID of each candidate to

verify his/her identity before the candidate enters the examination room. Anyone who does not

have both an admittance slip and a photo ID may not enter the examination room or take the

cefiification exam. The candidate must be informed that proper identification is required and

without such identification he or she cannot be admitted into the examination.

Collect the admittance slip and ask the examinee to print his/her name, social security number or

identification number assigned by the certification program, and the exam being taken (e.g.

Water Treatment Class I) on the Examinee Log. The proctor should complete the test book

number column on the Examinee Log when the test books are passed out (see Step 3). The test

book number is found in the upper right hand corner of the test book.

Step 2-Complete Identification Data on the Answer Sheet

Following are detailed instructions that contain notes to the proctor and text to be read to the

examinees. All instructions that the proctor should read aloud to the examinees are italicized.

Staft the exam instructions by reading:

All ABC standardized exams are closed book. No reference material is allowed in the

examination site. No electronic devices for the storage, display, or transmission of data,

such as cell phones, personal digital assistqnts (PDAÐ, programmable calculators,

computers, or cameras are allowed in the examination site. Please clear your work areas

except for two sharpened soft-lead No. 2 or HB) pencils, er(Isers, and a non-programmable

calculator. First, I will give each of you an answer sheet and a copy of the Answer Sheet

Instructions. Please do not write on the answer sheet until I tell you to do so.
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Distribute one answer sheet and one copy o1'the Answer Sheet Instntctions to each examinee

Read the Answer Sheet Instruclions along with me as I explain how to corectly complete

your answer sheet.

Hold up a copy of the Answer Sheet Instructions for the examinees to see

Use only a soft-lead No. 2 or HB) pencil to .fill out the answer sheet. Fill in each circle

completely with your pencil, making a dark, heavy mark. Any erasing should be done

carefully and should not leave smudge marks.

rJnder the section "Name," please print your name; Last name, first name, middle initial.

Leave a blank space belween your last name, first name, and middle initial. Do nol use

commas or periods. Filt in the circles below the boxes thal correspond to the letters of your

name

At this point, the proctor should check to make sure that all examinees are printing their names in

the correct place and filling in the circles correctly. Also, make sure examinees are using a pencil

and are printing only one letter in each box. This information is critical to processing exam

results. If this section is not filled in corectly, exam results may be delayed.

(Jnder the section "Identification Number," prinl your social security number (or ID number

assigned by the certfficarion program) starting with box A. Do not put spaces, hyphens, or

slashes between the numerical groups of this number. Any extra boxes should be left blank.

Fill in the corresponding circles below the boxes.

Again, make sure examinees are printing their numbers in the correct boxes and filling in the

circles as instructed.

(Jnder the section "special Codes," below the letter K, print the number that represents the

category of the exam you are taking today. Please refer to Table I below to determine this

code, andfill in the appropriate circle. If you have any questions, please raise your hand.
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Table I

Number Categorv
.......Water Treatmenl

.......Distribution

.......Collection

.......Wastewater Treatment

.......Wastewater Laboratory

.......lndustrial Waste

.......Cross-Connection Control

.......Very Small Water System

.......Water Laboratory

.......Other

0

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

Check to see that the examinees complete the appropriate circle under the letter K.

Next, below the letter L, print the number of the level of the examyou are taking today. Refer

to Table 2 below to determine this code. Fill in the appropriate circle. Again, if you have any

questions please raise your hand.

Table 2

Number Level

..................C1ass I or D

..................C1ass II or C

..................Class III or B

..................CIass IV or A

..................C1ass V

..................C1ass VI
..Other

Step 3- Administer the Examination

The following steps detail procedures for administering the actual certification exam. Again, all

instructions that the proctor must read aloud to the examinees are italicized. Please read

instructions exactly as written. If you make a mistake in reading the instructions, say "No, that

was wrong. Please listen again," and read through the instructions again. If necessary, you may

explain directions in your own words, but proctors must not help on specific exam questions'

I

2

J

4

5

6

7
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I am going Ío give yolr a te,st book and Question Contntent Fornt. I/'yott have any speci/íc

concerns abottt exant qnestions, write yolu'cotilmenls on this.form. Do not brectk the seal on

your book until I tell you to do so.

Distribute all of the test books and Question Comment Fornrs. Record the test book nunrbers on

the Examinee Log as test books are distributed. The test book number is found in tlie upper right

hand corner ofthe test book.

Please check the title of your test book to make sure you have the correct lesÍ

Now below the letters M and N on the answer sheet, print the last two digits of your test book

number. These digits are printed on the upper right hand corner of your test book. Fill in the

corresponding circles. Again, please let me know if you have questions.

Next, break the seal of the test book and fold back the front cover to the Examination

Instructions. Has everyone þund this page?

Please read the examination instructions to yourself as I read them aloud.

1. Read each question carefully beþre choosing the best answer. There is only one correct

answer for each question. If you mark more than one answer, the question will be

counted wrong. (Jnanswered questions will also be counted wrong, so answer all

questions.

2. (Jse a soft-lead No 2 or HB) pencil to mark your answers on the answer sheet. Be sure

that the number of the question in your test book malches the number on your answer

sheet, then fill in the corresponding circle. If you must erase, do so carefully and

thoroughly.

3. The time limit þr completing an exam is j hours for a 100 tol20 question exam and 4

hoursþr a 150 to 180 question exam. Work as quickly and as carefully as you can. Do

not spend too much time on any one question-1ou can come back lo that question later.

4. A Formula/Conversion Table, which is to be used when making calculations, is included

in the front of the test book.
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5. When yon are.fînished v,ith the exant, lurn in all exant ntaterials lo me. Only one

examìnee v,ill be allowed lo relurn his or her ntctÍerictls al a tinte. Please vvail in lhe room

while I check over your material.s. After I -finish reviev¡ing your materials, please leave

the room quietly.

6. If you must leave the room during the session, turn in all your exam materials to me.

Authorized reasons for leaving the room include receiving an emergency phone call or

using the restroom. You will not receive additional tinte to complete the examination for

time lost during a break. Also, only one examinee at a time will be allowed to leave the

room during testing.

7. Any attempts to cheat on any examination will result ìn lhe immediaÍe termination of your

examination. Furthermore, examinees are absolutely prohibited from recording

examination content in any format. Examinees who violate the security of any

examination witt have their examinations lerminated and may face additional

consequences from the certification board or agency.

Are there any questions?

After answering all questions, allow the examinees to begin the exam. The proctor should begin

timing the exam.

Sten 4- Monitor Exa ees drrrins Exam Session

Maintain a classroom atmosphere while administering the exam. During the examination session,

the proctor is responsible for carefully monitoring the examinees as well as the testing room

conditions. It is very important to ensure that both the lighting and temperature of the testing

room continue to be acceptable during an examination session.

Check periodically to make sure that examinees are correctly marking their answers on the

answer sheet and that they are using No. 2 pencils. The proctor must not help any examinee with

specific exam questions.

Do not leave the examinees alone while taking the exam. The proctor is responsible for both the

standardized administration and security of the examination. Be certain that the examinees do not
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receive any olltside assistance while taking tlie exam. This includes help from other persons,

prepared notes, and reference material. When rnonitoring examinees, if tlie proctor observes any

suspicious activity, which rnay indicate cheating orthe recording of examination content, he/she

should watch the examinees carefully to verify the suspicious behavior. The following actions

rnay be evidence of examinee cheating:

. Examinees are whispering or talking during the examination.

. Examinees appear to be exchanging notes with one another.

. Examinees appear to be using notes - either in written or electronic format

. Examinees switch seats during the examination.

Another form of cheating may involve the writing down or recording of examination content by

one examinee to later be shared with another examinee. Because miniature recording devices are

so widely available and affordable, it is possible for examinees to sneak such devices (such as

voice recorders, cameras and video recorders) into the testing room and attempt to remove

examination content by these lreans. Recording devices can be hidden in many everyday

personal items, such as hats, pens, watches, eyeglasses, and even perhaps jewelry.

Sten 5- Collect mination Materials

The proctor must ensure that exams are completed within the allowed time limit. Examinees

must not be given additional time to complete the exam. Only one examinee is allowed to turn in

exam material at a time. All materials handed out must be turned in to the proctor. This includes

exam books, answer sheets, Question Comment Forms and Answer Sheet Instructions. Please

check each answer sheet to verify that all identification boxes have been marked correctly.

Note: Answer sheets must be grouped according to exam category und class level. If this is

not done, scoring witl be delayed and scoring errors may occur. The answer sheets

should not be creased, folded, torn, or stapled.

Immediately following each examination session, the proctor must complete the Exam

Administrator Repoft. Record pertinent information on this repoft, such as the exam date, the

number of examinees tested, name(s) of assistant(s), and any deviations from regular procedures.
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Also, record the name(s) of any examinee(s) involved in unusual circumstances and an account

of those circumstances.

Sten 6-Shinnins E m tnafion Maferials

All answer sheets and examination materials must be returned to ABC. These include

o Test Books

. Exam Administrator Report completed

. Examinee Log(s) completed

. Answer Sheets sorted by certification category and level - Please keep a photocopy of the

answer sheets to protect against possible loss during shipping.

o Question Comment Form(s) - Please keep a photocopy of the completed forms so that the

state/provincial certification program can review examinee comments. ABC also reviews

comment forms as time permits.

A mailing label is provided for your convenience. Please take extra care when packing answer

sheets because if any answer sheets are damaged, the processing of results will be delayed. For

security reasons, all examination materials must be returned to ABC by a secure, traceable

shipping method requiring signature upon delivery, such as United Parcel Service, FedEx, or US

Postal Service Certified Mail, to the address listed below:

Testing Service
Association of Boards of Cefiification
2805 SW Snyder Blvd., Suite 535

Ankeny IA 50023

HOW TO CONTACTABC

If you have any questions about administering an ABC exam please contact us, by phone

(5 I 5) 232-3 623 or e-mai I : testin g@abccert.org.
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Nevada Administrative Code 445A.287 -292

NAC 4454.287 Plants for sewage treatment: Persons required to be certified as

operators; application and fees for certification; renewal of certificate. Q',lRS 445A.425)

1. A person responsible for the operation and maintenance of a plant for sewage treatment

must be ceftified as an operator of a plant for sewage treatment.

2. To apply for ceftification as an operator of a plant for sewage treatment, a person must

submit an application to the Division or its approved designee that is accompanied by the

appropriate fee.

3. The following fees must be paid to the Division:

Certifrcation Fee Period

Initial $60 2years

Reciprocal. ...'..." 75 2 Years

4. The holder of a certificate must pay to the Division a fee of S20 for each duplicate

ceftifìcate he requests. A fee of $25 will be charged to any person whose check is

returned to the Division because of a lack of funds.

5. A holder of any certificate issued pursuant to the provisions of NAC 445A.286 to

445A.292, inclusive, may renew the certifìcate by submitting a fee of $30 to the Division

not later than the expiration date of the certificate. Except as otherwise provided in

subsection 6, the holder of a ceftificate may renew his certificate after the expiration date

of the certificate if he pays, in addition to the renewal fee, a late fee of $20. If the holder

of acertificate does not renewthe certifìcate within I yearafterthe expiration date of the

certificate, the holder of the ceftificate shall be deemed decertified.

6. The holder of a certificate who is decertified may not renew his certificate.

7. The renewal of a certifìcate is effective for 2 years.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n, eff.5-27-92; A3-l-94; R037-02, l0-18-2002)
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NAC 4454.288 Plants for sewage treatment: Agreement to operate program for

certification of operators. (NRS 445A.425)

l. If the Division chooses not to operate the program for the ceftifìcatiorr of operators of

plants for sewage treatment, the Division shall enter into an agreement with an approved

designee pursuant to which the designee agrees to operate the program.

2. Any agreement entered into pursuant to subsection 1 must provide that the designee will:

(a) Distribute application fonns;

(b) Evaluate applications;

(c) Conduct examinations;

(d) Evaluate the training, education and experience of the applicants;

(e) Inform an applicant that the Division has denied his application for certification or

recommend that the Division certify the applicant; and

(f) Perform any other duty specified in the agreement.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n, eff . 5-27-92; A by R037-02,10-18-2002)

NAC 4454.289 Plants for sewage treatment: Schedule for classification. (NIRS 4454.425)

l. For the purpose of the ceftification program operated pursuant to the provisions of NAC

445A.284 and 445A.288, a plant for sewage treatment must be classified in accordance

with the following schedule:

PLANT CLASSIFICATION based on the type of treatment process and plant capacity:

Greater
than

0-0.1 0.11-1.0 1.1-5.0 5.1-10.0 l0.l-20.0 20.0
MGD MGD MGD MGD MGD MGD

Stabilization Pond
Primary
Biofiltration
Activated Sludge
Tertiary and Reuse

I
il
III
III
IV

2. As used in this section, "MGD" means millions of gallons per day.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n, eff . 5-27-92; A by R037-02, 10-18-2002)

III
IV
IV
IV
IV

II
III
IV
IV
IV

I
III
III
IV
IV

I
I
II
III
III

I
I
II
III
III
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NAC 4454.290 Plants for sewage treatment: Minimum grades of certification for

operators. (NRS 4454.425)

l. The minimum grades of certification for operators of plants for sewage treatment are as

follows:

GRADES OF CERTIFICATION based on the classification of the plant:

Plant
Classification I

Plant Plant Plant
Classification II Classification III Classifìcation IV

Supervisor I II III IV
Assistant
SupervisorIIIIIll

2. Any person, other than a supervisor or assistant supervisor, who is working as an operator

of a plant for sewage treatment must be certified as at least a Grade I operator of a plant

for sewage treatment, or obtain such certifìcation within I year after the date on which he

begins his employment at the plant for sewage treatment as such an operator.

3. As used in this section:

(a) "Assistant supervisor" means the person in direct responsible charge of the

operations of a plant for sewage treatment in the absence of the supervisor.

(b) "Person in direct responsible charge" means a person who is responsible for all

activities associated with the operations of a plant for sewage treatment and

compliance with all applicable provisions of NRS and NAC relating to the

operations of such a plant.

(c) "supervisor" means the person in direct responsible charge of the operations of a

plant for sewage treatment.

(Added to NAC by Environmental Comrn'n, eff . 5-27-92; A by R037-02,10-18-2002)

NAC 4454.292 Plants for sewage treatment: Provisional certification of operator.

(NRS 44s4.425)

1. The Division shall renew a provisional certificate as an operator of a plant for sewage

treatment, without examination, only to a person who:
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(a) Held a provisional certificate on July 1,1991;

(b) Pays the appropriate fee; and

(c) Subrnits the proper application for certification.

2. A provisional ceftificate is valid until:

(a) The applicant's employment by that plant ceases for any reason; or

(b) The applicant assumes a position of employment at the plant that is different from

the position he held on July l, l99l.
(Added to NAC by Environmental Comm'n, eff.5-27-92; A by R037-02, 10-18-2002)
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